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appropriate court fee stamp as
The copy of this order attached therein should bear an
prescribed under the Court Fees Act, 1870'

Sub:ShowCauseNoticeF.No.DRl/AzUlSRU/AJINV-03(ENQ-03y2019dated
14.08'20lgwasissuedbyPrincipalAdditionalDirectorGeneral,DRl,AzUtoM/sJai
Mataji lmPex,Surat and others

BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE:

M/s Jai Matajl lmpex, Plot No. 87-89, Ground Floor, Akash lndustrial Estate,
Olpad, Kim - Surat (herein after referred as 'the Noticee' for the sake of brevity) (lECB|KPD1178B) flled Shipping Bill No. 1744103 dated 1.2.2019 for export of 540 bags
containing "Feldspar Powder (packed in PP Bags Each Bag Net Wt

-

50 Kgs) in

a

Container bearing Number BAXU5046619 (hereinafter referred to as 'the said container')

atHazta Port through ltl/s [Vlovar Logistics Pvt Ltd., a Custom House Agent.
The officers of DRI Surat on the basis of lntelligence that contraband / misdeclared goods were being exported in Container Number BAXU50466'1 9, carried out

2.

examination of the container under Panchnama daled 25.2.2019 in presence of Custom
Officers, G-card & H-card holder of Mis Movar Logistics Pvt Ltd. and found the container
in worthy and good condition from all corners and sealed with Customs seal No. 038017

and container line seal No.791474; that'Let Export'order was given on 20.2.2019;that

the container had plastic bags having white coloured powder i.e. Feldspar Powder
stacked at the entry and some wooden logs were found to be concealed under plastic
bags containing Feldspar Powder; that cargo was taken out of the container and
segregated and container was found to contain 755 wooden logs totally weighing 12,120

Kg and 295 PP Bags containing Feldspar Powder (each bag

Net Wt

- 50 Kgs) totally

weighing 14,750 Kgs.

2.1

Shri Puneet Nayyar, Deputy Conservator of Forest, Surat Forest Division was

requested

to depute some officers from Forest Depa(ment to verify the nature of

wooden logs, which were examined by Shri Vikramsinh N Surma, Range Forest Officer,
Dumas along with his staff and Shri Satish Kumar Sinha, Assistant Professor, Wood

Science and Technology, ASPEE College of Horticulture and Forestry, Navsari
Agriculture University, Navsari. Shri Satish Kumar Sinha vide letter daled 25.2.2019
informed that on the basis of his expertise in wood science and technology the said
wooden logs appeared to be Red Sanders (Pterocarpus Santilinus), however, the same
would be confirmed after laboratory

test.

Accordingly, three representative samples of

Red Sanders were drawn from Log bearing No 599 and 755 of logs of Red Sanders
weighing 12,120 Kg, totally valued at Rs 5,45,40,000/- (the market value of 12]20 Kg ot
Red Sanders was arrived at Rs. 5,45,40,000/- on the basis of recent seizure of Red
Sanders Wood made by DRI wherein

the

market value of one metric tonne of P.ed

Sanders was estimated to be Rs 45,00,000/- ) were placed under seizure under the
reasonable belief that they were attempted to be exported illegally and were liable for
confiscation under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962. Similarly, 295 PP Bags
containlng Feldspar Powder (Each Bag Net Wt

-

50 Kgs) totally weighing 14,750 Kgs

valued at Rs 93,4561 (declared invoice value) which were eused for concealing the Red

Sanders logs were also placed under seizure under the provisions of Customs Act, '1962.

The seized goods were handed over to Shri Tejas H Shah, Executive Manager, of M/s

Adani Hazira Ports Private Limited (M/s AHPPL) for safe custody under supratnama
dated25.02.2019

2.2

Statement of Shri Rahul Krishnakanth Mishra (herein after referred to as Shri

Rahul Mishra), H-Card Holder of M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. was recorded on 25126-22019 wherein he interalia stated that:

-

They,

on behalf of M/s Movar

importer/exporter

Logistics Pvt. Ltd., used

to

approach the

for Customs clearance of their goods from various ports

in

Mumbai, Nhava Sheva, ICD-Sachin, Hazira and Ahmedabad;

-

They took authorization letters from importers/exporters for the clearance of the
goods from Customs;

-

The company also instructed him to approach clients i.e. importer/exporter for
business for which they were given additional incentive;

-

As per the new policy of the Government, they had to maintain the KYC form of
their clients;

-

He introduced the Noticee to his company M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. for export
purpose;

,

He had done the Custom Clearance work of the Noticee, on the basis of
authorization letter and the KYC documents submitted by Shri Paras Patel;

-

Shri Paras Patel approached him for the Custom clearance work saying that he
wanted to appoint CHA firm for Custom clearance work at Hazira Port, Surat for
the Noticee;

-

lEC, GST Registration Certificate, PAN Card, Aadhar Card, Rent Agreement and
Authorization letter of the Noticee were received on email.

-

He had not verified premise/address of the Noticee and he was aware that the
undertaking of Custom clearance work without verifying the identity of the client

and functioning of the client at the declared address was in violation to the
provisions of Customs Brokers Licensing Regulations;

-

They had been handling the Custom clearance work of the Noticee since
December 2018 and till date 03 consignments of the Noticee at Hazira Port, Surat
and Custom clearance work in respect of three consignments i.e. Shipping Bill No.

9697062 dated 17.12.2018, S.B.No.1552940 dated 24.1.2019 and
S.B.No.1744103 dated 1.2.2019 were handled by him; 600 bags of Feldspar
Powder weighing 30000 Kgs were exported vide Shipping Bill No. 9697062 dated
17.12.2018 and 540 bags of Feldspar Powder weighing 27000 Kgs were exported
vide Shipping Bill No. 1552940 dated 24.1.2019;
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He was present during the entire
proceedings of panchnama
dated 25.2.201g
drawn at M/s Adani Hazira port private
Limited, Hazira, surat during which
2g5
bags of decrared goods i.e. Ferdspar powder
were recovered instead of decrared
540 bags of Ferdspar powder
and besides

logs

decrared items, prohibited item
i.e. 755

of Red sanders were arso recovered
from

container bearing
No'BAXU504661g which were
conceared by pracing the rayer
of Ferdspar powder
bags; the said consignment was
being exported vide shipping Bi,
No. 1744103
dated 1.2.2019;
He had never met nor interacted
with shri Devachand Bherurar, proprietor
of the
Noticee.
Shri Paras pater had informed him
that he was the main person of
the Noticee.
Agency charges for custom crearance
excruding c&F charges, shipping rine
charges and warehouse charges was
negotiated and fixed at Rs.2,500/- per
40

feet container with shri paras pater and
the documents rike packing rist,
commerciar rnvoice, etc., for firing of shipping
Bi, at customs were received on
company's mair rd cus.hazira@staricr.com
and hard copy of the same was

received by him personally from Shri paras patel;
Transportation of cargo to Hazira port was arranged

by shri paras pater;

He was aware that export of prohibited goods was
an offence punishabre under
the provisions of Customs Act, 1962;

met shri Paras pater, shri Rajeshbhai and shri sartaj Bhai at Road side
of lchhapore, surat on 27th or 2gth January 2019 during which shri paras pater
He had

informed him that he(shri paras patel) wanted to export a prohibited
item i.e. Red
sanders by concearing the same with Ferdspar powder and shri paras pater

further informed him that they were planning to smuggre Red sanders
and the
same would be stuffed in a container and they wourd prace 50 Kgs pp
woven
Bags of Feldspar Powder on it so that Red Sanders would be concealed and
would not be visible; shri Paras patel asked him how much he (shri Rahul)
would

charge for exporting Red sanders in 40 feet container; he told him that he would
charge Rs.10,00,000/- (Rupees Ten Lacs), but it was finally fixed at Rs.5,00,0001

to be paid in cash after export of the said container i.e. when the container was
Shipped on Board;
The documents i.e. lnvoice, Tax lnvoiceforfiling of shipping Bill No.1744103 dated
01

.02.2019 were

sent by Shri

Rajeshbhai

from

emait

lD:_

jaimatajiimpex@gmail.com to their company e-mail lD i.e. cus.hazlra@staricl.com
and on the basis of the above documents, shipping Bill was filed on lcegate and

shipping Bill No.1744103 dated 1.2.2019 was generated; shri paras patel
provided him the original rax lnvoice, E-way Bill, etc., after filing the above said
Shipping Bill; he had filed the Shipping Bill on 1.2.20'19, but the Container No.
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Red sanders arrived
atAdani Hazira portpvt
Ltd, on
to 19.02.2019, he contacted
Shri paras patel on
his mobile several ,r^.Or.rOrn
es regarding

,t#Hf::::J::::1_-

the non-arrival of goods
which was to be
exported vide Shipping
Bilr No. 1744103 dated 1.2.2019,
but shri paras pater
replied that the Goods i.e.
Red Sanders were not yet arranged;
shri Paras pater further informed
that he wourd send the container
at Adani port at

last moment of departure of
ship;
He received a ca'at around 6:00 p.M.

on

1g.2.201g from Truck driver of
M/s
Mangar Logistics, rchhapore, surat
who had transported container bearing
No.
BAXU504661g and after confirming
his identity, the driver informed that he

brought the goods

of

paras Bhai

had

in

container No. BAXU5046619 from
Vapi rhereafter, he handed over the
copy of check rist to the Driver at parking

area for Entry into the Hazira port;

He had the knowredge that the container No.
BAXU50466.rg was stuffed with Red
sanders conceared under pp woven Bags of Ferdspar powder;
he had produced

the papers before the customs Authorities on 20.2.201g
so that the customs
Authorities wourd not insist for stuffing before them/
examination of stuffed
contalner and would allow to seal the container;
He thought that even if the customs authorities wourd come,
he wourd show his
ignorance about the goods stuffed in the container on the pretext
of short time and
if Red Sanders were noticed, action wourd be initiated against the
exporter.
The customs officials were unaware that the consignment pertaining to shipping
Bill No. 1744103 dated 'l .2.2019 contained some other goods or prohibited goods
along with declared goods.

He came in contact with Shri Paras Patel residing at A-7, chitrakut society,
Hirabaug, Varachha, Surat and having mobile numbers 9g2493g000 &
9824973399, in the month of November/December 2018 through an acquaintance
Shri Krishna Yadav;
He knew Shri Rajeshbhai through Shri Paras Patel, however, he did not know the
residential address of Shri Rajeshbhai but his mobile number was 7304354939.

He knew Shri Sartaj through Shri Paras Patel, however, he did not know the
residential address of Shri Sartaj bhai but his mobile numberwere 8879611385 &
7304315539.

2.2.1 During the recording of his statement, Shri Rahul Mishra produced his mobile
phone ofVivo Brand bearing lMEl Nos. 869306038403235 and 869306038403227 which

was kept in the green envelope and sealed with DRI Lac seal No.5 @ 15:55 Hrs of
26.02.2019.
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2'3

statement of shri Jitendra sharma,
G-card horder & senior Executive
of M/s
Movar Logistics pvt. Ltd. was recorded
on 25/26-2-20.rg wherein he interaria
stated that:
He was shown the statement dated
2s/26-2-2019 of Shri Rahur Mishra
and he

-

agreed to the same.

His responsibirities as G-card horder
of M/s Movar Logistics pvt. Ltd incruded
verification of Kyc documents submitted
by the Exporters/rmporters, address
of
the rmporter/Exporter through personar
visit and verification of the customs

documents and to remain present
at the container in case of dock stuffing,
etc;
He had not verified the Kyc documents
of the Noticee and had not visited its
premises as shri Rahur Mishra,
H-card holder of M/s Movar Logistics pvt.
Ltd. had
assured him that he had verifled the documents/premises;
shri Rahul Mishra, H-card Horder of M/s Movar
Logistics pvt. Ltd deart with the
export relating work of the Noticee;

He was aware of the fact that undertaking the
custom crearance work without
verifying the identity and functioning of the crient at the
decrared address was in
violation to the provisions of Customs Brokers Licensing Regulations;
All the work relating to the Noticee was being rooked after by
shri Rahur Mishra, H_
card Holder in co-ordination with the party; he signed the export documents
of the
Noticee as well as on the check list without verifying the address of the
exporter by
relying on Shri Rahul Mishra, H-Card Holder;

Two containers were exported prior to the present container and the earlier two
containers were verified by the customs officers and got sealed by custom seal
and thereafter exported;

They used to receive the export related documents in respect of the Noticee on
company's mail ld cus.hazira@staricl.com and hard copy of the same were
received by Shri Rahul Mishra, H-Card Holder;
He used to verify HSN Code of product as mentioned on lnvoice;

He was present during the entire proceedings of panchnama daled 25-2-2019

during which Red Sanders and Feldspar powder were recovered/seized from
Container No. BAXU5046619 covered under Shipping Bill No.1744103 dated
1.2.2019.
Red Sanders, being prohibited item and Export of prohibited goods was an offence

punishable under the provisions of Customs Act, 1962.

2.4

Statement of Shri Rajesh Kumar Bind, Driver of M/s trlangal Logistics (who had

transported the container bearing number 8AXU5046619 to the Hazira Port), S-5, Balaji
Complex, lchhapore, Surat was recorded on27-2-2019 wherein he interalia stated that:

-

He had picked the container from Adani Port and reached his office at lcchapore
on directions of his supervisor on 17-2-2019.
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-

-

-

His employer, shri Kiratbhai, tord
him that he had to road goods
from vapi and
before reaching Navsari, he shourd
contact shri parasbhai on his
mobire No.
992493S000 and should confirm
paras
from shri
whether the goods were to be
loaded on that day or otherwise.
He was further directed that if
shri paras said no,
then he would visit Vapi on the next
day.
As directed by his owner, on contacting
Shri parasbhai on his mobire number,
was
informed that container would be
loaded in the night only.
His owner had given the Vapi address
as M/s JMr, Asian Engineering compound,
4th Phase, opposite Noor weighing,
Begum Road, Vapi. He started at 2
0,crock in
the afternoon of 1g-2-201g and reached
vapi at 7 pm. As per instructions of shri
Paras, he reached highway near to Vapi godown
at g pm.

At around'10:30 pm on receiving instruction
over phone from shri paras he
parked the trairer roaded with container
at the godown where

a

-

Registration Number of Andhra pradesh was
already parked.
Shri Paras informed him that if rabourers were availabre,
then

vehicre with

the container wourd
be stuffed in the night itserf otherwise, the same wourd
be stuffed in the morning.

After that Shri Paras took him to a hoter on highway and then
they had their
meals. Despite his objection, he was taken away by shri paras in
his

white corour

vehicle and in the night he srept in that car arong with shri paras.
when he
arrived at godown next day morning at 7 o'clock, he noticed that the
container
was

already loaded.

-

Later, at around 9 am he left for Surat from Vapi.

The vehicle was weighed at a weigh bridge at Sachin GIDC. At the weigh
bridge,
shri Paras informed that 8 more bags were required to be loaded in the container,
which were loaded after arranging the same by shrl paras within an hour.

After that the he drove the vehicle from sachin GIDC weigh bridge and reached
outside the gate of Adani Hazira Port at 5 pm on 19-2-2019. He contacted shri
Rahulbhai (Shri Rahul Mishra) and informed that he brought the container of shri
Parasbhai. shri Rahul Mishra reached there and collected the documents and left
the place and after some time, returned and handed over the gatepass to him. He

took the container inside Hazira port after showing the gate pass. He did not
receive any phone call from Shri Rajeshbhai or Shri Sartajbhai on that day.

The Red Sanders wood was loaded in the container at the godwon at lrl/s Jtrll,
Asian Engineering Compound, 4th Phase, Opposlte Noor Weighing, Begum Road,
Vapi.

2.5

Statement

of Shri Paras

Himmatbhai Vadadoriya alias Paras Patel, (Person

holding to be exporter i.e. main person of the Noticee, before CHA) (herein after referred
to as Shri Paras Patel) was recorded on27-2-2019 wherein he inter alia stated that:
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He had met Shri Rajeshbhai
at Javeri Bazar through one
of his friend Shri
Mihirbhai

during his visits to Mumbai
when he was working as a
diamond broker;
he did not know the full name
of shri Rajesh bhai; the mobile
number of shri
Rajeshbhai was 7304354939;

Presen'y shri Mihir bhai was
residing in china and he did
not know his contact
details.
ln the month of october/November
201g one, shri Rajeshbhai of
Mumbai cared
him on his mobire number and
informed him that he wanted
to export Feldspar
Powder from Hazira port, surat
and offered him to work for him
(shri

Rajeshbhai)
in documentation work for the
export of goods on sarary to which
he agreed;
He arranged M/s Movar Logistics
Pvt. Ltd through shri Rahul Mishra,
for customs
clearance work from Hazira port;
He came into contact with shri Rahur
Mishra in the month of November/December
2018 through Shri Krishna yadav.

shri Rajeshbhai had sent him the Kyc documents
of the Noticee on his whatsapp
and thereafter he forwarded the said documents
from his whatsapp to his e-mair
i e' brueparas@qmair.com and arso sent
the Kyc documents on the e-mair of the

CHAfirm

Shri Rajeshbhai was sending the documents to shri
Rahur Mishra on his mair id
whenever Rajeshbhai met him, he used to take his
mobire for 15-20 minutes and
his password of e-mair was stored in it and it might be possibre
that he had

changed the password; He did not know that password was
changed as he
accessed his e-mail very rarely.

Since December 2018, he had handred 03 consignments of the Noticee
arHazira
Port, surat and the first two consignments were loaded at Diamond Nagar,
surat.
The containers were stuffed at open place on the road at Diamond Nagar, as they
didn't have any place/godown to stuff the goods in the container;
He had informed shri Rahul Mishra that he wanted to export a prohibited item i.e.
Red Sanders by concealing the same with Feldspar powder;
He had negotiated with shri Rahul lrlishra and agreed to pay Rs.5,0o,ooo/- in cash

only after container containing Red Sanders wood was exported;

The Container No. 8AXU5046619 was stuffed at their Godown situated in Vapi,
Gujarat;

Shrl Rajeshbhai had told him that they had taken a godown on rent and henceforth
the Container would be stuffed from the Godown located at Vapi.

On21.2.2019, Shri Rajesh bhai had called him at Hira Baug, Surat and asked him
to give his phone to him as he had to make some urgent call. Thereafter Shri
Rajeshbhai moved away with his phone. Later Shri Rajeshbhai had switched off
his as well as Shri Paras's phone.
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;"J:l::"""ffii'compraint

to potice Department resardins
rakins or his phone

He agreed to the detairs
mentioned in panchnama
dated 25_02_2olgdrawn at
Adani Hazira port
He agreed that the container
was roaded with Red sanders
and Ferdspar powder
bags were used to conceal
the Red Sanders;
He had arranged transportation
of the container from Vapi;
He was aware that Export of
Red sanders was prohibited and
was an offence
punishable under the provisions
of Customs Act, 1962;

He had instructed the driver of trailer
carrying

Container bearing No.
8AXU5046619 to reach the Godown
and he took the driver away fro m the
Godown
so that the driver would never know that
the container was stu ffed with Red
Sanders;
He and driver reft the premises for dinner
and srept in the car in that night outside
hotel;

Shri Rajeshbhai had arranged raborers in the
night
container by morning of 19.2.2019;

ot

1g.2.ze19and stuffed the

It was planned to take away the driver of the
trairer and come back in the morning
at the final stage of stuffing of container would
be in process as the driver woutd be
under the impression that the container was roaded
with bags of Ferdspar powder;

The Red sanders were roaded in such a manner that it courd
not be noticed
without removing last two to three rayers of bags of Ferdspar powder praced
near
gate of container;

The Red sanders which was loaded in the container bearing No. 8AXU5046619
were arranged by Shri Rajeshbhai;

shri Rajeshbhai arranged eight bags of Feldspar powder to be loaded in the said
container to match the weight of the container with the documents submitted to
the Customs,
He never met shri Devachand, Proprietor of the Noticee and was also not aware of
his whereabouts;

Regarding the address mentioned in the IEC of the Noticee he knew the owner of

the plot and his plot number and he shared the details of the address with shri
Rajeshbhai and a fake rent deed agreement was made for getting the IEC without
the knowledge of the plot owner.

He agreed that the rent deed agreement was fake and was made for getting
amendment in the IEC of the Noticee.

He was not able to provide the whereabouts of other persons involved in the
smuggling of Red Sanders'
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2.6

Export

of "Red Sanders s wood in any form, whether raw, processed

or
unprocessed" is prohibited as per s. No. 1Bg
of schedure 2 0f rrc (HS) i.e. Export poricy
provided in Foreign Trade poricy, 2015-2020,
as the goods are covered underAppendix_l
of the "convention on rnternationar rrade in
Endangered species

(crrEs)". Shri Rahur
Mishra appeared to have committed an offence
of the nature described under section
135(1)(b) punishabre under section 135(1)(i)(A)
in as much as he concerned himserf in
smuggling of Red Sanders in the guise of Ferdspar powder
in contravention to the
provisions of customs Act, 1g62 and rules framed
there under. shri Rahur Mishra H_card
Holder of [Vl/s Movar Logistics pvt. Ltd., was found
to be activery invorved in smuggring of
Red Sanders. rn his statement dated 2sr26.2.2019,
he confessed dearing in smuggred
goods in contravention of the provisions of Customs
Act, 1962. Therefore, Shri Rahul
l\i'lishra was arrested vide Arrest Memo dated 26-2-2019
under provisions of section 104
of the customs Act, 1962 after getting prior authorization from
the competent authority
and was produced before the Hon'ble chief Judicial Magistrate,
surat on 26-2-201g itself
wherein he was remanded to Judicial Custody.
2.6.1 The bail application

of shri Rahul Mishra was rejected by the Hon'ble chief

Judicial Magistrate, surat vide order dated 22.03.2019 and he preferred appeal
before
Hon'ble District & sessions court, surat. The Hon,ble 4th Additional session
Judge,
Surat vide his order daled 4.4.2019 rejected his bail application. Sh1 Rahul tVlishra was
granted Default bail by Hon'ble chief Judicial Magistrate vide order dated 01 .05.20i
9.

2.7

VARIOUS SEARCHES CONDUCTED BY DRI:

2.7.1 Search at the residence of Shri Deva Chand Bherulal on 27.02.2019:
No incriminating evidences were recovered during the search at the residence of

Shri Deva Chand Bherulal located at Chungi Naka Khatik Mohalla, pur, Bhilwara,
Rajasthan under panchnama dated 27.2.2019 by DRl, Sub-Regional Unit Jodhpur.
Further, as Shri Devachand Bherulal was not available at home, hence summons was
served to his father Shri Bherulal.

2.7

.2 Search at the residence of Shri Paras

Patel:

The residential address of Shri Paras Patel provided by Shri Rahul Mishra in his
statement dated 25126-02-2019 as A-7, Chitrakut Society, Hirabaug, Varachha, Surat

was searched under Panchnama dated 27-02-2019 in presence of Shri Paras Patel
during which nothing incriminating was found. During search proceedings, Paras Patel
informed that:

-

He was residing with his other family members and his mobile numbers were
9824973399 and 9824938000.
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He was helping his elder brother Shri Dhaval Himmatbhai Vadadoriya in doing
miscellaneous work in the firm where his brother was working.
He was in touch with Shri Rajeshbhai (Mobile No. 7304354939) and he worked as
per the direction given by him.

The present consignment of the Noticee lying at Hazira was sent by

Shri

Rajeshbhai.

2.7.3 Search at the address mentioned in IEC:

The address mentioned in the IEC i.e. Ground Floor, Plot No. 87-89, Akash
lndustrial Estate, Olpad, Kim, Surat was searched under Panchnama dated 27-02-2019
wherein it was found that the same was owned by one Shri Shantilal D. Rangani. Shri

Shantilal

D.

Rangani was shown the rent agreement submitted

by Shri Rahul

Krishnakant Mishra, Custom House Agent of the Noticee, to which he stated that:

-

He knew Shri Shri Paras Patel from the last 3-4 years;

Shri Paras had telephonically contacted him a few months back for giving the
premises on rent,

-

He did not know any person by the name Shri Devachand Bherulal and any firm in

the name of M/s JMI nor he had entered into any rent agreement with the above
mentioned person/firm

2.7

The photo and signature on the rent agreement did not pertain to him.

.4 Search at godown located

in Vapi:

The godown premises of the Noticee located

at

5814, Asian Engineering Compound,

4th Phase, Opposite Noor Weighing, Begum Road, Vapi was searched by Senior
lntelligence Officer, DRl, Sub-regional Unit, Vapi on 27.02.2019, in presence of owner of

the said premises Shri Jiteshkumar Radheshyam Gupta, under Panchnama dated
27.2.2019. During the search, some 30 plastic bags said to contain tiles powder were

found. Shri Jiteshkumar Radheshyam Gupta during the panchnama proceedings
informed that:

-

The said premises (gala) was divided into three parts and middle part admeasuring

6000 Sq.ft approximately was rented out to one Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan
from 0'1-02-2019 under lease deed 14-2-2019.

-

No activity of loading of Red Sanders was carried out from the remaining two
partitions, however, he was unaware about loading from the middle portion, which
was leased to Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan.

-

A broker, Shri Mohammad Rafiq Akbarali Chaudhary arranged a meeting with Shri
Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan and one Shri Sameer and on being agreed upon for the

rent of Rs. 55,000/-, the shed was leased to them for which he received
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Rs.l0,500/- in his bank account bearing no.02370100009240 of BOB, Vapi
Branch and remaining Rs.89,5001 were received in cash as Security Deposit.

2.8

The Branch Manager, the Andhra Bank, Parvat Patiya, Surat was requested vide

letter F.No. DRUAZU/SRU/A/|NV-03(ENQ-03y2019 daled 27.02.2019 to provide the

Account statement

in

respect

of Shri Paras Patel having saving account

No.243810100064591 and details of Cash Deposit of Rs.20,000/- for the period Jan

2019 to Feb 2019 in the

said

account. The Branch Manager, Andhra Bank, Parvat

Patiya Branch, Surat vide letter Ref. No. Lr.No.2458/55118-191280 dated 27.02.2019

provided

the account statement of Shri Paras Patel having saving account

No.243810100064591 from 'l 3.07.2018

lo 27.02.2019 and informed that the required

information regarding the deposit of Rs.20,000/- could be obtained from IMPS cell as
they did not have it at the branch level.

2.9

Further statement of Shri Paras Patel, Beneficiary of the Noticee was recorded on

28-02-2019 wherein he inter alia stated that:

- His mobile numbers were 9824973399, 9824938000, 7046634973 and
7359278405.

-

He agreed with his earlier statement dated 27-2-2019
He was not able to provide the whereabouts of Shri Rajeshbhai, Shri Mihirbhai and

Shri Sartajbhai and that he would provide the whereabouts of Shri Rajeshbhai,
Shri Mihirbhai and Shri Sartajbhai within two to three days.

-

He agreed to Panchnama dated 27.2.2019 drawn at A-7, Chitrakut

Society,

Hirabag, Surat City, Surat, Gujarat and agreed with the contents mentioned therein
and further stated that he was present during the panchnama proceedings.

-

He had perused Panchnama dated 27.02.2019 drawn at Plot No.87-89, Ground
Floor, Akash lndustrial Estate, Olpad, Kim

-

Surat and agreed with the contents

mentioned therein. He further agreed that the rent deed agreement was fake and it

was without the knowledge of Shri Shantilal Rangani and he had made it for
getting amendment in the IEC of M/s Jay Mataji lmpex issued from DGFT, Surat.

-

He agreed to Panchnama dated 27.02.2019 drawn at Grampur Khatik Mohalla'
Chungi Naka, Bhilwada, Rajasthan.

-

He agreed to Panchnama dated 27.02.2019 drawn at Plot.No.5814'

Asian

Engineering Compound, 4th phase, Opp. Noor Kanta, Degam road, Vapi. He
further stated that from the same godown Container bearing No. BAXU5046619
was loaded with Red Sanders.

-

He agreed with the statement daled 27 .02.2019 of Shri Rajesh Kumar Bind, Driver,

M/s Mangal Logistics.
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Mobile number of Shri Krishna Yadav was 7405243362 and of Shri Rahul Mishra
was 8866935532.

Shri Rajeshbhai had called him in the morning of 19.2.2019 from his mobile
number 7304354939.

From October-November-2O18 he was in touch of Shri Rajeshbhai on his mobile
number 7304354939.

Shri Ventkat Rao, having mobile number 8879611079 was present during the
loading of Red Sanders s at godown of Vapi on 18.2.2019.

2.9.1 Thus, Shri Paras Patel was found to be actively involved in smuggling of Red
Sanders. ln his statement dated 27.2.2019 &28.2.2019 he had confessed dealing with
smuggled goods in contravention of the Provisions of Customs Act, 1962. Shri Paras
Patel had committed an offence of the nature described under Section 135 (1) (b) & 135

(1)(c) of the CustomsAct, 1962 punishable under Section 135(1)(i) (A) in as much as
he concerned himself in smuggling of Red Sanders in the guise of Feldspar Powder in
contravention to the provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and rules framed there under.
Thus, he had done an act in which he had knowingly concerned himself in smuggling of
prohibited goods valued at Rs 5.45 Cr (approx) and made goods liable to conflscation
under Section 113 of the Customs Act, 1962. Therefore, Shri Paras Patel was arrested
under Arrest Memo dated 28-2-2019 under provisions of Section 104 of the Customs Act,

1962 after getting prior authorization from the competent authority and was produced
before the Hon'ble Chief Judicial Magistrate, Surat on 28-2-2019 itself wherein he was
remanded to Judicial Custody.

2.9.2 Shri Paras Patel filed an application for bail before Hon'ble Court of Chief Judicial

Magistrate, Surat

who vide order dated 22.03.2019

rejected

the bail

application.Thereafter, he was granted default bail by Hon'ble Chief Judicial Magistrate,
Surat vide order dated 01.5.2019.

2.'t0

During the course of investigation, DRI Jaipur telephonically contacted DRl, Surat

Regional Unit and informed that they were conducting an inquiry in respect of smuggling

of Red Sanders by one M/s Jogania Exports, Jaipur and in relation to the above inquiry,
they were recording statement of Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti and informed DRI Surat
that he may provide some lead in the ongoing investigation of smuggling of Red Sanders
by the Noticee. Therefore the officers of DRl, Surat visited DRI Jaipur and recorded the
statement of Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti.

2.10.1

Statement of shri Ronak Bhopal sancheti, Proprietor of M/s RBS Exports &

lmports, Vashi, Navi-Mumbai was recorded on2-3-2019 wherein he interalia stated that
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His maternal uncle Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu had forwaded him the IEC
copy of the Noticee and asked him to prepare the exports documents for the said
firm.

He did not know about Shri Devchand, Proprietor of the Noticee, Surat and had
never met him or contacted him.

He used to prepare the exports documents of the Noticee at his home on his
computer.

He already had the soft copy (in Word and Excel format) lnvoice cum Packing list

of M/s Jogania Exports; that Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) used to

instruct him

telephonically about the details for the export consignments of the Noticee, like the

Consignee name; Description

of

Goods; Weight; Port

of

Loading; Port of

Destination, Etc., and he used to prepare lnvoice cum Packing list of the Noticee

and used to take the printout of the said lnvoice cum Packing list. After taking
printouts of lnvoice cum packing list, he used to hand over the documents to [\Id.
Sameer as per instructlons of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain).

He had prepared two export invoices i.e. lnvoice cum Packing List
Jl\AllEXP10212019 dated 23.01.2019 and lnvoice cum Packing List

No.
No.

JMI I EXP I 03 I 20 1 9 dated 01 .02.20 1 9.

He had received hard copies of Tax lnvoice, E-way Bill, Lorry Receipt of M/s
Raghav Minerals through Courier

of one consignmenUgoods supplied to

the

Noticee and also had received the hard copies of Tax lnvoice, E-way Bill, Lorry
Receipt of M/s Raghav Minerals of one consignmenVgoods from Md. Sameer.

He used to receive lnvoice cum Packing list and Shipping Bill in respect of the
Noticee, on his whatsapp from Bhupesh Khabya (Jain); that thereafter he used to
send those to his mail id i.e . ronak sancheti@vmail.com for takin g the printouts of
the said documents.
He had never forwarded lnvoice cum Packing list and Shipping Bill to any other Email lD except on 24.1 .2019:

On

24,1

.2019 he was sitting in the office of M/s Arham Composite Pvt. Ltd.

Vidhyavihar West, Mumbai where access of personal lD was not allowed. He got a

call from Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) that he was standing outside M/s Arham
Composite Pvt. Ltd. Vidhyavihar West, Mumbai as he urgently needed copy of
lnvoice cum Packing List No. JMIIEXPl02l2019 dated 23.01.2019. He used the E-

mail lD of M/s Arham Composite Pvt. Ltd., Vidhyavihar West, Mumbai

i.e

accounts@arhamcomposite.com and took the printouts.

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) had deposited cash in his saving account held with YES
Bank, Worli Naka Branch having Account No. 000199000001270 and instructed
him to withdraw the amount from his account and hand over the cash back to him.
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The cash deposited in his saving account was in the range of Rs.10,000/- to
Rs.30,0001 and around Rs.2 to 2.5 Lacs was deposited in cash in his saving
account. Out of the cash deposited by Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) in his account, he
kept around Rs. 20,000/- to Rs.30,000/- for the documentation work of the Noticee
and the rest was handed over to Bhupesh Khabya (Jain).

After preparing the lnvoice cum Packing list he used to mail the said lnvoice cum
Packing list on ronak sancheti@vmail.com and used to take the printout of the
same and hand over the printout to Md.Sameer/Shri Bhupesh/Pintu

He used four E-mail

lds

ronak sancheti@vmail.com barista 1 0000@vahoo com

ronaksanchetil990@qmail.com

and

niks mehta123@vahoo.com

that

ronak sancheti@vmail.com and ronaksanchetil990@qmail.com were his E-mail

lDs; that E-mail lD barista1OOO0@vahoo.com was created by Bhupesh

Khabya

(Jain) alias Pintu; that E-mail lD niks mehta123@vahoo.com was of his friend Ms.
Nikita Mehta.

He had synchronized barista10000@vahoo.com; ronaksaocheti 1 990@qmail.com
and niks mehta'123@vahoo.com with his ronak sancheti@vmail.com i.e
whenever he would open the mail lD ronak sancheti@vmail.com the other three
mail lDs would also get opened on a single Window/Tab;

ronak sancheti@vmail.com was the main E-mail lD throu gh which the other
synced mail lDs could be opened;

The other three e-mail lDs could be opened individually with their respective
passwords and they get opened as they were not the main synchronised E-mail
lDs;

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) was his maternal uncle. He was using mobile numbers
8905860083; 88796 1 1 079;

91 67 67 27

60; 7304836703; 9967 992446; 7300099769.

The residential address of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) was Gokul Vila, Hospital Road,
Pur, Bhilwara, Rajasthan. At times when he was in Mumbai, he stayed at their
residence.

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) was having two vehicles one TUV (Mahindra) and one

Maruti Swift Dezire. He did not remember the registration nos. of the vehicles,
however, the registration numbers of both the vehicles started with RJ.

He agreed with the contents of the Panchnama daled 25.2.2019. As per
panchnama dated 25.2.2019 drawn at M/s Adani Hazira Port Private Limited,
Hazira, Surat, following goods were recovered/seized from Container No.
BAXU504661
Sr. No.
1

I

covered under Shipping Bill No.1 7441 03 dated 1 .2.2019:
Description of

Quantity (in

Quantity

Value

Goods

log/PP bag)

(in Kgs.)

(in Rs.)

Red Sander

755 Logs

't2,120

54540000
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2

Feldspar Powder

295 PP Bags

't4750
TOTAL

93456
54633456

The lnvoice cum Packing List No. JMllEXPl03l2019 dated 1.2.2019 produced
during the Panchnama dated25.2.2Q19 was prepared by him;

He was unaware that the container was loaded with Red Sanders; that he had
prepared the above lnvoice cum Packing List and further stated that he was not
able to recognize the signature on the invoice and he did not sign the above said
tnvot6e.

He did not know anyone with name Shri Rahul Mishra, Shri Paras Patel , Shri
Rajeshbhai, Shri Sartajbhai & Shri Krishna Yadav and he had never met them and
never contacted them and he did not know their residential addresses and mobile
numbers.
He was shown photographs of two persons identifying themselves as Shri Rahul

Mishra, H-Card Holder, M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. and Shrl Paras Patel, he

stated that he had neither seen nor met the above said persons

in

the

photographs.

ItI/s Raghav Minerals, 20, Shreenath lndustrial Area, Ranisagar, Ajmer Road,
Beawar, Rajasthan was the flrm from which Feldspar Powder was purchased by

the Noticee for Exports; he had never dealt with M/s Raghav Minerals, Beawar,
Rajasthan with regard to purchase, payment and transport and he had received
hard copies of one consignment through courier and the hard copies of the second
consignment by-hand from Md. Sameer.

He knew Md. Sameer through Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), however he did not know
the residential address of Md. Sameer and his mobile number was 845'103269'1

2.10.2

.

Statement of Shri Giriraj Ajmera, Manager of M/s Raghav Minerals, 20,

Shreenath lndustrial Area, Ranisagar, Ajmer Road, Beawar, Rajasthan, supplier of
feldspar powder to the Noticee was recorded on 2-3-2019 wherein he interalia stated that

-

he was looking after all the day to day affairs as he was the Authorized Signatory
and Manager of M/s Raghav Minerals, Beawar, Rajasthan;

-

M/s Raghav Minerals, 20, Shreenath lndustrial Area, Ranisagar, Ajmer Road,
Beawar, Rajasthan was engaged in the manufacture and sale of Feldspar Powder

-

They had sold Feldspar powder to the Noticee, vide Tax lnvoice Nos 178 dated
1 4.12.2018, 207 daled 23.01 .2019, 208 dated 23.01 .2019, 21 5 dated 01 -02.201 I
and216 dated 01.02.2019. He produced the copies of lnvoices, Weighbridge Slips
and copies of E-Way bill, copies of Lorry receipt of the said invoices;

-

Transportation was arranged by him and payment was made directly by Shri
Rampal Nyati to the transporter;
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The total value of Feldspar powder sold to the Noticee was Rs.1,92,108/-, out of
which Rs. 99,500/- was paid by the Noticee;
the cash was deposited in the HDFC account No. 50200023449844 of M/s Raghav

Minerals through Cash Deposit Machine and that he had asked them

to

pay

through cheque, but, they had deposited cash in the account of lr4/s Raghav
lvlinerals, HDFC Bank and produced the copy of bank statement of M/s Raghav
Minerals for the relevant period and LedgerAccount of M/s Raghav Minerals;
One of his friends, Shri Rampal Nyati informed him that one Shri Pintubhai of the

Noticee wanted

to purchase Feldspar Powder and assured him regarding

the

payment;

Shri Rampal Nyati had sent him GST Registration Certificate of the Noticee having

address

at Ground Floor, Akash lndustrial Estate, Plot No-87-89, Kim,

Gujarat3941

Surat,

11.

As regards goods sold to the Noticee on 14.12.2018, the order was placed
telephonically by Shri Rampal Nyati and for the goods sold on 23.1.2019 &
1.2.2019, the orders were placed by Shri Pintubhai;

Shri Pintubhai had asked him to make two invoices of different quantities for the
same date which was carried through the same truck;

Consignment daled 14.12.2018

&

23.1

.2019 were delivered

in Surat and

consignment dated I .2.2019 was delivered to Vapi, when the goods were ready for

transportation after preparation of E-way bill and Lorry Receipt, Shri Pintubhai had

called him and asked him that goods would be delivered to Vapi and when he
asked the reason for delivering the goods to Vapi, Shri Pintubhai informed that

they had taken a Godown at Vapi and goods would be delivered at their Vapi
Godown;

The transporter M/s Mjay Road Carrier, had asked for some extra payment which
he informed to Shri Pintubhai and Shri Pintu told that he would pay the extra
payment in cash to the driver of the truck; address was not changed on Lorry
Receipt, lnvoices and E-waY bill;

The destination mentioned in the invoices dated 14j22018 and 23.01.2019 was
of Kim and the goods would have been delivered in Kim;

HeusedtosendthesoftcopiesofTax-invoicesone-mailld
barista10000 @vahoo.com

from his e-mail raqhavm inerals@qmail.com

as per

request made bY Shri RamPal NYati.
He did not know the whereabouts of shri Pintubhai as he had never met him and
talked to him on his mobile Nos. 8905860083 and 9167672760. Shri Rampal

Nyati, having mobile

No.

9829047877 who was residing

in shubhas

Nagar,

Bhilwara, would be able to give the whereabouts of Shri Pintubhai'
He had not met shri Devachand of the Noticee and had also not talked to him.
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Shri Rampal Nyati had given him the mobile number of Shri Paras Patel as
9824938000 and had asked him to give his number to truck driver as Shri Paras
Patel was representative of the Noticee
He had not called Shri Paras Patel on his mobile number;

He was also given one Mobile No.8879611385 of Shri Rakesh informing that if

there was problem in contacting Shri Paras Patel, he may contact Shri Rakesh.
However, he had never called Shri Rakesh.
He did not know Shri Rahul Mishra, CHA, Shrl Rajeshbhai of the Noticee and Shri
Krishna Yadav.

2.11 Shri Paras Patel vide letter dated 5.3.2019 retracted his statements dated 27281212019. A reply was sent by DRI to Shri Paras Patel vide letter F.No.
DRIiAZU/SRU/A/INV-03(ENQ-03/201

I

dated 8.3.201 9 informing him that his allegation

that statements were recorded by using force or coercion or pressure was totally
baseless and incorrect and seems

to be nothing but a

prompted action and an

afterthought.

2.11.1

Summons dated 6.3.2019,27.3.2019, 18.4.2019 & 19.6.2019 were issued to

Shri Devachand Bherulal, Prop. M/s Jai Mataji lmpex, Chungi Naka, Khatik Mohalla,
Bhilwara- Rajasthan, to appear before the Senior lntelligence Officer, but he neither

appeared nor responded to the department. Summons dated 27.3.2019, 18.4.20'19,
3.5.2019 & 19.6.2019 were also issued to Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), Gokul Vila, Hospital
Road, Pur, Bhilwara- Rajasthan, to appear before the Senior lntelligence Officer, but he

neither appeared nor responded to the department. Accordingly, a Criminal Complaint
No.33891 ol 2019 dated 07.08.2019 under Section 174 & 175 of the IPC was filed before

the Hon'ble Chief Judicial Magistrate, Surat against Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), Gokul Vila,
Hospital Road, Pur, Bhilwara- Rajasthan and Shri Devachand Bherulal, Prop. Jai Mataji

lmpex, Chungi Naka, Khatik Mohalla, Bhilwara- Rajasthan praying to convict and
adequately punish Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) & Shri Devachand Bherulal for offence
committed bythem underSection 174 &175 of the lPC, 1860 read with Section 108 of
the Customs Act, 1962.

2

12

INQUIRY CONDUCTED WITH BANKS:

2.12.1

A letter addressed to Shri Prasun Singh (Chief of lnternal Vigilance) HDFC
Bank Limited, Mumbai was issued vide F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/|NV-03(ENQ-03y2019
dated 06.03.2019 requesting him to provide the CCTV footage of the Cash Deposits in

the account of M/s Raghav Minerals bearing Account No.50200023449844

on

14.12.2018 at CBD, Belapur; 21.01.2019 at Navi Mumbai and 05.02.2019 at Vashi and
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also requested to provide the details of the person(s) i.e. name of the person, the
account number, etc., who has deposited the said cash in the account of M/s Raghav

lvlinerals. The Branch Manager APMC-Branch, HDFC Bank, Navi Mumbai vide Letter
Ref.No. Nil Dated 15.03.2019 submitted the CCTV footage and other details in respect of

Cash deposit

in the

account

of M/s Raghav

Minerals, bearing account number

50200023449844. During the course of investigation, statements of Shri Rampal Nyati,

Shri Ronak Sancheti, Shri Rahul Mishra and Shri Paras Patel were recorded

on

8.4.2019, 18.7.2019, 18.7.2019 & 25.7.2019, respectively wherein they were shown the

CCTV images of the person depositing cash in the account of M/s Raghav Minerals,
bearing account number 50200023449844 and identified the person as Bhupesh Khabya
(Jain) alias Pintu alias Rajesh.

2.12.2

Shri Rajeev K. Garg, Deputy General Manager (Operations & Services),

Bank of Baroda, KYC-AML Department, Baroda was vide F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/tu|NV03(ENO-03y20'19 dated 07.03.2019 (RUD-58) requested to provide the details of deposit

of amount of Rs.10,500/- on 30.01 .2019 in the Account No.02370100009240(Branch:
Vapi Town, Vapi) belonging to Shri Jitesh Radheshyam Gupta; alongwith the details of

the account number,

etc.

through which the said amount was credited in the said

account. ln response Shri P.C.Das, Assistant General Manager, KYC-AML Department,
Bank of Baroda vide e-mail dated 13.3.20'lg informed that the amount of Rs. 10,5001 in

the account of Shri Jitesh Radheshyam Gupta bearing Account No.02370100009240
was deposited in cash in BNC (Cash Recycler Machine).

2.12.3

The Deputy/Assistant General Manager, KYC-AML Department, Bank of
Baroda was vide letter F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/|NV-03(ENQ-03/2019 dated 13.3.2019

and reminder letters dated 16.5.2019 & dated 30.5.2019 requested to provide the

ccrV

footage of the cash Deposit of Rs.10,500/- in the account of shri Jitesh Radheshyam
Gupta bearing Account No.02370100009240 through the BNC (cash recycler Machine).

ln response the cheif Manager, KYC-AML Department, Bank of Baroda vide letter Ref.
No. Nil dated 03.06.2019(RUD-63) forwarded the cD containing the

ccrV

images of the

amount of Rs.10,5001 in the account of shri Jitesh Radheshyam Gupta bearing Account

No.02370100009240 on 30.0'1 .2019. During the course of investigation, statements of
shri Ronak Sancheti, shri Rahul Mishra, shri Paras Patel and shri Jitesh Radheshyam

Gupta were recorded

on

18.7.2019, 18.7.2019, 2s.7.2019

wherein they have seen the

ccrv

& 5.8.2019,

respectively

images of the person depositing cash through the

BNC (cash recycler Machine) into the Account of shri Jitesh Radheshyam Gupta and
identified the person as Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias pintu alias Rajesh alias sameer.
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2.12.4

The Branch Manager, Central Bank of lndia, Varachha, Dist. Surat was

vide letter F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/INV-03(ENO-03/20'l 9 dated

11

.03.201

I

requested to

provide the Bank Account Statements (for the period from its inception to 1.3.2019),

Account Opening Forms, KYC Documents, etc.,

in

respect

of Account

Number

3713720155 and Account Number XXXXXXX446 belonging to the the Noticee which
were mentioned in the lEC. The details provided by the Central Bank of lndia vide letter

Ref.No. Nil dated 14.03.2019 revealed that KYC documents provided were of Shri
Devchand Bherulal and

bank also informed

no

that

major transactions had taken place in the said account. The

account number XXXXXXX446 was opened at the Bhilwara

Rajasthan, Branch. Accordingly, the Branch Manager, Central Bank of lndia, Bhilwara

Branch, Bhilwara Rajasthan

was

vide letter F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/lNV-03(ENO-

03y2019 dated 05.08.2019 requested to provide the Bank Account Statements (for the
period from its inception to 1.3.2019), Account Opening Forms, KYC Documents, etc., in

respect of the said account Number. The Branch Manager, Central Bank vide e-mail

dated 5.8.2019 provided the Bank Account statement of M/s Jai tvlataji Engineering
Works, Chungi Naka, Khatik Mohalla, Pur, Bhilwara

31

1 001 having account number

3642850446, here also no major transactions during the relevant period were noticed in
the said account.

2.12.5

The Branch Manager, YES Bank, Worli Naka Branch, tvlumbai was vide
letter F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/INV-03(ENO-03y2019 dated 11.03.2019 requested to
provide the Bank Account Statement (for the period from 1.9.2018 to 1 .3.20'19), Account
Opening Forms, KYC Documents, etc., in respect of Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti for the
Saving Account Number 000199000001270. ln response the Branch Business Leader,

YES Bank vide letter Ref. No. Nil dated 25.3.2019 provided the bank account statement,
account opening forms, KYC documents, etc. The bank statement was found to contain

details regarding frequent deposition

of

cash and withdrawl thereof. This coroborated

the statements dated 2.3.2019 & 18.7.2019 of Shri Ronak Sancheti wherein he interalia
stated that Shri Bupesh Khabya/Jain alias Pintu used to deposit cash into his account
(Shri Ronak) and later on he (Shri Ronak) used to withdraw the Cash from his account
and hand over money to Shri Bupesh KhabyaiJain alias Pintu.

2.13

INQUIRY CONDUCTED

2.13.1

WITH CELLULAR COMPANIES:

The Nodal Officer, Bharti Airtel Ltd, Ahmedabad Gujarat vide letter F.No.

DRI/AZUISRU/A/INV-03(ENO-03y2019 dated 07.03.2019 and reminder letter dated
10.05.2019 was requested to provide the Subscriber Details and the Call Data Report for

mobile numbers 7304354939, 7304836703, 9699311112, 8451032691, 8905860083,
9967992446,7300099769 and 7802930237 for the period from 1't September,2018 to
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'1"tMarch,2019. ln response, the Nodal Officer Bharti Airtel Limited vide letter Ref.No. Nil

dated Nil provided the SDR and CDR for mobile numbers 7304354939, 7304836703,
9699311112, 845103269'1, 8905860083, 7300099769 and 7802930237 and further
informed that mobile number 9967992446 was not active.

2.13.2

The Nodal Officer, Bharti Airtel Ltd, Ahmedabad Gujarat vide letter F.No.

DRI/AZUlSRu/tulNV-03(ENQ-03y2019 dated 7.3.2019 and reminder letters dated
10.5.2019 and dated 3.6.2019 was requested to provide the Subscriber Details, CAF,
ldentification documents for mobile numbers 7304699353 and 8286777949 for the period

from l"tSeptember, 2018 to 1't March,2019. ln response the Nodal Officer Bharti Airtel
Limited vide letter Ref.No. Nil dated Nil provided the SDR and CDR for mobile numbers
7304699353 and 82867 7 7 949.

2.13.3 The Nodal Officer (Security Wing-Gujarat), Tata Teleservices

Ltd.,

Ahmedabad Gujarat vide letter F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/lNV-03(ENO-03y2019 dated
07.03.2019 & reminder letter dated 10.5.2019 was requested to provide the Subscriber
Details and the Call Data Report for mobile number 7405243362 for the period from

1"r

September, 2018 to 1"tMarch,2019 whlch were provided by them vide letter Ref.No. Nil
dated 9.4.2019 provided the SDR and CDR for mobile number 7405243362.

2.13.4

Tthe Nodal Officer, M/s Vodafone ldea Ltd (Formerly IDEA Cellular

Limited.), Ahmedabad Gujarat vide letter F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/lNV-03(ENQ-03y2019

dated 7.3.2019

&

reminder letter dated',l0.5.2019 was requested

Subscriber Details and the Call Data Report

to

provide the

for mobile numbers 9824938000,

9824973399, 7046634973 &7359278405 for the period from lstSeptember, 20'18 to 'lst

tttlarch,2019.

ln response the Nodal Officer vide letter Ref. No. Nil dated 15. 5.2019

forwarded the Subscriber Details and the Call Data Report for the mobile numbers
9824938000, 9824973399, 7 04663497 3 & 7 35927 8405.

2.13.5

The Nodal Officer, M/s Vodafone ldea Ltd. (Formerly Vodafone lndia

Limited.), Ahmedabad Gujarat vide letter F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/lNV-03(ENQ-03y2019

dated 7.3.2019

&

reminder letter dated 10.5.2019 was requested

to

provide the

Subscriber Details and the Call Data Report for the period from l"tSeptember, 2018 to

1"t [Iarch, 2019 for mobile numbers 8866935532, 8879611385,

8879611079,

9167672760,9833258397, 9414154523 and 9829047877. Further, vide letter F.No.
DRI/AZUISRU/A/|NV-03(ENQ-03/2019 dated 30.5.2019

he was also requested

to

provide the CAF and the documents submitted by the customers for issuance of SIM

cards for the above said mobile numbers. ln response the Alternate Nodal Officer,
Vodafone lndia Limited vide letter Ref.No. Nil dated 3.4.2019 fonuarded the CDR and
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sDR for mobile numbers 8866935532, 8879611385, 88796i1079,

9167612760,

9833258397, 941 41 54523 and 9829047 BtZ.

2.13.6

Tthe Nodal officer, Reliance Jio lnfocomm Limited, Ahmedabad Gujarat was
vide letter F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/|NV-03(ENo-03y2019 dated 1.3.2019 and reminder
letters dated'1 0.5.2019 & dated 3.6.2019 requested to provide the Subscriber Details,
CAF, ldentification documents submitted by the Subscribers and the Call Data Report for
mobile numbers 8209417659 (of shri Giriraj Ajmera) and 8104926491 (of Shri Ronak
Sancheti) for the period from l"tSeptember, 2018 to .l"tMarch, 20,1g. However, his
response is still awaited

2.13.7

Thus, on the basis of the cDR, SDR received from various service providers

summons were sent to following persons in whose name and address the mobile
numbers were registered.

a. tt/obile Number 7304354939 was provided by shri Rahul Mishra & shri paras
Patel during their statements dated 25126.2.2019 & 27.2.2019, respectively stating

that the said mobile number was of Shri Rajesh Bhai (who was later identified as

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain)). The SDR reflected the mobile number 7304354939
registered in the name of Mumtaj Basha Shaikh Basha shaikh having address
Room No.'10, G Sector, G 2 Line, Cheeta Camp, Trombay, Mumbai 400 088. The
details of the summons issued at the above address are as detailed below :Sr.
No.
1

Date of issue
of Summons
20.06.2019

Date of
appearance
02.07.2019

Remarks
Did not appear.

Remark from Postal Department "lnsufficient
Address"
2

04.07.2019

.2019

Did not appear.

30.07.2019

Address"
Did not appear.

11.O7

Remark from Postal Department "lnsufficient
24.07.2019

Remark from Postal Department "lnsufficient
Address"

b. tt/obile Number 7304836703 was provided by Shri Ronak Sancheti during his
statement dated 2.3.2Q19 stating that the said mobile number was of Bhupesh
Khabya (Jain). Further, Shri Jitesh Gupta Owner of Vapi Premises/Godown during

Panchnama proceedings dated 27.2.2019 provided mobile numbers 7304699353

of Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan. Further mobile number

8879611385 was

provided by Shri Rahul Mishra in his statement dated 25126.2.2019 stating that the
said mobile number is of Shri sartaj; shri Giriraj Ajmera during his statement dated

2.3.2019 stated that the mobile number 8879611385 is of one Shri Rakesh; Shri

Jitesh Gupta Owner of Vapi Premises/Godown during Panchnama proceedings
stated that the mobile number 88796'11385 is of shri sameer. The Subscribers
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Detail Report for the mobile numbers 7304836703, 7304699353

reflected the said mobile numbers are registered

&

8879611385

in the name of

Naseem

Mohammed Rafique, Address:- Room No.11, K-Sector, F-1, Linecheeta Camp,
Trombay, Mumbai Maharashtra-400088. Accordingly summons under Section 108

of Customs Act, 1962 were issued. The details of the summons issued at the
above address are as detailed below :Sr.
No.
1

2

3

Date of issue
of Summons
30.05.2019

10.06.2019

20.06.20'19

Date of
appearance
07.06.2019

20.06.2019

04.07.2019

Remarks
Did not appear
Remark from
"Delivered"
Did not appear
Remark from
"Delivered"
Did not appear

Postal

Department

Postal

Department

Remark from Postal Department "Not
delivered insufficient address"

c. Mobile Number 8451032691 was provided by Shri Ronak Sancheti during his
statement dated 2.3.2019 that the said mobile number was of Md. Sameer. The
SDR reflected the mobile number 8451032691 is registered in the name of Shri
Sartaj Ahmed Sarfaraj Shaikh, Room No.944 112, Akbar Suleman Compound,
Shaikh Misri Road, Wadala East, Mumbai- 400 037. Accordingly summons under
Section '1 08 of Customs Act, 1962 were issued. The details of the summons issued
at the above address are as detailed below :Date of

Sr.
No.

Date of issue
of Summons

1

20.06.2019

appearance
o2.o7.2019

2

04.07.2019

11.07

J

17.O7.2019

24.07.2019

.2019

Remarks
Did not appear
Remark from Postal Department
"Delivered"
Did not appear
Remark from Postal Department
"ltem returned Validity period Exceeded"
Did not appear
Remark from Postal Department
"on hold door locked"

d. Mobile Number 8905860083 was provided by Shri Ronak Sancheti, Giriraj Ajmera
and Rampal Nyati during their statements dated 2.3.2019, 2.3.2019 & 8.4.2019
and stated that the said mobile number was of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain). Also,
Mobile Number 8905860083 was provided by Shri Jitesh Gupta, Owner of Vapi
Premises during Panchnama Proceedings that the mobile number 8905860083

was of Shri Sahahnawz Hanif Chavan. The Subscribers Detail Records reflected
the mobile number 8905860083 is registered in the name of Naresh Sharma C/O
Shyam Lal Sharma, Belie Store Ke Pass lndustrial Area, Bhilwara. Accordingly
summons under Section 108 of Customs Act, 1962 were issued. The details of the
summons issued at the above address are as detailed below:
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Date of issue
of Summons

Sr.
No.

Date of
appearance

Remarks
Did not appear

1

20.06.2019

03.07.2019

Remark

from

Department

from

Oepartment

from

Department

Postal
nsufficeint Address"
Did not appear
Remark
Postal
"lnsufficeint Address"
Did not appear
Remark
Postal
"lnsufficeint Address"
"l

2

3

04 07.2019

24 07 .2019

12.07.2019

30.07.2019

e. ttlobile Number 8286777949 was provided by Shri Jitesh Gupta, Owner of Vapi
Premises during Panchnama Proceedings dated 27.2.2019 that the mobile number

8286777949 is

of Shri Sameer. The Subscribers Detail Records reflected the

mobile number 8286777949 was registered in the name of Shri Shahnawaz Hanif

Chavan Address:- N777, Akbar Suleman Compound, Shaikh Misri Road, Antop

Hill- Mumbai-4O0 037. Accordingly summons under Section '108 of Customs Act,
1962 were issued. The details of the

summons issued at the above address

are

as detailed below:

1

Date of issue
of Summons
20.06.2019

Date of
appearance
05.07.2019

2

15.07.2019

23.O7.2019

Did not appear
Remark from Postal Department "Addresse
cannot be located"

02.08.2019

09.08.2019

Did not appear
Remark from Postal Department
"Delivered"

Sr. No.

f.

Remarks
Did not appear
Remark from Postal Department
"Delivered"

Mobile Number 8879611079 was provided by Shri Ronak Sancheti during his
statement dated 2.3.2019 stating that the said mobile number was of Bhupesh
Khabya (Jain) and Shri Paras Patel during his statement daied28.2.2019 stated

that the said mobile number is of Shri Venkatrao. Further, Mobile Number
9167672760 was provided by Shri Ronak Sancheti, Giriraj Ajmera and Rampal
Nyati during their statements dated 2.3.2019,2.3.2019 & 8.4.2019 and stated that

the said mobile number was of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain). The Subscribers Detail
Records reflected the mobile number 88796'11079 &9'167672760 are registered in
the name of Shri Wahid Shaikh Address:- H-84, Suleman Compound Wadala East

tt/umbai Shaikh Misri Road, Antop Hill, Mumbai- 400 037. Accordingly summons
under Section 108 of Customs Act, 1962 were issued. The details of the summons
issued at the above address are as detailed below:
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Date of

Sr.
No.

Date of issue
of Summons

1

30.05.2019

appearance
07.06.2019

2

10.06.2019

20.06.2019

Did not appear.
Remark from Postal Department
"Addresse cannot be located"

J

20.06.2019

04.07.2019

Did not appear.
Remark from Postal Department
"Addresse cannot be located"

2.13.8

Remarks
Did not appear.
Remark from Postal Department
" I nsufficent Address/Not Known"

M/s Vodafone ldea Limited and M/s Bharati Airtel Limited vide their letters

dated 20.5.2019 & 28.5.20'19 and 14.6.2019, respectively fonryarded the Calling Data

Records (CDR) for the period from 01.9.2018

to

1.3.2019 of the following mobile

numbers:-

S.

NO.
1

2

?

NAME OF THE
PERSON USING
THE SIM CARD
Shri Paras Patel
/Shri Paras
Vadadoriya
Shri Paras Patel
/Shri Paras
Vadadoriya
Shri Paras Patel
/Shri Paras
Vadadoriya

MOBILE
NUMBER

REMARKS

9824938000

Number provided by
Shri Rahul Mishra and
Shri Giriraj Ajmera
during their statments
Number provided by
Shri Rahul Mishra
during his statement
He himself provided
during his statement

9824973399

7046634973

NAME AND ADDRESS AS PER
SDR

Shri Paras Patel
/Shri Paras
Vadadoriya

7359278405

He himself provided
during his statement

Shri Pintu

7304836703

Number provided by
Shri Ronak Sancheti
during his statement

6

Shri Pintu

9967992446

7

Shri Pintu

7300099769

8

Shri Pintu

9167672760

I

Shri Pintu As Per
Shri Giriraj, Shri
Ronak And Shri
Rampal/

8905860083

Number provided by
Shri Ronak Sancheti
during his statement
Number provided by
Shri Ronak Sancheti
during his statement
Number provided by
Shri Giriraj Ajmera, Shri
Ronak Sancheti and
Shri Rampal Nyati
durinq their statements
Number provided by
Shri Giriraj Ajmera, Shri
Ronak Sancheti and
Shri Rampal Nyati
during their statements

4

Shri Shah Nawaz
Hanif As Per Shri
J itesh Gupta

Shri Paras Vadadoriya,
A-7, Chitrakut Society, Hirabag,
Surat City, Surat, Gujarat-395 006
Shri Paras Vadadoriya,
A-7, Chitrakut Society, Hirabag,
Surat City, Surat, Guiarat395 006
Shri Talaviya Ketan Kishorbhai,
26, Balaji Nagar Society, Maruti
Chowk, L.H.Road, Opp. Santoshi
Nagar-Surat City-Surat 395 006
Shri Talaviya Ketan Kishorbhai,
26, Balqi Nagar Society, I\ilaruti
Chowk, L.H.Road, Opp. Santoshi
Nagar-Surat City-Surat 395 006
Shri Naseem Banu Mohammed
Rafique, Room No.1 '1 K Sector, F1 , Line Cheeta Camp, Trombay
t\ilumbai-400 088
Mobile Number - Not Active

Shri Govind Gurjar
C/O Ram Lal Gurjar,Bada Mandir
Aqariya Amet Raisamand
Shri Wahid Shaikh,
H-84, Suleman Compound Wadala
East Mumbai Shaikh Misri Road,
Antop Hill, Mumbal- 400 037

Shri Naresh Sharma C/O Shyam
Lal Sharma ,
Belie Store Ke Pass lndustrial
Area, Bhilwara

-

Shri Jitesh Gupta
Owner of Vapi
premises inform during
the panchnama
proceedinqs that the
Paae 2d
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10

Shri Pintu As Per
Shri RonaU
Shri Ventak Rao
As Per Shri Paras

88796 1 1079

11

Shri Rahul Mishra

8866935532

number belongs to Shri
Shah Nawaz Hanif
Chavan
Number provided by
Shri Ronak Sancheti
and Shri Paras
Vadodariya during their
statements
Shri Ronak inform that
the number belongs to
Shri Pintu
Shri Paras inform that
the number belongs to
Shri Ventak Rao
Number provided by
Shri Paras Vadodariya
during his statement

Shri Wahid Shaikh
H-84, Suleman Compound Wadala
East Mumbai Shaikh Misri Road,
Antop Hill, Mumbai- 400 037

Shri Rahul Mishra
102, Piyaji Complex, Bharuch
Station Road, Bharuch- 392 001

The above call records of relevant period were analyzed and it was revealed

that all the alleged offenders i.e. Shri Paras Patel, Shri Rahul Mishra and Bhupesh
Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu alias Shri Rajesh alias Shri Sameer communicated with each
other on regular basis on the days preceding the export of the consignment. The fact as

stated by Shri Paras during his statement dated27.02.2019 that he was called by Shri
Rajesh bhai is corroborated from the CDR of mobile number 8879611079 (used by
Rajeshbhai alias Pintu) & Mobile number of 9824938000 (Shri Paras Patel) that both had

called each other from 4:21:03 hrs of 19.02.2019 to 08:06:30 hrs of 19.02.2019(S.No.
182 to 191 of CDR provided by M/s Vodafone ldea Limited) the period when the loading

of Red Sanders was going on at Vapi Godown. Further, from the CDR of the new mobile
numbers of Shri Paras Patel i.e. 7046634793 (issued on 23.02.2019) & 7359278405
(issued on 26.02.2019) (that both the new numbers were issued in name of his friend

Shri Ketan Talaviya) also reveals that he got issued new numbers in the name of his
friend and was still in constant touch with Shri Rajeshbhai alias Pintu. The detailed
analysis of each mobile number is appearing in the annexure mentioned in the table
above.

2.14

INQUIRY WITH WEIGH BRIDGE:

Shri Paras during his statement dated27.02.2019 had stated that the container
bearing No.BAXU5046619 was weighed on a weigh bridge located adjacent to the Vapi

Godown, therefore Senior lntelligence Officer, DRl, Vapi

was vide

F.No.

DRI/AZUISRU/A/INV-03(ENQ-03/2019 dated 08.03.2019 requested to collect the CCTV
footage of Noor Kanta, Vapi, for the period trom 13.02.2019 to 20.02.2019. ln response

the Senior lntelligence Officer, DRl, Regional Unit Vapi, vide letter

F.No.

DRI/AZUISRUA/SU/Enq-01 /20 1 9 dated 08.03.20 I 9, informed that:

-

There were four CCTVs installed at M/s Noor Kanta, but none of the camera was
focussing to its adjacent main road or adjacent parking place;
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on verifying the record register of M/s Noor Kanta covering period 13.2.2019 to
20.2.2019 it was found that none of the vehicles having AP RTO passing was
recorded in the said register.
Nearby location like one hotel and one another Dharm Kanta were also visited by

the officers in presumption that any CCTV footage may be retrieved from there, if
installed. However, none of the CCTV cameras was found installed which was
focussing to the parking lots or main road.

2.14.1

Further, Vapi DRI was requested to look for other adjacent weigh bridge

near the Vapi, Godown and they visited a nearby weigh bridge M/s D.M.Weight Bright,
GIDC, 40, Shed Area, Dungri Faliya, Degam Road, Vapi and M/s D.M.Weight Bright vide

their letter dated 8.8.2019 informed that a Vehicle bearing number MH-43 BG 4110
containing container 8AXU5046619 was weighed on 19.2.2019 and provided the details
as under:S.No. of Page Series
855

2.14.2

Vehicle No
MH 43 BG 41

1O

Gross Wt. (Kgs)

Total Wt. (Kgs)

Net Wt (Kgs)

43930

17400

26530

A letter addressed to Shree Umiya (Public) Weigh Bridge, Sachin, Surat was

issued vide F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/lNV-03(ENO-03y2019 dated 8.3.2019 and reminder

letter dated 16.5.2019 requesting to provide the CCTV footage of 19.2.2019, as truck
carrying container bearing no.BAXU5046619 did its weighment at the above said weigh
bridge on 19.2.2019.1n response Shree Umiya (Public) Weigh Bridge, Sachin, Surat vide

letter

Ref.

No. Nil dated 29.05.20'19 informed that the container bearing

no.BAXU5046619 was loaded on Truck bearing No. MH-43-BG-4110, which did its
weighment at their weigh bridge on 19.2.2019; that CCTV can be retrieved only upto
seven (7) days and therefore they are unable to provide the said CCTV Footage.

2.15

INQUIRY WITH DGFT, SURAT:

The Deputy Director DGFT, Surat vide letter F.No. DRI/AZUISRu/tulNV-03(ENQO3y2O19 dated 11.03.2019 and reminder letter dated 10.05.2019 was requested to

provide

the

documents and any other details submitted

by the Noticee, for

issuance/amendment of lEC. The Foreign Trade Development Officer, DGFT, Surat vide
letter

F.

-

No. J DG/SRT/CUSTOMS/DRI/PART-Il dated 31 .5.20 1 9 informed that:

The Noticee had made online IEC application and submitted the documents like
the photo of the Proprietor; copy of PAN card; copy of cancelled cheque
(showing name of firm as Jai Mataji Engineering works instead of JMl, surat
and copy of rent agreement in regional language.

-

The Noticee was earlier registered in the name of M/s Jai Mataji Engineering
Works having address Chungi Naka, Khatik Mohalla, Pur- 311 001'
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2.16 Statement of Shri Sandeep working as an Inspector, Customs at M/s Adani Hazira
Port Private Limited, Hazira, who attended the customs clearance work of the container

No. BAXU5046619 attempted to be exported under Shipping Bill No.1744103 dated
01

.02.2019 was recorded on 1 1-3-201 9 wherein he interalia stated that

-

He had seen the panchnama dated 25.2.2019 drawn at M/s Adani Hazira
PortPrivate Limited, Hazira, Surat; that he was present during most of the
proceedings of the above said Panchnama and agreed with the contents of the
same

-

Following goods which were attempted
No.'1744103

to be exported under Shipping Bill

dated 1.2.2019 were recovered/seized from Container No.

BAXU5046619:
Sr. No.

Description of

Quantity

Quantity

Value

Goods

(in log/PP bag)

(in Kgs.)

(in Rs.)

1

Red Sander

755 Logs

12,120

54540000

2

Feldspar Powder

295 PP Bags

14750

93456
54633456

TOTAL

On an average 1000 Export containers covered under 50 to 60 Shipping Bills were

being cleared fromHazira Port on daily basis and out of 1000 containers nearly

about 100 containers were required to be examined physically including System
selected Containers/dock stuffing/ on-wheel containers. Seven lnspectors were
posted in Export Section at Custom House Hazira out of which two lnspectors

were engaged in Offlce work like IGST refund/gate duty/vessel boardings and
other miscellaneous work and hence only five inspectors had to examine'100
containers on a daily basis, which was practically impossible owing to which the

process

of dock stuffing was not followed in

BAXU50466

1

respect

of

container

No.

9 on 20-2-2019

Shri Rahul Mishra approached him with the documents and requested to examine
container No. 8AXU5046619, CHA urgently as there was Vessel Cut off and if the
Vessel left he might lose his job and also would have to pay detention charges
from his salary.

Further, the Noticee was not

a new party and prior to this

consignment, two

consignments had been exported by the said exporter and hence on belief that the
Noticee was a genuine party he only opened the gate of the said container and on

preliminary examination that the container was stuffed with Feldspar Powder as
mentioned in the Export Documents sealed the said container with customs bottle
seal and filed his examination report in the system.
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Due to heavy workload he was unable to examine the container and only after
opening of the door of the container he gave his examination report.

As per Shipping Bill No. 1744103 dated 1.2.2019 container No. BAXU5046619
was stuffed with 540 bags of Feldspar Powder. He was not at all aware that the
container was stuffed with Red Sanders logs apart from declared goods. Had he
known the fact, he would himself taken action against the exporter as prescribed
under the Custom Act.

He was aware that Red Sanders are prohibited goods under the Customs Act,
1962 and as per the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20.

2.17

A

letter addressed

to the District Collector, Surat was issued vide F.No.

dated 11.3.2019 requesting to depute an
Executive Magistrate having jurisdiction over Hazira Region, Surat for carrying out

DRI/AZUISRU/A/INV-03(ENQ-03)/2019

procedure for disposal of seized 12.120 MTS of Red Sanders under Section 110(1A)
and ('l B) of the Customs Act, 1962.

2.17.1

lnventorisation of the said goods was carried out in presence of Executive

Magistrate as per the provisions

of Section 110 of the Customs Act, 1962

under

Panchnama dated 14-03-2019 and inventory report dated 14-03-2019 was prepared &
photographs of the seized goods were taken. Representative samples were drawn and
certified by the Mamlatdar & Executive Magistrate, Tal-Chorasi, Dist: Surat.

2.17.2

The representative sample of Red Sanders were sent to the Director, Forest

Research lnstitute, Dehradun vide letter vide F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/lNV-03(ENQO3y2O19 dated 06.05.20'19 to confirm whether the sample was Red Sanders or
otherwise and also provide the complete specification. He was also requested to inform
whether the representative sample was wild or cultivated'

2.17.3

ln response the scientist, wood Anatomy Discipline, Botany Division, FRl,
Dehradun vide letter 108/2019-WA/9-0-2(2019) daled 27.5.2019 informed that the
sample had been examined and identified as Pterocarpus santalinus (Red sander);
Pterocarpus santalinus

is listed under CITES (Convention on lnternational Trade

in

prohibited species; that it
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) and thus was a
cannot be ascertained whether the representative sample is wild or cultivated'
',l3.3.2019 & prioritv
2.18 A letter F.No. DRUAZU/SRU/A/|NV-03(ENQ-03y2019 dated

science
tetter dated 10-5-2019 was issued to the Deputy Director, Regional Forensic
phone "Vivo Brand
Laboratory, surat to retrieve the live and deleted data from mobile
provide the image
bearing fMEl Nos. 869306038403235 and 869306038403227 and
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copy of stvlS, whatsapp converstion, whatsapp rmages
etc. containing in,,. rn response
the Deputy Director, Regionar Forensic science Laboratory,
surat vide retter case No.
RFSL/EE/2019/cF/66 dated 01 .06.20'r9 fonrvarded the anarysis
report in a cD.

2.18.1

The above cD was scrutinized wherein the contact numbers
of sartaz,
cHA Krishna Yadav, Rajesh ji & Jai Ambey paras Ji as stated by
Rahur Mishra in his
statement dated 25126.02.2019 were found to be saved as
under:Name:
95

'1

t Entries (1)

Sartaz

Domain

Source Extraction: Advanced

Category

Value

Logical

Deleted

8879611385

llr,tooite

Entries (4)
Domain

Category

Value

;

WhatsApp
ditional

1623

i

lSource Extraction:
File System (1)

;--, -,
net

i

r

+917405243362

Name

Yadav

,9 1 7 4O5243362@s.whatsapp

I

rl

+917405243362

General

Name: CHA Krishna

rloetet"a

J

7405243362

]Generat

Photos (1)
Photo

Name

I

1 7

Del eted

405243362@s.whatsa pp. net. j

Notes (1)
Status: Hey there! I am using WhatsApp

Name: Rajesh Ji

Entries (1)

Contact Type: Suggested
Source Extraction: File

De eted

+917304354939

General

System (1)

Value

Category

Domain

4 vJb

Entries (2)

ri
l

Name: Jai Ambey

General

+919824938000

MlatsApp

91

Paras Ji

2765

Value

Domain Category

Source Extraction:

fit

File System (1)

Ph otos

9824938000@s.whatsapp.net
l

,|

Photo

Name

Deleted
l
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I 1 9824938000@s.whatsapp.

zZrar.,

'll

net. j

'll

Notes (1)

l

Status: ttHttffi

t-

Paras J

Entries (1)

Contact Type:

1,,..

I

Name: Jai Ambey

Category

Domain

Suggested

General

Source Extraction:

Value

Deleted

6824973399

File System ('l)

2.19 A call was made on mobile No. 9920383438 which was registered on the IEC of
the Noticee. The user of the mobile number 9920383438 introduced himself as Shri
Sudhir Panigrahi. Therefore,

a

summons was issued

to Shri Sudhir Krupa Sindhu

Panigrahi, to appear before the Senior lntelligence Officer, DRl, Surat.

2.19.1

Statement of Shri Sudhir Krupa Sindhu Panigrahi, who applied for the IEC of

M/s Jai Mataji Engineering Works, Bhilwara, Rajastan & later on filed amendment in IEC
of the Noticee, Olpad, Kim-Surat was recorded on 15-3-2019 wherein he interalia stated
that:

-

He was shown IEC of the Noticee, (B|KPD1178B) Plot No.87-89, Ground Floor,
Akash lndustrial Estate, Olpad, Kim

-

-

Surat.

He had submitted the documents like copy of agreement on line to Directorate
General of Foreign Trade on their website: www.dqft.oov.in for amendment in the

name and address

of M/s Jai Mataji Engineering Works, Rajasthan (lEC

BrKPD1178B).

-

The name and address

of

M/s Jai Mataji Engineering works, chungi Naka, Khatik

Mohalla, Bhilwara, Rajasthan was amended to M/s JMl, Plot No.87-89, Ground
Floor, Akash lndustrial Estate, Olpad, Kim, Surat.

-

The mobile number 9920383438 mentioned in the IEC was his mobile number and
he had given his mobile number 9920383438 in the DFGT amendment registration
to receive the OTP used to generate amendment'
He did not know shri Devachand Bherulal and he had never met him and he did
not know his address and his mobile number'

-

Shri Sopan Shinde had given him this work of IEC amendment of the Noticee'
was paid to
Rs.12501 was fixed as IEC amendment fees, till date Rs.500l in cash
him by Shri SoPan Shinde.

-

at shop
He knew Shri sopan shinde from 2016 as he was a cHA having office

No.63,Plot-44,Sector11,CBDBelapur,NaviMumbai400614'andmobile
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numbers 7710055990
sopanshinde9

1

&

8693892949.

His e-mail lD

was

2@omail.com.

He had approached Shri Sopan Shinde for work related to P.F., ESIC,

IEC

Registration, etc.

He received a call from Shri Sopan Shinde in the year aboul 2017 wherein he
asked him for IEC Registration and mailed him the documents like PAN card,
Aadhar card, electricity bill, etc. in the name of M/s Jai Mataji Engineering Works'
Rajasthan on his e-mail lD mqt.ser@qmail.com.
He filed the documents online with DGFT and IEC in the Name of M/s Jai Mataji

Engineering Works, Rajasthan was

issued. Rs.2000/- was fixed as fees

for

registration of New IEC which was received in cash from Shri Sopan Shinde.
He had seen Panchnama dated 27.02.2019 drawn at Plot No.87-89, Ground Floor,

Akash lndustrial Estate, olpad, Kim

- surat and Rent Deed Agreement attached

to the said Panchnama dahed27.02.2019 and and confirmed that the same was
the one forwarded to him for IEC amendment of the Noticee.

He had seen Panchnama dated 27.2.2019 drawn at Grampur Khatik Mohalla'
Chungi Naka, Bhilwada, Rajasthan and confirmed that mobile number
9920383438 was his mobile number which was registered in his name since 20'l 0;
that he was not aware why Shri Bherulal (father of Shri Devachand) had given his
(Shri Sudhlr) mobile number as mobile number of his (Shri Bherulal) son during the

panchnama daled 27 .2.2019.
He did not know the persons whose photographs were affixed on the Rent Deed
Agreement of Plot. No.5814, Asian Engineering Compound ' 4th phase, Opp. Noor
Kanta, Degam road, Vapi attached to Panchnama dated 27 .02.2019;
He did not know anyone by the name of Shri Rahul Mishra, Shri Paras Patel alias

Paras Patel, Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) and he had never met any of them or even
contacted them.

Z.1g.Z

Shri Sudhir Krupa Sindhu Panigrahi had in his statement dated 15.03.2019'
stated that shri Sopan shinde had given him the work of IEC amendment of the Noticee
and that Shri Sopan Shinde in the year about 2017 had asked him for IEC Registration
Electricity
and for the same had mailed him the documents like PAN Card, Aadhar Card,
Bill, Etc. in the name of M/s Jai Mataji Engineering works, Rajasthan for which shri

to Shri
Sopan Shinde paid him Rs.20001 in cash. Therefore, Summons were issued
Navi
Sopan Shinde on his address, Shop No. 63, Plot-44, Sector 11, CBD Belapur,
are as
tVtumbai 400 614. The details of the summons issued at the above address
detailed below:-
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Sr.

Date of issue

Date of

No.

of Summons

appearance

Remarks

Did not appear
1

15 05 2019

Remark from Postal Department

06.06.2019

"ltem Delivered"
2

I 0.06.2019

Did not appear

19.06.2019

Remark from Postal Department

"ltem Delivered"
Did nol appear
20.06.2019

Remark from Postal Department

01.o7 .2019

'ltem Delivered"

2.19.3

lt was learnt that DRl, Jaipur in relation to their case against M/s Jogania

Exports, Jaipur had conducted search on the premises of Shri Sopan Shinde located at

8-63, Ground Floor, Sai Chamber, Sector-'l 1, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai -400614.
Therefore, a letter vide F.No.DR|/AZUISRU/|NV-03(ENO-03)/2019 dated 8.8.2019 was
issued addressed to the SlO, DRl, Jaipur requesting to provide the copy of Panchnama

at above premise, statement if any recorded along with relevant data
pertaining to the Noticee. ln response the SlO, DRl, Jaipur vide letter F.No.

conducted

DRI/DZUIJRUtlgllnl-212019 dated 8.8.2019 forwarded the copies of Panchnama dated
1.3.2019 of the above said premise and statement of Shri Ganesh Bhimji Mhaske dated
1.3.2019 wherein he interalia stated that he and Shri Sopan Shinde were the partners of
tvl/s Sai Loglstics since August, 2014;

lhat M/s Sai Logistics was freight forwarder firm;

that office of said firm was at B-63,Ground Floor, Sai Chamber, Sector-1 1,CBD Belapur,
Navi Mumbai; that he was not knowing the whereabouts of Sopan Shinde as he rarely
came to office during last three months.

2.19.4

Statement of Shri Vijay Prakash Soni, Proprietor of M/s Vijay Road Carrier,
Ajmer Road Beawar, Rajasthan and who arranged transportation of goods from lt/l/s
Raghav Minerals, Beawar to KimA/api was recorded on 20-3-2019 wherein he interalia
stated that:

-

He did not own any trucUtrailer and only arranged the trucks for transportation of
goods for a commission of Rs.500/- to Rs.600l per truck'

-

He agreed with the statement of shri Giriraj Ajmera, Manager of M/s Raghav
Minerals, Beawar, Rajasthan recorded on 2.3'2019'

-

He had got a call from shri Giriraj Ajmera (Mobile No. 8209417659) asking him
to which he
about transportation of goods from Beawar, Rajasthan to Kim, surat
agreed to arrange the transportation.

-

Minerals,
He had arranged transportation for three consignments from M/s Raghav
Beawar, Rajasthan to the Noticee.
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The Lorry receipts produced by Shri Giriraj Ajmera
during his statement and Lorry
receipts sent by Shri Giriral Ajmera by post
were issued by him.
consignments roaded as per the Lorry Receipt No.176
dared 14.12.201g and Lorry
Receipt No. 456 & 457 both dated 23.01.2019
were unroaded at a prace in Surat;
that the consignment roaded vide Lorry Receipt
No. 52.r & s22 both 01 .02.2019
were unloaded at Vapi.

shri Giriraj Ajmera had informed him that as it was
an Export consignment two

Lorry Receipts one for 27 Mts and the other for
3.7g Mts were to be prepared;
The carrying capacity of the truck was 30 Mts;

Both the Lorry Receipts were made with destination
as ,,From. Beawar, To. Kim,,,
but when the Truck bearing No. RJ 14 GJ 644s
was about to start the journey, shri
Giriraj Ajmera came to his office and informed him that
goods

the

were to be

unloaded at Vapi;
He told him (shri Girirai) that the Lorry receipts were of Kim and
the goods wourd
be unloaded at Kim or else he would prepare new Lorry Receipts for Vapi
because
there might be some issue of sales Tax Department, shri Giriraj Ajmera informed
him that the Noticee would handle the said situation.

shri Hakumuddin (Mobile No. 97723 051 90) owner of the Truck bearing No. RJ .,l4
GJ 6445 negotiated the extra charges to carry goods up till Vapi with shri Giriraj
Ajmera.

-

The goods covered under Lorry Receipt No. 521 & s22 both dated 1.2.2019 were
unloaded at a Godown Near Noor Kanta, Vapi as was informed to him by shri
Hakumuddin Owner of the Truck bearing No. RJ 14 GJ 6445.

-

Shri Hakumuddin Owner of the Truck bearing No. RJ 14 GJ 6445 was from Mewat
Haryana and his mobile number

is 97723 05190. He did not know his exact

address.

-

He had charged Rs.1800/- (Rs. 600/- per truck) in cash as transport commission
from the owner of the trucks.

-

He did not know anyone with name Shri Rahul Mishra, Shri Paras Patel alias
Paras Patel, Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) and he never met them and never contacted
them and he did not know their residential addresses and mobile numbers.

2.20

During investigation, letter vide F.No.DRIiAZUiSRU/A/lNV-03(ENO-03y2019 dated

14.3.2019 was issued to the the Deputy Director, DRl, Jaipur to conduct search at the

residential premises of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain). The Deputy Director, DRl, Jaipur vide

letter F.No. DRI/SZU/JRUllgllnl-212019 dated 26.03.2019 informed that the residential

pfemise Ot Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), situated at Hospitat Road, Pur Bhilwara. was
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searched under panchnama dated 15.3.2019, however, nothing incriminating was found
during the search Proceedings.

2.21
2.21

Recording of statements of various other persons connected with the case:

.1

Statement

of Shri Rampal Nyati, who arranged Feldspar powder

was

recorded on 8-4-2019 wherein he interalia stated that:

-

He agreed with the statement dated 02.03.2019 of Shri Giriraj Ajmera, Manager of

M/s Raghav Minerals, 20, Shreenath lndustrial Area, Ranisagar, Ajmer Road,
Beawar, Rajasthan.

-

He had seen panchnama dated 25.2.2019 drawn at M/sAdani Hazira Port Private
Limited, Hazira, Surat wherein following goods were recovered/seized from

container No. BAXU5046619 covered shipping BillNo.1744103 dated 01.02.2019
and he agreed with the contents of the Panchnama dated 25.02.2019.
Value

(in log/PP bag)

Quantity
(in Kgs.)

Red Sander

755 Logs

12,120

54540000

Feldspar Powder

295 PP Bags

14750

93456

Sr.

Description of Quantity

No.

Goods

1

2

(in Rs.)

TOTAL 54633456

He knew Shri Mahavir Jain who owned a Jewellery Shop at Nagori Garden,
Bhilwara and he used to visit Mahavir and there he met Bhupesh Khabya (Jain)
who was the younger brother of shri Mahavir and that he knew Bhupesh Khabya
(Jain) from last 2 to 3 years.

Shri Pintubhai had in October/November 2018 enquired regarding purchase of
Feldspar Powder for export. As his college friend Shri Giriraj Ajmera was in the
business of Feldspar Powder, he gave the mobile number of Shri Giriraj Ajmera to
Pintubhai and also spoke with Shri Giriraj Ajmera that one Shri Pintubhai wanted to
purchase Feldspar Powder.

He did not receive any money from either Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) or Shri Giriraj
Ajmera for referring Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) to Shri Giriraj Ajmera'

He did not have financial transactions with Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) and did not
know present whereabouts of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain). The mobile numbers of shri
Pintubhai were 8905860083 and 9167672760'
at
He had visited Shri Mahavir Jain (Elder brother of Shri Pintubhai) several times
Bhilwara and home of shri Pintubhai at Mllage: Pur, which was 10 Km from
Bhilwara where he came to know

that shri Pintubhai had not come there since

last two months.
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There were around 40 images of shri Rajesh (in blue-T shirt) depositing cash in
the cD provided by the HDFC Bank vide letter Ref.No.Nil dated 15.03.2019 of the
Branch Manager, APMC, Navi Mumbai, Branch, HDFC Bank. He put his dated

signature

on

the

two

images

i.e

210119_144055_COMUM004_50200023449844_Removed-009 and
21 0 1 1 9

-1

44

1

23-coM

u M00 4 _50200023449844_Receipt

printed-000, n token of
i

having identified Bhupesh Khabya (Jain).

He knew shri Devachand as he had met him several times at Bhilwara, as he
(Devchand) used to accompany Bhupesh Khabya (Jain).
He knew Shri Ronak Sancheti as he was the nephew of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain)
and other than that he did not know anything about him.

He did not know anyone with name shri Rahul Mishra, shri paras patel alias
Paras Patel, Shri Krishna Yadav.

.2

Statement of Shri Ketan Kishorbhai Talaviya, whose Sltul cards were used
by Shri Paras Patel was recorded on 4-6-2019 wherein he interalia stated that:
2.21

-

He was shown statement dated 27.2.2019 of Shri Paras Patel wherein he (Shri
Paras) had stated that he (shri Paras) used mobile numbers gg24973399,
9824938000, 7046634973 and 7359278405; that the mobile number 9824938000
was of Shri Paras Patel and mobile numbers 7046634973 and 7359278405 were
issued in his name but these were being used by Shri paras patel.

-

Shri Paras Patel had informed him that his (Paras Patel) documents were not with
him and he (Paras Patel) urgently needed slM card; the slM card for mobile
number 7046634973 was issued in his name on 23.2.2019 and was handed over
to Shri Paras Patel; that the Sllt4 Card for mobile number 7359278405 was also
issued in his name on 26.2.2019 and was also handed over to Shri paras patel.

-

The Aadhar Card forwarded by M/s Vodafone ldea Limited, Ahmedabad was his

Aadhar Card.

-

As his family and Shri Paras's family were residing in the same locality and

he

came in contact with Shri Paras Patel through common friends and he knew Shri
Paras Patel since last 7 to 8 years and Shri Paras Patel was his friend and that
was the reason he knew him (Shri Paras).

-

From the local newspapers, he came to know that Shri Paras Patel was arrested

by DRI and now he is released on bail, as he had met him recently and present
mobile number of Shri Paras Patel is 9687930189.

-

He did not know the Noticee and its Proprietor Shri Devchand; that he did not
know Bhupesh Khabya (Jain); that he did not know Shri Rahul Mishra, CHA, Shri
Rajeshbhai of the Noticee, and Shri Krishna Yadav.
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2.21

.3

Statement of Shri Oonni Rajan Pillai, Director, M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd.

(CHA) was recorded on7-6-2019 wherein he interalia stated that:

-

The CHA licence number IND/R-6/96 of M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd., Indore was
issued by lndore Customs and the PAN based CHA No. was AAECN69882CH001
issued by the Customs department, lndore.

-

They approached importer/exporter for Customs clearance of their goods from
various ports in Mumbai, Indore and Hazira and take authorization letters from
importers/exporters for the clearance of the goods from Customs.

-

As per new policy of Government, they collect and maintain the KYC documents of
their clients and also verify the addresses of the clients.

-

They had done the Custom Clearance work of the Noticee on the basis of
authorization letter and the KYC documents which were sent to their office by Shri
Rahul Mishra, H-Card holder, M/s lr4ovar Logistics Pvt. Ltd; that the Noticee had
exported Feldspar Powder; that they were handling the Custom clearance work of
the Noticee from December 2018;

-

Till date they had handled 03 consignments of the said party from Hazira Port,
Surat; the said three consignments of the Noticee were handled by Shri Jitender
Sharma, G-Card holder, M/s Movar Logistics Pvt.Ltd. and Shri Rahul Mishra, HCard holder, M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. at Hazira Port.

-

He was shown panchnama dated 24.02.2019 drawn at Hazira Port, Surat, Gujarat;

after booking of the case he was aware that a case against M/s Jai Mataji lmpex,
Surat was booked by DRl, Surat relating smuggling of Red Sanders.

-

He was shown statement dated 25126.2.2019 of Shri Jitender Sharma, G-Pass
Holder, M/s Movar Logisitics Pvt. Ltd. and agreed that the facts mentioned about

M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. were true and correct and Shri Jitender Sharma has
been paid Salary of Rs. 25,000/- per month. Shri Jitender Sharma mainly looked
after dock stuffing, KYC documents collection and Shri Jitender Sharma was still
working with their company as a G-Card Holder.

-

He was shown statement dated 25126.2.2019 of Shri Rahul Mishra, H-Card Holder,

M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd and agreed that facts mentioned about Mis Movar
Logistics Pvt. Ltd. were true and correct and he agreed that Shri Rahul Mishra was

actively involved in the smuggling of Red Sanders and Shri Rahul Mishra had
cheated their company.

-

Shri Rahul Mishra looked after marketing activities and assisted Shri Jitender
Sharma in dock stuffing, KYC documents collection in his Custom clearance
works. Shri Rahul Mishra was paid salary of Rs.30,000/- per month.

-

The Customs Clearance work for Shipping Bill No.1744103 dated 1.2.2019 was
totally handled by Shri Rahul Mishra.
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Shri Rahul Mishra had never informed him about the smuggling of Red Sanders;
he was aware that Shri Rahul Mishra-H Card Holder of Movar Logistics was
arrested by DRl, Surat in smuggling of Red Sanders and presently is out on bail.

He had given notice to Shri Rahul Mishra regarding his suspension from the
services of his company on E-mail; they had surrendered the Original H-Pass of
Shri Rahul Mishra to the Customs Ahmedabad; that he would produce the printout
of the said mail and copy of the said letter within two to three working days.

lEC, GST Registration Certificate, PAN Card, Aadhar Card, Rent Agreement and
Authorization letter were sent to their office by Shri Rahul Mishra through e-mail;

the premise/address of the Noticee was verified by Shri Rahul Mishra and Shri
Rahul Mishra informed them that he (Shri Rahul) had visited the premise/address
of the Noticee and verified the same.

M/s Movar Logistics P!,t. Ltd., lndore works in collaboration with M/s Star lndia
Container Lines Pvt. Ltd., lndore which

is into transportation and forwarding

business and the said company is owned by his Nephew Shri Sreejesh Kumar and
his wife Smt. Urmil Kumar.

.3.1

The Director of M/s Movar Logistics Private Limited, vide letter ref. No.Nil
dated 11.6.2019 submitted H-Pass Surrender letter addressed to Customs Ahmedabad
2.21

and E-mail printout of notice of suspension of Shri Rahul Mishra.

2.21.4

Statement of Shri Murzin D Variava, Manager-Sales, Freight Connection

lndia Private Limited was recorded on '13-6-2019 wherein he interalia stated that:

-

M/s Freight Connection lndia Private Limited was an authorized agent in lndia of

M/s Bay Lines Shipping PTE Limited and M/s Arc Line. As a company, they
provided shipping related service to the clients in lndia.

-

He had seen copy of panchnama dated 25.2.2019 drawn al Hazira Port, Surat,
Gujarat and he agreed that Red Sanders were attempted to be smuggled out of
lndia.

-

Container No. BAXU5046619 belonging to M/s Bay Lines Shipping PTE Limited
was used for smuggling of Red Sanders by M/s Jai Mataji lmpex, Surat;

_

They received booking from M/s Hub & Links Logistics (l) Pvt Ltd on 11 .2.2019
wherein shipper was the Noticee. Commodity as per Booking was "Ceramic
Materials".

-

After receiving booking from M/s Hub & Links Logistics (l) Pvt Ltd on 11.2.2019,
Delivery order (Do) No: FCMRO192741 was issued to M/s Essar Bulk Terminal
Limited to provide one 40 feet container to M/s Hub & Links Logistics (l) Pvt Ltd for

the Vessel FOLEGANDROS and Voyage No 0007(VC2711); that a 40 feet
container bearing number BAXU5046619 was provided to M/s Hub & Links
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Logistics (l) Pvt Ltd wherein Transporter as M/s tvlangal Logistics, DO reference
No as FCMRO193141, Truck No. as MH43BG4110 and Out Time 01:52 AM on
18.02.2019, Destination as VAN and Seal No as 791474 was mentioned.

They had provided two containers i.e.BAXU5055225 and 8AXU5041453 to Mis

Kotak Global Logistics Pvt Ltd

in the month of Dec 2018 and Jan

2019

respectively; that the container no. 8AXU5055225 and 84XU5041453 were
provided to the Noticee by M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt Ltd.
Payment amounting to Rs '19346 was made by M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt Ltd

through Cheque No.295864 dated 4.2.2019 and Rs.10,800i- by Cheque No
295863 dated

8.'1

.2019.

Contact persons from M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt Ltd are Shri Kailash Kotak
and Shri Haresh Patel and their contact number are +91-9870077006 and +9182917 347

7

I

respectively.

2.21.5 A Statement of Shri Haresh Patel, Sales Manager, M/s Hub & Links
Logistics (lndia) Pvt Ltd was recorded on 14-6-2019 wherein he interalia stated that:

-

He had seen the copy of panchnama dated 25.2.2019 drawn at Hazira Port, Surat,
Gujarat and that he agreed that Red Sanders were attempted to be smuggled out
of lndia.

-

Container no. 8AXU5046619 was used for smuggling

of Red Sanders by

the

Noticee; that container no. 8AXU5046619 belongs to M/s Bay Lines Shipping PTE
Limited and was booked through M/s Freight Connection lndia Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai.

-

He knew the Noticee through its person Shri Paras and he did not know

its

Proprietor Shri Devachand.

-

Shri Paras informed him that he was the main dealing person of the Noticee.

He knew the Noticee and Shri Paras since October/November 2018 as he had

done the priclng and sales for two containers i.e. BAXU5055225 and
8AXU5041453 which were booked through his earlier employer Mis Kotak Global
Logistics Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai.

-

The client /Shipper i.e. the Noticee, Surat through Shri Paras had approached Shri
Mukesh Jadeja of M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt Ltd. for Container/Ocean Freight;

that he was working in M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt Ltd, Mumbai as Pricing and
Sales Manager, Shri Mukesh Jadeja forwarded the mail received from the Noticee,

Surat to him on his e-mail lD haresh.patel@klog.in to quote the ocean/freight
charges through 40 feet container from Hazira Port to Jebel Ali, Dubai.

-

He gave the Container/Ocean Freight rate/Price to the Noticee on e-mail and when

the rate was fixed the container booking was confirmedidone.
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Shri Paras (Mobile No. 9824938000 & 9824973399) of the Noticee, contacted him

& Shri Mukesh Jadeja regarding the above containers details like the

Vessel

Schedule & transit time (vessel time to reach from Hazira Port to Jebel Ali, Dubai).
The Container/Ocean Freight payment for the above said two containers were paid

by way of depositing cash in the account of M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt Ltd,
Mumbai.

He received a Call from Shri Paras around 10.2.2018 for booking a 40 feet
container for Export of goods of the Noticee, Surat from Hazira Port to Jebel Ali,
Dubai; he had informed Shri Paras to call Shri Mukesh Jadeja regarding the same
as he had resigned from M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt' Ltd., Mumbai and he was

on notice period and he will be leaving M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt'

Ltd.,

Mumbai in end of Feb-2019.

Shri Paras insisted him to book a 40 feet Export container and agreed with it and
as he was going to join a new company i.e. M/s Hub & Links Logistics (l) Pvt Ltd,
Mumbai therefore, he made arrangements that the above said container was
booked through M/s Hub & Links Logistics (l) Pv't Ltd, Mumbai; that he agreed to it
as he thought that it will show performance on his part in the new company

As he already had the KYC documents like copy of lEC, Pan Card, Aadhar Card,
GST Registration, Rent deed agreement of the Noticee, Surat and hence he
submitted the same to M/s Hub & Links Logistics (l) Pvt. Ltd and produced the
copy of the above said documents of the Noticee.
Further co-ordination regarding booking of container no. 8AXU5046619 and other

formalities were done by the team of M/s Hub & Links Logistics (l) Pvt. Ltd. and
therefore the team of M/s Hub & Links Logistics (l) P\i{. Ltd. would be in a better
position to explain the other details about the said container; that he also had co-

ordinated regarding the above said container with shri Paras (Mobile No.
9824938000 & 9824973399), Shri Rahul, CHA (8866935532) and Shri Rajesh
(Mobile No. 7506424625).

He knew Shri Paras through Shri Mukesh Jadeja of M/s Kotak Global Logistics

Pvt. Ltd., Gandhidham, Gujarat, (Mobile No. 7203040489 &

02836-

262211t261929) and he knew Shri Paras since last October/November 2018; that
he had never met Shri Paras and had co-ordinated with Shri Paras on his mobile

numbers 9824938000 & 9824973399; that he do not know Bhupesh Khabya
(Jain), Shri Ronak Sancheti and Shri Krishna Yadav.

Statement of Shri K.P' Manoj Kumar' Managing Director, M/s Hub & Links
Logistics (l) Pvt Ltd, was recorded on 17-6-2019 (RUD-99) wherein he interalia stated

2.21

.6

that:
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Ivl/s Hub & Links Logistics (l) Pvt Ltd, cBD-Belapur, Mumbai are into the business

of container Agency and Freight Forwarding and as a company, they provide
shipping related service to the clients in lndia.
He had seen the copy of panchnama daled 24.2.2019 drawn alHazira port, surat,
Gujarat and agreed that Red Sanders were attempted to be smuggled out of lndia.

container no. BAXU5046619 was used for smuggling of Red sanders by the
Noticee, surat; container No. BAXU5o46619 belonged to IrI/s Bay Lines shipping
PTE Limited and was booked through M/s Freight connection lndia pvt. Ltd.,
Mumbai.
He agreed with

the statement dated 13.6.2019 of shri Murzin

D Variava, Manager

-

sales, M/s Freight connection lndia pvt. Ltd., Mumbai and statement dated
14.06.2019 of shri Haresh chandubhai patel, sales Manager, M/s Hub & Links
Logistics (l) Pvt Ltd, Mumbai.

They had booked the container No. BAXU50466'19 through one shri Haresh
chandubhai Patel presently their Sales Manager; shri Haresh submitted the Kyc
documents like copy of lEC, Pan card, Adhar card, GST Registration, Rent deed
agreement of the Noticee to them; on the basis of the above said documents
submitted by shri Haresh they confirmed the booking for the above said container.

He had perused the KYC documents of the Noticee produced by shri Haresh
chandubhai Patel during his statement dated 14.6.2019 and agreed that these
were the same KYC documents submitted by shri Haresh chandubhai patel to
M/s Hub & Links Logistics (l) Pvt Ltd., Mumbai.

The container Release order/ container Delivery order were mailed to
Noticee on their e-mail lD almata iim

X

the

mail.com to pick the container from the

yard/Depot. Thereafter, container no. BAXU50466.l9 was picked by the Shipper

i.e. the Noticee for loading/stuffing of their export goods. Thereafter, their
documentation team enquired/ awaited for the details of shipping Bill like the
invoice No., Name of the consignee, Port of Discharge, Final Destination,
Description of Goods, No. of Packages, Gross Weight, Net Weight, Copy of
shipping Bill for preparation/Release of Bill of Lading;As the Goods/container was
not loaded on the Ship, therefore, the Bill of Lading was not released.

2.21

.7

Statement

of Shri lvlukeshsinh Jadeja, Document Executive, M/s Kotak

Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd. was recorded on '18-6-2019 wherein he interalia stated that:

-

M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd was into the business of Freight Forwarding.
As a company, M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd provided Export Containers to
Shipper/Exporter for export of their goods after agreeing with the ocean freight.

-

He agreed with
Manager

the

statement dated 13.06.2019

of Shri Murzin D

Variava,

- Sales, M/s Freight Connection lndia Pvt. Ltd., tvlumbai and statement
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dated 14.6.2019 of Shri Haresh Chandubhai Patel, Sales Manager, M/s Hub &
Links Logistics (l) Pvt Ltd, Mumbai.

The KYC documents of the Noticee produced by Shri Haresh Chandubhai Patel
during his statement dated 14.6.20'19 were the same KYC documents submitted to
M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd.

He agreed with the fact that container no. BAXU5055225 and 8AXU5041453
provided to the Noticee by M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt Ltd. through M/s Freight
Connection lndia Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai.

One, Shri Krishna Yadav, Ex-Employee of M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd had

introduced Shri Paras Patel

to him as

employee

of M/s Jogania Exports,

Rajasthan; Shri Paras Patel approached him in the month of December, 2018 for
ocean freight rates for providing container in the name of the Noticee, Surat from
Hazira to Jebel Ali.

Container no. 8AXU5055225 and 8AXU5041453 were booked/provided to the
Noticee through M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt Ltd. from Hazira Port to Jebel Ali.

He knew that Shri Paras Patel was staying in Surat but did not know his exact
residential address. His mobile number was 9824938000.
Shri Krishna Yadav's residential address was Village Post Shyampur Kotarah, dist.
West champaran Bettia, Bihar- 845 459 and his mobile number was 7405243362.

2.21.8

Statement

of Shri Krishna Kumar Yadav was recorded on 03-07-2019

wherein he interalia stated that:

-

He agreed with

the

panchnama daled 24.2.2019 drawn at Hazira Port, Surat,

Gujarat; that Red Sanders were attempted to be smuggled out of lndia.

-

He was unaware that a case against the Noticee had been booked by DRl, Surat
relating to smuggling of Red Sanders.

-

He agreed with the statement dated 25126.2.2019 of Shri Rahul Mishra-H Card
Holder of M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. (CHA), statement dated 27.2.2019 of Shri

Paras Patel alias Paras Patel, and statement dated 18.6.2019 of Shri Mukeshsinh
Jadeja, Document Exe., M/s Kotak Global Logistics P!'t. Ltd.

-

Shri Paras Patel had called him on his mobile number 7405243362 in the month of

September/october 2018 requesting to arrange for custom clearance and to
arrange the Export Container for the Noticee; for Custom Clearance work he had
given the mobile number of Shri Rahul Mishra to Shri Paras.

-

As he was working with M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd, Gandhidham, he gave
the mobile number of shri Paras to Shri Mukesh Jadeja, Document Exe., M/s
Kotak Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd., for arranging the Export container and to give the
ocean rates.
Page
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He came into contact with shri Paras Patel in the year 2016, as he approached
him in his earlier office i.e., M/s Max Shipping Service P\X. Ltd.(CHA) situated at HBlock, vashipujya ,lchhapur No.3, Green society, regarding custom clearance at
Hazira Port; Shri Paras had come to his Surat Branch with reference from his M/s
Max Shipping Service Pv't. Ltd.(CHA) Jaipur Ofiice.

He had never met Shri Rahul Mishra and he was not aware of the residential
address

of Shri Rahul

Mishra.

He had received the mobile number of Shri Rahul Mishra from his colleagues in
Customs Clearance work.
He knew Pintu through Shri Paras; he had never met Shri Pintu but he had spoken

with him on his mobile.
Shri Paras had informed him that Shri Pintu and Shri Paras were together and Shri
Paras was his local contact in Surat and he was not aware of the residential
address of Shri Pintu.

the mobile number 7405243362 was in his name and was used by him since
March 2018.
Mobite numbers 9824938000,9824973399 & 7046634973 belonged to shri Paras
Patel whom he had contacted several times requesting for export related work for

products like onion, tiles, etc., from Pipavav Port, Gujarat. shri Paras also
informed him that he intended to open a new office in Surat and wanted to know
about the various procedures adopted at the Customs port.

Eventhough the Digital Prepaid Customer Application form of mobile number
7046634973 showed the customer as Ketan Talaviya, the same was used by shri
Paras.

2.21.g

Further Statement of Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti, Proprietor of M/s RBS
Exports & lmports, was recorded on'18-7-2019 (RUD-102) wherein he interalia stated

that:

-

He agreed with his earlier statement dated 02.03.2019 wherein he had also stated
that Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) was using mobile numbers 8905860083; 8879611079;
9167 6727 60; 7304836703; 9967 992446; 7300099769'

-

He did not know any of the persons in whose names the mobile numbers
8905860083; 887961 1 079; 9167672760; 7304836703; 9967992446; 7300099769
were registered as the same were being used by shri Bupesh Khabya(Jain) alias
alias
Pintu; mobile no 9967992446 was also used by shri Bupesh Khabya(Jain)
Pintu.

-

in
There were around 40 images of shri Rajesh (in blue-T shirt) depositing cash
of the
the cD provided by the HDFC Bank vide letter Ref.No.Nil dated 15.03 2019

Branch Manager, APMC, Navi Mumbai, Branch, HDFC Bank'
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-

There were three images of Shri Rajesh alias Pintu (in orange/maroon/Red colour

Shirt) depositing cash in the CD provided by Bank of Baroda vide letter Ref. No.
HO:KYC:AML

-

111

111

5 dated 03.06.201 9.

As he was a freelancer accountant, he received cash from clients and he deposit

the same in his Savings Account; Many times Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) also
deposited Cash in his saving account which he withdrew through self Cheque or
ATM and handed over the cash

-

to

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain).

He was not aware about the bank accounUdetails of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain).

Shri Bupesh Khabya(Jain) has neither contacted him or his family members since
Febuary-2019 and his present whereabouts were not known to him.

-

His maternal grandmother, who is mother of Shri Bupesh Khabya(Jain)

had

expired on 26.06.20'19, however, Shri Bupesh Khabya(Jain) had not attended the
last rituals.

2.21

.10

Further Statement of Shri Rahul Krishnakanth Mishra, Ex-Employee

&

Ex-

H-Card Holder of M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. was recorded on 18-7-2019 (RUD-103)
wherein he interalia stated that:

-

He agreed to his statement dated 25126.2.2019, statement dated 3.7.2019 of Shri

Krishna Yadav, statement dated 27.2.2019 of Shri Paras Patel and statement
dated 7.6.2019 of Shri Oonni Rajan Pillai, Director, M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd.
(cHA).

-

There were around 40 images of Shri Rajesh (in blue-T shirt) depositing cash in
the CD provided by the HDFC Bank vide letter Ref.No.Nil dated 15.03.2019 of the
Branch Manager, APMC, Navi Mumbai, Branch, HDFC Bank.

-

There were three images of Shri Rajesh alias Pintu (in orange/maroon/Red colour

Shirt) depositing cash in the CD provided by Bank of Baroda vide letter Ref. No.
HO:KYC:AML

-

111

111

5 dated 3.6.201 9.

The person in the printouts attached to the statement of Shri Ronak Sancheti
dated 18.7.2019 was Shri Rajesh also known as Pintu.

-

Shri Pintu alias Rajesh gave him instructions regarding export of goods by the
Noticee, Surat and also regarding smuggling of Red Sanders.

-

Mobile numbers 9824938000 and 9824973399 were of Shri Paras Patel whom he

had contacted several times for export related work and smuggling of Red
Sanders.

-

He did not know and had never met Naseem Mohammed Rafique in whose name

mobile numbers 8879611385, 8866935532, 7304699353and 9',167672760 were
registered.

-

He did not know shri wahid shaikh in whose name the mobile
91 67 67 27

number

60 was reg istered.
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lr4obile number 8866935532 was registered in his name.

The CDR for mobile numbers

887961'1

385

and 9167672760 showed that Shri

Rajesh alias Pintu had contacted him requesting for export related work and also

regarding the smuggling of Red Sanders from mobile numbers 8879611385 and
9167672760.
He did not know and had never met Mumtaj Basha Shaikh Basha Shaikh in whose

name mobile number 7304354939 was registered.

The CDR for mobile numbers 7304354939 and 7304699353 showed that Pintu

had contacted him requesting for export related work and also regarding the
smuggling of Red Sanders from mobile numbers 7304354939 and 7304699353.
Rajesh was also known by the name Pintu and he did not know the exact address
of Pintu alias Rajesh but he resides in Mumbai and Bhilwara, Rajasthan and he did
not know the present whereabouts of Pintu alias Rajesh.
He did not know any person by the name Shri Rampal Nyati and he had never met

him. However, from the statement of Shri Ronak Sancheti he came to know that he
is the nephew of Shri Rajesh alias Pintu.

2.21

.11

Statement of Shri Govind Gurjar, whose SIM card/Mobile Number was used

by Shri Bhupesh Jain was recorded under Section 108 of the Customs Acl, 1962 on 247-2019 wherein he interalia stated that:

-

The SDR and CDR details of mobile number 7300099769 provided by M/s Bharti

Airtel Limited, Ahmedabad vide letter Ref. No. Nil dated Nil showed him as
customer having address C/O Ram Lal Gurjar, Bada Mandir Agariya, Amet,
Rajsamand. Since, Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) asked him to get a SIM card

he

got

SIM card of mobile number 7300099769 and gave to Bhupesh Khabya (Jain).

-

He knew Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) who was the younger brother of Shri Mahavir
Jain, owner of the M/s Arihant Jewellers, a jewellery Shop where he was working
and at the Jewellery shop he came in contact with Bhupesh Khabya (Jain); he did
not know Shri Bhupesh Khabya's (Jain) present whereabouts.

-

There were around 40 images of Shri Rajesh (in blue-T shirt) depositing cash in
the CD provided by the HDFC Bank vide letter Ref.No.Nil dated 15.03.2019 of the
Branch Manager,APMC, Navi Mumbai, Branch, HDFC Bank.

2.21

.12 Further statement of Shri Paras Patel was recorded on 25-7-2019 wherein he

inter alia stated that:

-

He agreed to his statements dated 27.2.2019 and 28.2.2019.

He agreed to statement dated 4.6.2019 of Shri Ketan Talaviya; statement dated
2.3.2019 of Shri Giriraj Ajmera; statement dated 18.6.2019 of Mukeshsinh Jadeja,
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Document Executive, M/s Kotak Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd.; statement dated
3.7.2019 of Shri Krishna Yadav.

There were around 40 images of Shri Rajesh (in blue-T shirt) depositing cash in

the CD provided by the HDFC Bank vide letter Ref.No.Nildated 15.3.2019 of the
Branch Managel APMC, Navi Mumbai, Branch, HDFC Bank.
There were three images of Shri Rajesh alias Pintu (in orange/maroon/Red colour

Shirt) depositing cash in the CD provided by Bank of Baroda vide letter Ref. No.
HO:KYC:AML

111 I 11

5 dated 3.6.201 9.

The person in the printouts attached to the statement of Shri Ronak Sancheti
dated 18.07.2019, was Shri Rajesh also known as Pintu.

Shri Pintu alias Rajesh gave him instructions regarding export of goods by the
Noticee, Surat and also regarding smuggling of Red Sanders.

Shri Pintu alias Rajesh given him instructions regarding arranging container in
which Red Sanders were stuffed.

Shri Pintu alias Rajesh was present during the stuffing of container with Red
Sanders at Vapi Godown.
Shri Pintu alias Rajesh was also present during stuffing of earlier two containers as
mentioned in his statement dated 27.2.2019.

Mobile numbers 9824938000 and 9824973399 were registered in his name and
were used by him.

Mobile numbers 7046634973 & 7359278405 were registered in the name of his
friend Mr. Talaviya Ketan having address 26, Balaji Nagar Society, Maruti Chowk,

L.H.Road, Opp. Santoshi Nagar-Surat City-Surat 395 006 and said mobile
numbers were used by him.

As his aadhar card was not available with him, he requested his friend Shri
Talaviya Ketan to provide new numbers to him on his (Shri Ketan's) identity card

The photograph on both the Digital Prepaid Customer Application form was of his
friend Shri Ketan Talaviya.

The mobile number 7405243362 was of Shri Krishna Yadav; Mobile Number
8866935532 was of Rahul Mishra; Mobile numbers 8905860083, 7300099769,
8866935532, 8879611079 and 9167672760 were used by Shri Rajeshbhai alias
Pintu.
He had contacted Shri Krishna Yadav regarding export related work.

Shri Rajesh alias Pintu and he had contacted Shri Rahul Mishra requesting for
export related work and also regarding the smuggling of Red Sanders.

The CDR for his mobile numbers 7046634973 & 7359278405 contained mobile
number 7405243362 of Shri Krishna Yadav and Mobile numbers 7304836703'
8879611079 and 9167672760 used by ShriRajesh alias Pintu.
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He did not know Shri Wahid Shaikh in whose name the mobile numbers
8879611079 and 9167672760 were registered.
He did not know and had never met Naseem Mohammed Rafique, Naresh Sharma

and Govind Gurjar in whose name mobile numbers 7304836703, 8905860083
and 7300099769 were registered.
He did not know and had never met Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan in whose name

mobile number 8286777949 was registered.
He knew that Pintu alias Rajesh was residing in Mumbai and Bhilwara, Rajasthan
but did not know the exact address.
He did not know any person by the name Shri Rampal Nyati and he had never met
him.

2.21

.13

Further statement

of Shri

Jiteshkumar Radheshyam Gupta, Owner of

Premises/Godown located at Plot No.5814, Asian Engineering Compound, 4th Phase,
Opp. Noor Kanta, Degam Road, Vapi was recorded on 5-8-2019 wherein he inter alia
stated that:

-

He had seen Panchnama dated 27.2.2019 drawn at Plot No.5814,

Asian

Engineering Compound, 4th Phase, Opp. Noor Kanta, Degam Road, Vapi and
agreed to the details contained therein.

-

He had seen letter Ref. No. HO:KYC:AML 1111115 dated 03.06.2019 of Bank of

Baroda enclosing

a CD containing

details

of CCTV footage of

amount of

Rs.10,5001 credited in his account bearing account no. 02370100009240 on
30.1.2019; that the offlcer played the CD provided by the Bank of Baroda on the
Computer installed in the DRl, Office, Surat and the CD contained three images of
the person depositing the Cash in his account; that the person whose images were

contained in CD was Shri Sameer (who was wearing orange/Red colour Shirt)
showing him depositing cash; that Shri Sameer was also known as Pintu.

-

The rent agreement for the above premises was executed between him and Shri
Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan having address'.- N777, Akbar Suleman Compound,
Shaikh tt/isri Road, Antop Hill- Mumbai-400 037, but Shri Sameer alias Pintu had
paid Rs. 89,500/- in cash to him

-

.

Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan had informed him that Shri Sameer alias Pintubhai
was the main person.

-

The said premises was given on lease for 11 Months & agreeing for deposit
amount of Rs.1,00,000/- and rent of Rs. 54,000/- per month.

-

During the Panchnama proceedings dated 27.02.2019, he had given the mobile

number of Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan as 7304699353 & 8905860083 and
mobile numbers of Shri Sameer as 8879611385 &8286777949.
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-

He had seen letter Ref. No. Nil dated Nil of M/s Bharti Airtel Limited,
Ahmedabad
wherein the sDR and cDR detairs of mobire number g905g600g3
was fonvarded;
g90sg600g3
that the mobile number
was issued in the name of Naresh sharma

c/o shyam Lal sharma having address Belie store Ke pass, lndustrial Area,
Bhilwara; that he did not know and he had never met Naresh Sharma;
that the
mobile number 8905860083 was used by shri shahnawaz Hanif chavan.
He had seen letter Ref. No. Nil dated Nil of M/s Bharti Airtel Limited, Ahmedabad

-

wherein the SDR and cDR details of mobile numbers 730469935 3 &
Bza6771g4g
were fonryarded; that the mobile number 7304699353 was issued in the
name of
Naseem Banu Mohammed Rafique having address Room No.11, K sector,
F-1,

Linecheeta camp Trombay Mumbai Maharashtra-4oo ogg and mobile number
8286777949 was issued in the name of Shri shahnawaz Hanif chavan having
address:- N777, Akbar Sureman compound, shaikh Misri Road, Antop HiilMumbai-400 037; that he do not know and he had never met Naseem Banu
Mohammed Rafique; that he knew and had met shri shahnawazHanit chavan as

the rent deed agreement of his Vapi premise/Godown was signed between him
and Shri shri shahnawaz Hanif chavan, that the mobile number 7304699353 was
used by shri Shahnawaz Hanif chavan and mobile number g2g677794g was
used by Shri Sameer alias pintubhai.

-

He had seen letter Ref. No. Nil dated 03.04.20i9 of M/s Vodafone ldea Limited,
Ahmedabad wherein the SDR and cDR details of mobile number g8796.11385 was
forwarded; that he was shown the subscriber Details Report of mobile number
8879611385, wherein the customer name was mentioned as Naseem Mohammed
Rafique having address Room No.11, K sector, F-1, Linecheeta camp Trombay
Mumbai Maharashtra-400 088; that he did not know Naseem Mohammed Raflque

and he had never met him;thatthe mobile number g296777949 was used by
Shri Sameer alias Pintubhai.

-

He had not contacted shri shahnawaz Hanif chavan or Shri sameer alias
Pintubhai and they have also not contacted him after the panchnama proceedings

dated27.2.2019; that he do not know the whereabouts of shri Shahnawaz Hanif
Chavan or Shri Sameer alias Pintubhai.

2.22 Seizure Memo dated 5.8.2019 was issued under the provisions of Customs Act,
1962, regarding the seizure of the followings declared/undeclared goods found to be
stuffed in No.BAXU5046619 covered under Shipping Bill No.1744103 dated 01.02.2019
under panchnama dated 25.02.2019
S. No.

Descriptipn of Goods

i
Quantity

Quantity

(in Nos.)

(in Kgs.)

Market Value
(in Rs.)
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1

Red Sander

755 logs

12,120

5,45,40,000

2

Feldspar Powder

295 PP Bags

14,750

93,456

2.23 The evidences collected and statements recorded during the investigation
revealed that:

a.

Container bearing No.BAXU5046619 covered under Shipping Bill No.1744103
dated 01 .02.2019 was examined under panchnama daled 25.02.20'19, wherein, it
was found that total 755 logs of Red Sanders (prohibited goods) totally weighing
12,12Q Kg valued

at Rs.5.45 crores approximately and 295 PP Bags containing

Feldspar Powder (declared goods) totally weighing 14,750 Kgs valued

at

Rs

93,456/- were found to be stuffed in the said container. During the panchnama

proceedings daled 25.02.2019, Shri Satish Kumar Sinha, Assistant Professor,

Wood Science and Technology, ASPEE College of Horticulture and Forestry,
Navsari Agriculture University, Navsari vide his letter dated 25.02.2019 informed

that as per his expertise in wood science and technology subject, on visual
examination of the wooden logs, based on physical characteristics, the wooden

logs seemed to be Red Sanders (Pterocarpus Santilinus) and the same was
confirmed

as

Pterocarpus santalinus (Red Sander)

by the Scientist, Wood

Anatomy Discipline, Botany Division, FRl, Dehradun vide their letter 108/2019-

WN9-0-2(2019) dated 27.05.2019. They further informed that Pterocarpus
santalinus is listed under CITES (Convention on lnternational Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) and thus is a prohibited species.

b

The declared good i.e. feldspar powder was purchased from M/s Raghav Minerals,
Beawar and the same was transported to a godown at Vapi on the instructions of

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), which corroborated with the statement of Shri Giriraj
Ajmera, Manager of M/s Raghav Minerals. The Godown/Premies at Vapi was

taken on rent by Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan (in association with Bhupesh

Khabya (Jain)) and

he had given his Aadhar Card and PAN card as

identity/address proof for executing the rent deed agreement.

The prohibited goods i.e. Red sanders seized from the container was arranged by
Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintubhai alias Rajeshbhai and was stored in godown
at Vapi before loading in container, which corroborated with the statements of Shri
Paras Patel.

d

The customs documents such as invoice, packing list were prepared by shri
Ronak Bhopal sancheti on the instructions of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias
Pintubhai alias Rajeshbhai and the same were handed over to him and Bhupesh
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Khabya (Jain) alias Pintubhai alias Rajeshbhai sent the same to Shri Rahul Mishra
through email. The originals were handed over to Shri Rahul Mishra by Shri Paras
Patel and the shipping bill was filed by Shri Rahul Mishra, which is established with
the statements of Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti, Shri Rahul Krishnakant Mishra and
Shri Patel.

Shri Paras Patel engaged M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. through Shri Rahul
Krishnakant Mishra for attending the customs clearance work of M/s JMI and he
(Paras) along with Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Rajeshbhai and Shri Sartaj
negotiated with Shri Rahul Krishnakant Mishra for clearance of container of Red
Sanders for export for an agreed amount of Rs.5,00,0001, which is evident by the
statements of Shri Rahul Krishnakant Mishra and Shri Paras Patel'

The container, in which the declared goods and prohibited goods were stuffed
belonged to M/s Bay Lines Shipping PTE Limited and the same was arranged by

I

Shri Paras Patel through M/s Freight Connection lndia Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, which is
established with the statements of Shri Haresh Patel, Sales Manager, M/s Hub &

Links Logistics (lndia) Pvt ltd & Shri Murzin D Variava, Manager-Sales, Freight
Connection lndia Private Limited.

The trailer on which the container was transported belonged to M/s Mangal
Logistics, Surat and was arranged by Shri Paras Patel on the instructions of
Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintubhai alias Rajeshbhai & shri Paras Patel

I

instructed Shri Rajesh Kumar Bind, driver to reach the godown at Vapi for stuffing
the container, which is evident with the statement of Shri Paras Patel & Shri
Rajesh Kumar Bind, Driver of M/s Mangal Logistics, Surat.

h.

shri Rajesh Kumar Bind, driver of the trailer was taken away by shri Paras Patel
from the place of stuffing to a hotel near national highway in a car and despite of
that car, so
objection by shri Rajesh Kumar Bind, driver, he was asked to sleep in
which is
that the driver could not identify stuffing of Red sanders in the container,
Bind'
substantiated with the statement of Shri Paras Patel & Shri Rajesh Kumar
Driver of M/s Mangal Logistics, Surat.

t.

Khabya
The labourers for stuffing of the Red Sanders were engaged by Bhupesh
Red
(Jain) alias Pintubhai alias Rajeshbhai & the container was stuffed with the
Paras Patel'
sanders in his presence, which is evident with the statement of shri
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The container after loading with Red Sanders was first weighed at M/s D.M.Weigh
Bridge, Vapi and thereafter Shri Rajesh Bind (Driver) drove the loaded container
from Vapi to Sachin, Surat. Shri Rajeshbhai alias Pintubhai arranged eight bags of
Feldspar Powder to be loaded in the said container to match the weight of the

container with the declared weight in the documents filed with Customs and was
thereafter weighed again at M/s Shree Umiya (Public) weigh Bridge, sachin, surat
which was proved with the statement of Shri Rajesh Kumar Bind, Driver of M/s
lr4angal Logistics, Surat. Further, Shri sartaj was present during the loading of
eight bags of Feldspar Powder in the container at M/s Shree Umiya weigh Bridge,
Sachin Surat.

The fact of weighing of container bearing no.BAXU5046619 at

M/s

D.M.Weigh Bridge, Vapi and M/s Shree Umiya(Public) Weigh Bridge, Sachin,
surat, a weighing bridge at Sachin, surat was further substantiated by the letter

dated 08.08.2019 written by M/s D.M.Weigh Bridge, Vapi and letter dated
29.05.2019 of M/s Shree Umiya(Public) Weigh Bridge, Sachin, Surat'

It is evident that there was a difference of about 470 kgs between the Net weight
as per Shipping Bill & as per the weighment done at D.M.Weigh Bridge, the details
are as per the table below:

Description of Document

S. No.
1

2

Net Weight (in Kgs)

As per Shipping Bill No.1744103 da ted 01.02.2019
the Net weight of Feldspar Powder.

27,000

weighment details receive d from
D.M.Weight Bright, i.r.o. weight of Vehicle bearing
No.MH 43 BG 41 10 carrying Container bearing No.

26530

As per the

8AXU5046619 done on 19.02.2019
3

The weighment as per Panchnama dated 25. 02.2019
& Feldspar Powder
(Red Sanders 12,120

26870

Kg

Bags(295'50) 14750 kgs.

During their respective statement shri Paras Patel & shri Rajesh Bind (Diver)
had stated that at shree umiya Weigh Bridge, Sachin, surat, around 8 bags of

Feldspar Powder were loaded in the container to match the Net weight of the
fact is
container with the Net weight mentioned in the shipping Bill. The said
Shree
corroborated from the weighment slips of D.M.Weigh Bridge, letter from

UmiyaWeighBridge&weighmentdoneduringPanchnamaproceedingsdated
25.02.2019.
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k.

The said container was taken to the gate of Adani Hazira Port, Hazira, Surat and

there Shri Rahul Krishnakant Mishra had obtained the gate pass and later the
container was taken inside the Hazira Port, which is evident with the statement of

Shri Rajesh Kumar Bind, Driver of M/s Mangal Logistics, Surat and Shri Rahul
Mishra.

t.

The shipping bill was presented before the customs authorities and Shri Rahul
Krishnakant Mishra insisted for early clearance citing vessel cut off date and

thereby obtained the examination report for clearance of container from the
Customs Authorities, which corroborated with the statement of Shri Sandeep,
lnspector, Customs, Adani Hazira Port, who was required to follow the process of

dock stuffing but only opened the gate of the said container and on preliminary
examination that the container was stuffed with Feldspar Powder as mentioned in

the Export Documents sealed the said container with Customs bottle seal and
thereafter filed his examination report

in the system, as is evident by the

statements of Shri Rahul Krishnakant Mishra & Shri Sandeep, lnspector, Customs,

Adani Hazira Port.

m

Shri Sandeep, lnspector of Customs, who was posted at Adani Hazira port at the
material time examined the container and submitted his examination report in the

system. As per Shipping Bill, warehouse sealing was required to be done. ln
DocUwarehouse stuffing process, the goods are required

to be stuffed in the

container in presence of examining Officer. After stuffing, the lnspector/Examining

Officer puts his examination report in the system and thereafter, Let Export
Orde(LEO) process is done by the Superintendent. As mentioned above Shri
Sandeep, lnspector only opened the gate of the said container and sealed the said
container with Customs bottle seal and thereafter filed his examination report in the

system after doing only a cursory examination of the front row of the already
stuffed container.

n

Shri Jitendra Kumar Sharma, G-Card Holder of M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. had
not verified the KYC documents, address of the Exporter, Customs documents and

was also not present during the stuffing of the Container before the Customs
Authorities as was his duty.

The APMC-Branch, HDFC Bank, Navi Mumbai provided the CCTV footage/lmages

and other details in respect of Cash deposit in the account of M/s Raghav
Minerals, bearing account number 50200023449844 and during the statements of

Shri Rampal Nyati, Shri Ronak Sancheti, Shri Rahul Mishra and Shri Paras Patel
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they were shown the CCTV images of the person depositing cash in the account of

M/s Raghav Minerals, bearing account number 50200023449844 and

they

identified the person as Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu alias Rajesh. Further,
Bank of Baroda provided the the CCTV footage images of person depositing Cash

in the

account

of Shri Jitesh

Radheshyam Guptabearing Account

No.02370100009240 and during the statements of Shri Rahul Mishra, Shri Ronak

Shri

Paras Patel, Shri Govind Gurjar and Shri Jitesh Gupta they
identified the person depositing cash as Shri Bhupesh Khabya Jain alias Pintu

Sancheti,

alias Rajesh alias Sameer.

On the basis of the mobile numbers provided by Shri Rahul Mishra, Shri Paras

p

Patel, Shri Ronak Sanchetl, Shri Giriraj Ajmera, Shri Rampal Nyati and Shri Jitesh

Kumar Gupta during their statements/Panchnama, the CDR/SDR details of the
following number were obtained from the service providers i.e. M/s Vodafone ldea
Limited and M/s Bharti Airtel Limited. The details are as under:

s.
No.
,|

Mobile
number

7304354939

2

7304836703

3
4

9967992446
7300099769

8905860083

7

Details of Mobile
numbers given by
whom (S/Shri)

Used by whom
(S/Shri) (as per
Column No. 4)

3

4

5

2

1

6

Mobile registered in the name
of and address

887961 1385

8879611079

8

9167672760

I

8286777949

Mumta.j Basha Shaikh Basha
Shaikh Rrom No.10, G Sector,
G 2 Line, Cheeta Camp,
Trombay, Mumbai 400 088
Naseem Banu Mohammed
Rafique Room No.1 1 K Sector,
F-1, Line Cheeta Camp,
Trombay Mumbai-400 088
Mobile number is not active
Govind Gurjar C/O Ram Lal
Gurjar, Bada Mandir Agariya
Amet Raisamand
Naresh Sharma C/O Shyam Lal
Sharma , Belie Store Ke Pass
lndustrial Area, Bhilwara

Shri Naseem Mohammed
Address.- Room
No.1 1, K Sector, F-1,
Linecheeta Camp Trombay
Mumbai Maharashtra400 088
Shri Wahid Shaikh
Address:- H-84, Suleman
Compound Wadala East
Mumbai Shaikh Misri Road,
Antop Hill, Mumbai- 400 037
Shri Wahid Shaikh
Address:- H-84, Suleman
Compound Wadala East
Mumbai Shaikh Misri Road,
Antop Hill, Mumbai- 400 037
Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan,
A,/777, Akbar Suleman
Com und, Shaikh Misri Road

Rafique

Rahul Mishra &
Paras Patel

Rajeshbhai

Ronak Sancheti

Bhupesh
Khabya Jain
alias Pintu

Rampal Nyati,
Ronak Sancheti &
Girirai Aimera
Jiteshkumar Gupta
Giriraj Ajmera
Rahul Mishra
Jiteshkumar Gupta

Bhupesh
Khabya Jain
alias Pintu
Bhupesh
Khabya Jain
alias Pintu
Shahnawaz
Hanif Chavan
Rakesh
Sarta.l

Sameer

Paras Patel

Bhupesh
Khabya (Jain)
alias Pintu
Venkatrao

Rampal Nyati,
Ronak Sancheti &
Giriraj Ajmera

Bhupesh
Khabya (Jain)
alias Pintu

Shri Jitesh Gupta

Shri Sameer
alias Pintu

Ronak Sancheti
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Antop Hill- Mumbai-400 037

The CDR analysis of mobile numbers 7304354939, 7304836703, 9967992446,
7300099769, 8905860083, 887961'1385, 8879611079 & 9167672760 used by
Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu alias Rajeshbhai and mobile numbers of Shri
Paras Patel (9824973399, 9824938000, 7046634973 and 7359278405) and Shri
Rahul Mishra (S866935532) revealed that they were in constant touch with each

other during the period of offence. The fact as stated by Shri Paras during his
statement da(ed27.02.2019 that he was called by Shri Rajesh bhai is corroborated
from the CDR of mobile number used by Rajeshbhai alias Pintu & Shri Paras Patel
and that both had called each other from 4:21:03 hrs of 'l 9.02.2019 to 08:06:30 hrs

of 19.02.2019, the period when the loading of Red Sanders was going on at Vapi
Godown. Further, from the CDR of the new mobile numbers of Shri Paras Patel
also revealed that he got issued new numbers in the name of his friend and was
still in constant touch of Shri Rajeshbhai alias Pintu & Shri Rahul Mishra

q

The report of Rahul Mishra's mobile phone, forwarded by Regional Forensic
Science Laboratory, Surat was scrutized, wherein it was found that the mobile
numbers of Shri Sartaz, Shri Paras Patel, Rajeshji (Shri Pintu in actual) and
Krishna Yadav were found saved in his mobile.

I

Shri Ronak Sancheti prepared exports documents of the Noticee like lnvoice &
Packing List. He also received the export documents on his Whatsapp and later on
took the printout of the same and handed over to Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) & Md.
sameer. Further, shri Ronak sancheti allowed his Bank Account for depositing of

cash by Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) or through his persons and subsequently shri
Ronak Sancheti withdrew the same through self Cheque or ATM and handed over
the cash to Shri Pintu in order to facilitate his illegal activities.

S

shri Govind Gurjar provided his SIM card to Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu,
which was used by him

for planning

& execution of smuggling of Red Sanders.

2.24 The material evidences available on record indicated that the Noticee (through its
Proprietor viz Shri Devachand Bherulal, Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) (beneficial owner) and
Shri Paras Patel (person holding to be exporter i.e. main person of the Noticee before

CHtutransporter) contravened the Provisions

of Customs Act, 1962, Foreign

Trade

(Development and Regulation) Act, 1992, Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993 and
also the provisions of Foreign Trade Policy, 2015-2020. The Export of "Red Sanders s

wood in any form, whether raw, processed or unprocessed" is prohibited as per S. No.
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188 of Schedule 2 of ITC (HS) i.e. Export Policy, as the goods are covered under
Appendix-l of the "Convention on lnternational Trade in Endangered Species (CITES)"
which prohibits the trade of Red Sanders. As discussed herein supra in as much as that
12,120 Kg of Red Sanders (Pterocarpus Santalinus) valued at Rs. 5,45,40,000/-(Rupees

Five Crore Forty Five Lakhs Forty Thousand only) were attempted to be smuggled by
concealing it behind 14,750 Kgs of Feldspar Powder valued at Rs. 93,456/- (declared
value) (Rs. Ninety Three Thousand Four Hundred and Fifty Six only) in conratravention
of various provisions of laws / rules discussed hereinabove.

2.25 Show Cause Notice F.No. DRI/AZUISRU/A/INV-03 (ENO-03y2019 dated
14.08.20'19 was issued by Principal Additional Director General, DRl, AZU to M/s Jai
Mataji lmpex,Surat through it's proprietor Shri Devachand Bherulal, Chungi Naka, Khatik

Mohalla, Pur, Bhilwara, Rajasthan; Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintubhai alias
Rajeshbhai alias Shri Sameer (beneficial owner), Gokul Vila, Hospital Road, Pur,
Bhilwara, Rajasthan; Shri Paras Patel (beneficial owner), residing at A-7, Chitrakut
Society, Hirabag, Surat City, Surat, Gujarat and Any other person who claims the
ownership of the seized goods asking them to show cause to the Principal Commissioner

of Customs, Customs House, Near All lndia Radio, Navrangpura Ahmedabad-38Q 009
as to why:

(i)

The 12,120

Kg of Red Sanders (Pterocarpus

Santalinus)valued at Rs.

5,45,40,O00/-(Rupees Five Crore Fourty Five Lakhs Fourty Thousand only),

seized under Panchnama dated 25.02.2019 should not be confiscated
absolutely under Section 113(d), 113(e), 113(h) & 113(i) of the Customs
Act, 1962;

(ii)

The 14,750 Kgs of Feldspar Powder valued at Rs 93'4561 (declared
invoice value) (Rs. Ninety Three Thousand Four Hundred and Fifty Six
only) should not be confiscated under Section 119 of the Customs Act,
1962.

(iii)

the Let Export Order issued under Section 51 of the Customs Act,1962 for
the Shipping Bill No. 1744103 dated 01 .02.2019 on the basis of wrong
declaration, should not be cancelled, being obtained fraudulently.

(iv)

Penalty should not be imposed on each of them under Section 1'14(i),
114AA and 117 of the Customs Act, 1962 separately;

2.25.1

Shri Rahul Krishnakant Mishra, Ex-Employee

&

Ex-H-Card Holder of M/s

Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd residing al N2-104, Rupak Flat, Near Bhavani Mata Temple,
IOC Road, Kawas, Surat was called upon to show cause to the Principal Commissioner

of Customs, Customs House, Near All lndia Radio, Navrangpura Ahmedabad-380 009,
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as to why penalty should not be imposed on him under Section 114(i), 114AA & 117 of
the Customs Act, 1962, separately;

2.25.2

Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti, C-4-S, Room No.S, New Alanknanda CHS,
Ivl.G.Complex, Sector-14, Vashi Navi Mumbai-400 703; Shri Jitendra Sharma 509'
Choudaha Tola, Ward No. 13, Karamsela, Teh-Amarpatan, Dist-Satna, Madhya
Pradesh, Md. Sameer (through Ronak Bhopal Sancheti); Shri Sudhir Krupa Sindhu
Panigrahi, Flat No.A-3/1S,Sector-ll, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai- 400614; Shri Govind

Gurjar, House No.43, Nimadi Chowk, Bada Mandir Agariya, Amet RajsamandRajasthan- 313332: Shri Sopan Shinde, Shop No.63, Plot-44, Sector 11, CBD Belapur,
Navi Mumbai 400 614 were called upon to show cause to the Principal Commissioner of
Customs, Customs House, Near All lndia Radio, Navrangpura Ahmedabad-380 009, as

to why penalty should not be imposed on them under Section 117 of the Customs Act,
1962.

2.25.3

Shri Sartaj Ahmed Sarfaraj Shaikh, Room No.944 112, Akbar Suleman
Compound, Shaikh Misri Road, Wadala East, Mumbai- 400 037 and Shri Shahnawaz
Hanif Chavan, N777, Akbar Suleman Compound, Shaikh Misri Road, Antop HillMumbai-40O 037

were called upon to show cause to the

Principal Commissioner of

Customs, Customs House, Near All lndia Radio, Navrangpura Ahmedabad-380 009, as

to why penalty should not be imposed on them under section 114(i) & 117 of the
Customs Act, 1962.

2.25.4

Shri Sandeep, lnspector, Customs Surat, Flat No. D-302, Shrinagar
Residency, VIP Road, Vesu- Surat-395 007 was called upon to show cause to the
Principal Commissioner of Customs, Customs House, Near All lndia Radio, Navrangpura

Ahmedabad-38O 009, as to

why penalty should not be imposed on him under

Section

114(i), 114AA & 1'17 of the Customs Act, 1962, separately.

3,

DEFENSE REPLY FILED BY THE NOTICEES:

3.1

Shri Jitendra Sharma filed reply dated24.09.2019 submitting that:
He was the G-Card holder and Senior Executive of CHA M/s Movar Logistics Pvt.
Ltd.

The Show Cause Notice did not allege his involvement in any matter and he was
neither aware nor involved in the conspiracy to export the Red Sanders out of
lndia.
He diligently discharged his duties as G-Card holder as he verified the correctness

of lEC. He was informed by his subordinate, shri Rahul Mishra that the

KYC
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documents had been verified. This included physical verification of the address,
Customs Clearances and forwarding the documents for processing. He was not
aware of any wrong-doing on the part of the H-Card holder Shri Rahul Mishra, who

later accepted to being part of the conspiracy and hence, had no reason to
disbelief him.

The IEC had been amended by DGFT to include the Surat address which was not
possible without the application of the IEC holder i.e. Shri Devachand Bherulal.
The address on the IEC was not bogus.
The export documents had a valid GSTIN which he verified from the GST Portal.
M/s Jai Mataji lmpex had been introduced to their firm M/s Movar Logistics, by Shri
Rahul Mishra and hence, all the customs clearance work had been done by him.

He had been terminated by his employer M/s Movar Logistics and he is not in a
good fl nancial position.
He requested to be heard in person before the case was decided.

3.2

Shri Rahul Mishra filed two replies dated 5.10.2019 and dated 16.'l .2020 wherein

he interalia submitted that:

-

He denied all the allegations leveled against him in the show cause Notice.

He was the H-card holder in his company and he was to work as per the
instruction of his employer. Regulation 13 of Customs Broker Licensing
Regulations, 2018 (CBLR) mentioned that only F-Card and G-Card Holder could

sign the declaration on the Bill of Entry, shipping Bill, Annexure or any other
documents and the H-Card holder was kept out of this job'

-

CBLR has not prescribed any duties/responsibilities for H-Card holder and as per
Regulation 10 of CBLR which included the regulations prescribed for CHA included
supervision to ensure proper conduct of his employee in the transaction of his
business and he would be responsible for all acts of the employee during their
employment.

-

M/s Movar Logistics Pvt Ltd had already previously handled 2 export shipments of
the Noticee from Hazira Port. He was not involved in the process of Shipping Bill

filing which was handled by the cHA Regional offlce at Mumbai. He had no
access to the e-mail id of the cHA company and he was concerned in any way
with receipt of documents and further transmission thereof to CHA Head Ofice at
lndore for filing of ShiPPing Bill.

-

His role was to ensure entry of loaded container inside Dock for export and to
coordinate with Customs for examination of export consignment including
submission of documents of exports to Customs as handed over to him by Shri
Jitendra Sharma who was the G-Card holder.
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The allegation in the Show Cause Notice that he had participated in the meeting
held with Shri Pintu and Shri Paras and negotiated the deal for smuggling of Red

Sanders and mislead the department by stating Shri Pintu as Shri Rajesh, is
incorrect and improper. This was concluded merely on the statement of Shri Paras

Patel dated 27.2.2019 and 28.2.2019, however no statement had been taken from
Shri Pintu.

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu was the Proprietor of the Noticee and Shri
Paras Patel had been appointed to take decision and sign on behalf of the
exporter. He, being the H-card holder had only interacted with them for ease of
shipment of the export consignment i.e. Feldspar Powder as declared by the

Noticee. The

scN

alleged his involvement

in the smuggling based on the

statement of an accused without having any details of the conversation on record
and without any independent material evidence. ln many judicial pronouncements

by the Courts, statements of accused were held to be not sufficient to draw
conclusion. As H-Card holder of the engaged cHA, he could not have avoided
meeting and conversing with the exporter represented by Shri Bhupesh alias Pintu
and Shri Paras Patel.

The Allegation that he had agreed to facilitate smuggling of Red Sanders for an
amount of Rs. 5 Lakhs and thereby indulged himself in smuggling of Red Sanders

knowing that export

of prohibited goods is an offence punishable under the

provisions of the customs Act, 1962 and the Foreign Trade Policy is based only on

the statement of the accused shri Paras Patel. He did not present

any

documentary evidence to this effect and he had retracted his statement stating that
it had been taken under duress. Thus, this allegation based only on verbal
statement recorded under undue pressure without any documentary evidence was
legally unsustainable.
The allegation that he had contacted Shri Paras Patel for sending container stuffed
with Red Sanders; that he had generated shipping bill on the basis of documents

received from Shri Pintu on his e-mail, that he produced the hard copies of the
export documents to Customs authority as provided by Shri Paras despite knowing

the shipment to be mis-declared was completely false. He was nowhere involved
in any of the acts, from procurement of the Feldspar and Red-sanders to the
transportation and stuffing of red-sander in Vapi godown in mid-night. All this had
been planned and executed by Shri Paras Patel and his accomplice'

He had not received the exporter's documents on e-mail nor did he generate
shipping Bill as these things were beyond the scope of his work. This was
established from the statement of Shri Rajan Pillai, Director of CHA company M/s
Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. The allegation that the documents provided by him to

customs were handed to him by Shri Paras Patel was also false, because the
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export documents presented to Customs had been mailed to the CHA office at
Hazira from their Head office at lndore after KYC had been done by cHA. He had
presented the documents before Customs after being handed over to him by Shri
Jitendra Sharma, G-Card holder of CHA.

The charges levelled against for abetting in illegal attempt to export prohibited
goods was baseless as it was just based on the statement of a co-accused only
which cannot be relied without any proof to show him as a beneficiary to that. He
relied on the decision of the Tribunal in case of Jitendra Kumar Ghishulal Jain v.

collector of customs (Preventive), Mumbai reported as 1998 (103) E.L.T. 591 (T),
wherein it was held that retracted statement is a weak evidence to be solely relied
upon to impose personal PenaltY.
He also relied upon the decision of the Tribunal (Chennai) in case of Continental
warehousing corporation (Nhava seva), Ltd. reported as 2018 (8) GSTL 300(Tri.-

chennai), wherein it was held that statement of co-accused cannot be made the
sole basis for penalizing the assessee without there being an independent
corroboration from the independent source.

His alleged role was decided merely on oral submissions made under duress
during the investigation and there was no documentary evidence to sustain the
charges. He relied upon the decision of the Tribunal (Delhi) in the case of shiv
charan Bajpai reported as 2003 (160) E.L.T. 1 138 (Tri. - Del.) wherein it was held
that Statement-Confession - As sole basis to prove guilt - Prudence demands that
in cases requiring proof beyond reasonable doubt, confession cannot be used as
sole basis to establish guilt. He also relied upon the decision of the Hon'ble High
court in the case of santogen Textile Mills Ltd. reported as2017 (347) E.L.T. 581

that Reliance on oral evidence ignoring everything else
is incorrect and erroneous; that documentary evidence has far greater weightage
against oral evidence especially when oral evidence is contrary to documentary
(Bom.) wherein it was held

evidence.
The allegation that he had approached Customs for early examination citing vessel
cut-off date and failure to early examination may result in detention charges from

their own account, with an intent to skip examination by Customs of the export
cargo had no basis as vessels always came with cut off date and delay on account
of any formalities resulting in detention charges was very normal in shipping llne.
He had requested the customs authorities for speedy action in regard of the
examination of the export cargo as their CHA Company insisted on fast clearance
and he had no other motive behind this. lt was improper and unjustified to add any
other meaning or intent to this without any material evidence.
He was in frequent contact with shri Paras Patel and shri Bhupesh Khabya Jain
alias Pintu alias Rajeshbhai as they were exporters and wanted to know about the
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arrival of vessel, its birthing schedule, Customs clearance etc. So, it was natural to
have such conversation through mobile. lt had nothing to do with managing the

illegal shipment

of Red

Sanders. The Call Data Records were presented as

evidence to show that they were in touch on regular basis on the day preceeding

the smuggling of the consignment and even after examination of the container.
These Call Data Records were without any conversations details and it was
presumptuous to assume that he was in contact with Shri Paras Patel and Shri
Bhupesh Khabya /Jain alias Pintu alias Rajeshbhai to discuss about smuggling of
Red Sanders as there was no material evidence to substantiate this allegation. He
relied on the decision of the Tribunal under similar nature of issue in the case of
shafeek.P.K reported as 2015 (325) E.L.T. 199 (Tri. - Bang.), wherein itwas held

that, "Mere call records not enough to conclude that appellant involved
smuggllng

-

in

Penalty not imposable."

The claim that he should have rejected Shri Paras Vadadoriya's offer to abet illegal
export of Red Sanders and informed the law enforcement agencies placed undue

morale duty on him. He could not have alerted the Customs authority as he was
not aware of any attempt of smuggling of red-sanders.
He denied all the charges leveled against him in the SCN of his involvement in the

smuggling of red-sander as legally improper and factually incorrect and lacking
legal backing. They were therefore, liable to be set aside. lf the engaged cHA i.e.
M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. had no role in the smuggling then how could he i.e.

H-Card holder employee with no role defined under CBLR could have been
instrumental in the attempted smuggling of Red sanders. The cHA company viz.
M/s Movar Logistics Pvt Ltd. was conveniently absolved of the lapses and breach
of conditions of CBLR which was way beyond the defined proceedings under the
QBLR. The process of filing of shipping Bill and KYC was controlled and executed
by the CHA from its office by logglng in the EDl. Any employee of CHA whether G-

card Holder or the H-card Holder could not overstep the cHA i.e. its employer.
After Shipping Bill was filed, the same was intimated and forwarded from their cHA
office at lndore to their office al Hazira. The role of the H-card holder is very
limited as he has access to the documents only and is not a party to inspection of
the goods tendered for export. ln the present case, the offending goods had been
loaded clandestinely (at Vapi Godown in midnight by Shri Pintu & Shri Paras
Patel). His role was to facilitate the container with export consignment as per the
Shipping Bill No. 1744103t1.2.2019 for entry pass/entry into port premises and
intimation to Customs for examination of export consignment. So, to hold him liable
to penalty for breach of cHA regulation was contrary to the provisions of
Regulation 13 of the CBLR.
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M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. being the cHA company was eligible in terms of
GBLR to act as agent for the transaction of any business relating to the entry or
departure of conveyances or the import or export of goods at any customs station.
Authorisation was obtained by CHA M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. from the Noticee
for filing of shipping Bill No. 174410311.2.2019 for export of Feldspar Powder, from

Custom House, Hazira Port, Surat. He had a role as an employee of the CHA
company, holding H-Card in terms of Regulation 2(i) of the customs Brokers
Licensing Regulations, 2013 (CBLR, 2013) read with Regulation 1(3) of the of
CBLR,2O18. Being an employee of M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd., and as H-Card

holder in terms of Regulation 13(11) of the CBLR, he was engaged by his
employer for ensuring the shipment of Feldspars Powder under S/B No.
174410311.2.2019 within

the meaning and scope of H-Card holder as provided

under the said Regulations. Besides him, shri Jitendra Sharma, G-Card holder,
was given the task in respect of the export consignment within meaning and scope
of job of G-Card holder as provided under the Regulations. The failure to execute

the exports in terms of declarations made in Shipping Bill No. 174410311.2.2019,

was by dint of wilful intention of the Noticee and Shri Paras Patel and Shri
Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu.

As per Section 146 of the Customs Act, 1962 which states that, "No oerson s hall
carry on b usiness as an aoent relatino to the entrv or departure of a co nvevance or
the import or e xport of qoods at an v customs station unless such oerson h olds a
half in accorda nce with the requlatians-l He was merely
licence ranted in this
an employee of the cHA and had no power or authority to take any decision and
worked only as per the instructions of the cHA company. He was unaware of any
unlawful activities undergoing in the guise of export of Feldspar Powder. He had
been made a noticee in the impugned scN based on the statements of the
accused without any corroborative evidences in support of such statements. He
drew attention to the express provisions of CBLR in so far as the role of CHA is
concerned. ln terms of CBLR, there are duties and responsibilities prescribed for
the cHA which is elaborately defined in Regulation 10 of CBLR, as "Obligations of
Customs Brokei'. CBLR has not prescribed any duties/responsibilities for H-Card
holder and over and above most importantly as per Regulation 13(12) of GBLR,

.The customs Broker shall exercise such supervision as may be necessary to
ensure proper conduct of his employee in the transaction of business and he shall

be held responsible for all acts or omissions of his employee during

their

employment". lt was therefore clear that the department erred grossly in glossing
over the provisions of the regulations and relied on the unverified statements of the
accused to hold him as being involved in illegal attempt for shipment of prohibited
goods viz'

red-sanders'
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The department did not have any evidence against him to prove his abetment to
attempt of illegal shipment of Red Sanders except the statements of the coaccused Shri Paras Patel and the conversations he had with Shri Paras Patel and
Shri Pintu. However, the content of conversation was not relied upon. The fact that

Shri Paras and shri Pintu were the two persons from exporter company and he
was in contact with them relating to shipment of Feldspar Powder as per the
shipping bill was overlooked. He was nowhere involved in either the procurement

of Red sanders or Feldspar Powder or in loading of either of the materials in
contalner No. BAXU50466'19 and their transportation to Hazira port. He was not
aware of the concealment of Red Sanders in the container. Knowledge regarding
presence of prohibited goods is sine qua non so as

to impose penalty

under

Secttion 114 of the Customs Act, 1962. ln this regard, he relied on the following
CASCS:

(i)

M/s D.S. Cargo Service reported as 2009 (247) E.Lf 769 (Tri )
wherein the Tribunal set aside the penalty under section 114 of the

CustomsAct,lg62onCHAandhisemployee-Misdeclarationof
quantity, quality and value of goods for export

-

Employee of CHA

signed export shipping bills on the basis of authorisation of exporter No material available on record that appellants did anything or
committed anything in connivance or with the knowledge of exporter.
Moreover, no material available that CHA and his employee had any

(ii)

knowledge on quantity, quality and value of impugned goods'
Neptunes Cargo Movers Put. Ltd. reported as 2009 (246) E'L

T'

621

(Tri.-Mumbai) and 2OO7 (219) E.L.T. 673 (Tri') Penalty on CHA Misdeclaration

of exports -

Knowledge

of CHA - No evidence

indicating any knowledge on the part of Customs House Agent (CHA)
or his employees of misdeclaration regarding description or value of

goods

-

Two employees of CHA given exculpatory

statement

deposingthattheyrelieduponexporter'sStatementwithoutopening
theexportcargoandseeingthegoodsphysically-Nootherstatement
of any other person indicating knowledge of CHA or his employees Penalties imposed upon appellants set aside

- Appeals allowed-

Section 1 14 of Customs Act, 1962'
1962 imposed
',l
Penalties under section 114(i), 1't4AA and 17 of the customs Act'
to be set
upon him in the impugned SCN' were not applicable to him and needed
imposed for the
aside. Penalty under section 114(i) of the customs Act, 1 962 was
755
reasons of various acts of omissions and commissions by him which rendered

LogsofRedSandersweighingtotallytol2j2OKg'andvaluedatRs'5'45Crore'
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liabte for confiscation under provisions of section 113(d), 113(e), 113(h) & 113(i) of
'114(i) states that,
the customsAct, 1962 and the Foreign Trade Policy. Section

"Any person who, in relation to any goods, does or omits to do any act
which act or omission would render such goods liable to confiscation under
section 113, or abets the doing or omission of such an act, shall be liable, (i) in
the case of goods in respect of which any prohibition is in force under this Act

or any other law for the time being in force, to a penalty 1/2[not exceeding
three times the value of the goods as declared by the exporter or the value as
determined under this Actl, whichever is the greater."

The prohibited goods was Red sanders and he was not in any way related in
either procurement or loading in the container in place of Feldspar Powder and its
transportation to the Port. He was not aware that the container purported to have
been carrying Feldspar Powder had Red Sanders concealed by Shri Paras Patel
and shri Bhupesh Khabya/ Jain alias Pintu. However, he was made to tender

in illegal attempt of smuggling of the
goods but there is no material evidence on record to prove his

statement under duress for abetment
impugned

complicity or active facilitation in the offence. The presumptions of his deliberate
intent to facilitate illegal attempt of export was not justified. Thus, imposition of
penalty under Section 114(i) of the Customs Act is not sustainable and liable to be

quashed. He relied on the decision of the Tribunal in the case of A.F.Ghani
reported as 2005 (186) E.L.T. 493 (Tri. - Chennai) wherein, in case of abetment of
attempted illicit export of foreign currencies, allegation raised solely on the basis of
co-accused's statement which indicated that appellant arranged sale of imported
gold and silver in lndia, and provided sale proceeds in foreign currencies, however
nothing on record to indicate that appellant was aware of the fact that such foreign

currencies were intended to be taken out of country illicitly and it was held that
allegation not sustainable and Penalty not imposable under Section 114(i) of
Customs Act, 1962.
Penalty under section 114AA of the customs Act, 1962 was imposed on him with
the allegation that he knowingly and intentionally caused to be made, signed and

use a declaration, statement or document which is false and incorrect before the
Customs authorities and hence, he was liable to penalty under Section 1't4AA of

the customs Act, 1962. Provisions of section 1'l4AA of the customs Act' 1962
reads as under:
(Penalty

for use of any false and incorrect material:- lf a person knowingly or
intentionally makes, signs or uses, or causes to be made, signed or used,

any declaration, statement or document which is false or incorrect in any
material particular, in the transaction of any business for the purposes of this
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Act, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding the flve times value of the
goods""
ln the instant case there was nothing on record to show that he was aware of the
prohibited goods in container. ln the absence of such knowledge, there cannot be

any mens rea attributed to him. He handled and presented the documents handed
to him by shri Jitendra sharma, G-Card Holder of the cHA M/s Movar Logistics

Pvt. Ltd., which he had received on mail from their CHA Head Office at lndore.
Those documents were purportedly meant for export of Feldspar Powder. Those
documents were presented by him to Customs as he had no reason to believe that
the Same were incorrect. He did not Sign or use any other documents which were
not genuine and used in any manner for illegal shipment of prohibited goods. Thus,

penalty is not imposable under Section 'l 14AA of Customs Act, 1 962.

Penalty under section 117 of the customs Act, 1962 was imposed on him for
rendering the impugned goods 295 bags of Feldspar Powder of value of Rs.
93,456/- liable for confiscation under provisions of Section 'l 19 of the Customs Act,
Section
1 962 as they were used for concealment of the contraband. . Penalty under
1'17 reads as under:

"Any person who contravenes any provision of this Act or abets any such
contravention or who fails to comply with any provision of this Act with which
it was his duty to comply, where no express penalty is elsewhere provided
for such contravention or failure, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
ten thousand ruPees".

He was neither involved in procurement, loading and transportation of Redsanders nor of the Feldspar Powder. As the H-Card holder of cHA, he took all
elementary precaution on his part to cause proper shipment of Feldspar Powder
only in terms of the Shipping Bill. Hence, penalty is not imposable under Section
1

'17

of Customs Act, 1962.

As a H-Card holder, he did not have any role or decision in deciding the shipment
and there was no circumstantial or tangible evidence to prove the allegations of the

scN. Any negligence, if found on part of the cHA M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd,
then the CHA should be charged under appropriate provisions of the Customs Act,
1962. For failure to discharge functions as a cHA, penalties are provided in the

customs Brokers Licensing Regulations, 2018 (CBLR). However, in this case
instead of cHA, the H-Card holder was held liable for abetment in attempt of

smugglingofRedSanderswhichwasgrossnegligenceofnaturaljustice.ln
absence of any tangible evidence that he had abetted the failed effort to smuggle
prohibited Red sander, there was no justification of penalties under provisions of
Framing
Section 1 14(i), Section 1 14AA and Section 1 1 7 of the Customs Act, 1 962.
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the allegations in the impugned SCN by relying only upon retracted statement of
the co-accused and discarding absence of any related documentary evidence was

grossly unjustified. Hence, the proposition of penalties in the impugned SCN of
revenue were unwarranted and against the settled principle of law. He relied upon

the decision of the Hon'ble High Court of Bombay in case of B.D.Gohel Vs.
Ebrahim Essa Sodha, reported as 2014 (306) E.L.T. 337 (Bom.) wherein weighing

the evidentiary value of the statement, the Hon'ble Court had held that Statement
recorded under Section 108 of Customs Act, 'l 962, was admissible and reliable,
however, in case of retraction, weightage could be given to it only if there was
corroboration on other material particulars.

DRI had relied upon weak evidences and proposed penalties on him under the
Act, wherein inferences had been drawn based on the statements of co-accused
and on the basis of his own confessional statement which had been taken under

duress and thereafter retracted by him. He relied upon the decision of the
Supreme Court in the case of Noor Aga v. State of Punjab & Anr (supra) wherein

the Hon'ble Supreme Court had dealt with provisions under the Customs Act. ln
the case before it, the High Court had placed explicit reliance on Section 108 of the

Customs Act and had considered enquiry by the customs officer under Section

108( ) of the Customs Act as a judicial proceeding. However, the Supreme Court
had clarified that the value of statement made before the customs authority under
Section 108 was deemed to be before the judicial proceeding within the meaning

of Sections 193 to 228 of the lndian Penal Code and was not for the purpose of
convicting an accused under any other statute including the provisions of the Act.
Also, Article 20(3) of the Constitution of lndia provides that no person accused of

any offence shall be compelled to be a witness against himself and thus,

a

statement recorded under Section '108 of the Customs Act must give way to Article

a

conflict between the two. Thus, the retracted
confessional statement may be relied upon if it was made voluntarily and the
burden of proving such voluntary action was on the prosecution. The Supreme
20(3) wherever there was

Court also dealt with the effect of retracted confession and held that it was weak

evidence and it could be used only

if it is found truthful and trustworthy and

substantially corroborated by other independent and cogent evidence.

Thus, the department without establishing any mens rea, put all reliance on oral
submissions which had been retracted afterwards, and charged allegations under

various provisions of the Act which was unjustified. He further relied on the
decision of Tribunal (Mumbai) in case of Prasanta Sarkar reported as 2007 (209)
E.L.T.22O (Tri. - Mumbai) wherein it was held that "Uncorroborated statements of
co-accused cannot be made the basis for penalizing the notices". The statement of
co-accused was

a weak evidence and could not be made the sole basis for
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imposition of penalties. Hearsay evidence was a weak evidence to hold anybody
guilty in the absence of any independent corroborative evidence.
ln view of his above submissions, he requested to be exonerated from the charges

of abetment in attempt of smuggling of Red Sander, which are prohibited goods
under Foreign Trade Policy and the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 as
alleged in the Show Cause Notice.
He requested to be heard in person before the case was decided.

3.3

Shri Sandeep filed three replies dated 11.10.2019, daled 17.01.2020 and dated

19.6.2020 wherein he interalia submitted that:

-

He had carried out his assigned duties as an officer of Customs with due diligence,

honesty and sincerity. He had not knowingly done any act of omission to render
the prohibited goods to be exported out of lndia.

-

He denied all the allegations leveled against him in the Show Cause Notice.

lt has been alleged in the Show Cause Notice that he showed

negligience in

discharging his official duties and did not follow the prescribed dock stuffing
procedure. However, no evidence was adduced in the Show Cause Notice as to
what was the prescribed 'dock stufflng procedure of examination.' lt seemed that
the allegation was based on the following statement in paragraph 55(m) of the
Show Cause Notice, viz.:

"...... As per Shipping Bill, warehouse sealing was required to be done. ln
Docuwarehouse stuffing process, the goods are required to be stuffed in the

container

in

presence

of

examining officer. After stuffing the
lnspector/Examining officer puts his examination report in the system and
thereafter, Let Export Order (LEO) process is done by the Superintendent.....,,
However, as per instruction contained in GBEC circular No.6/2002_customs,
dated 23.01.2002 read with paragraph 20 (page 27)

of

the erectronic version of

customs Manuar,2015 Edition pubrished on the officiar website
of cBrc, no
examination had been prescribed in respect of export goods
under Free shipping
Bills. But onry "inspection" and supervision over stuffing
of the goods

in the
container was required to be done. The shipping
Biil No. 1744103 dated 1 .2.2019
was a Free shipping Biil and he had never stated
in his statement dated 11.3.2019
that he had 'examined,the goods covered
by the said Shipping Bill.
'Examination' or 'inspection' of export goods
and supervision over stuffing of export

goods in containers were two different
and distinct functions. The former was
carried out by officers posted in Dock Examination
section and the ratter was
carried out by officers posted in Dock preventive
Section of a custom House. At
port
pvt. Ltd., Hazira, no separate
Adani Hazira
Dock Examination section and
Dock Preventive section was functionar
at the materiar point of time. rn the
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circumstances, work relating to inspection as well as stuffing supervision of the
goods covered by above Shipping Bill had been asslgned to him.

The allegation In the Show Cause Notice, viz., that he had failed to examine the
goods as per the prescribed procedure," was factually incorrect and hence denied.

As per paragraph '18.1 (page 27) of lhe electronic version of Customs Manual,
2015 Edition, "The goods brought for the purpose of export are allowed entry to the
Dock on the strength of the check list and other declarations filed by the exporter in

the Service Center. The custodian has to endorse the quantity of goods actually
received on the reverse of the check list." Adani Hazira Port Pvt. Ltd. was the

Custodian

of

imported and export goods and had been appointed by the

Department, and thus, he had no reason to suspect that they would allow entry of

any goods other than those declared in the Shipping Bill Check List into their
premises i.e. the notified customs area and endorse the Check List wrongly.

He had reposed full faith and trust in the "H" Card holder of the Customs Broker

firm, i.e., Shri Rahul Mishra, who had approached him with the documents and
requested him to examine the container urgently as there was vessel Cut off and if

the vessel left he would lose his job as also he would have to pay the detention
charges from his salary. Thus, he only opened the gate of the container and on
preliminary inspection when he found the goods stuffed with Fledspar Powder as
declared in the Shipping Bill, he sealed the container in good faith. But, from the
evidences discussed in the Show Cause Notice, it has emerged that Shri Rahul
Mishra was part of the gang that had attempted to smuggle out Red Sanders Logs

by concealing the same behind bags of Fledspar Powder in the container by
hoodwinking the customs offlcers. He had no apprehension that a genuine
employee and 'H' card Holder of the customs Broker firm in collusion with the
unscrupulous exporter and other persons would betray his faith and conceal the
prohibited goods behind the declared cargo. He had been taken for a ride by these
unscrupulous elements and was a victim of circumstances as is evident from shri

Rahul Mishra's statement daled 2st26.2.2019 wherein he stated that .he had
produced the papers before customs on 2o.oz.2o1g requested

for

early

examination/stuffing and that he had assumend that if he would produce the
papers late and requested that the vessel was leaving on 22.02.201g,
the customs
Authorities would not insist on examination/stuffing before them and would
allow to

seal the container. He further stated that he would show ignorance about
the
goods stuffed in the container and if Red sanders was noticed,
action wourd be
initiated against the exporter. He also stated that the customs
officiars were

unaware that the consignment pertaining to shipping Bill No. 1744re3
dated
1.2.2019 contained some other goods or prohibited goods arong
with decrared
goods".
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and the manner in which the
overall facts and circumstances of the case
conspirators had hoodwinked him'
Section 113(d) reads as under:

the limits of any
"(d) any goods attempted to be exported or brought within
any prohibition
customs area for the purpose of being exported' contrary to
in force'"
imposed by or under this Act or any other law for the time being

ln this

case,

25126.2.2019,

as admitted by Shri Rahul Mishra in his statement dated
the Shipping Bill was filed on 1.2.2019 but the Container

Ltd''
No.BAXU5046619 loaded with Red Sanders arrived at Adani Hazira Port Pvt'
on 19.2.2019. Red sanders being a prohibited goods for export, entry of the

container loaded with Red Sanders under cover of Shipping Bill No. 1744103
dated I .2.2019 in the premises of Adani Hazira Port Pvt. Ltd., i.e., within the
notified limits of customs area, on 19.2.2019 for the purpose of being exported,
was an attempt to export and consequently the exporter and other persons
rendered the same liable to confiscation under Section I 13(d) of the Customs Act,

1962 on 19.2.2019 itself. He relied upon the case of Eureasian Equipment and
Chemicals Ltd. and Others reported as'1980 (6) E.L.T. 38 (CAL.) wherein it was

held that "...The liability to confiscation arises and is incurred as soon as lhe
'expotl goods' are attempted to be exported contrary to any such prohibition and
attempt to expott the goods musf necessarily precede the actual exportation of the

goods. The liability of the goods to confiscation, therefore, arises as soon as the
sard goods are attempted or sought to be exported contrary

to such prohibition

......" Therefore, the goods attained the character of 'goods liable to confiscation'
under Section 1 13(d) on 19.02.2019.
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He did not commit any act of omission or commission any time from the date and

time of filing the Shipping Bill on 1.2.2019 (requirement under Section 50 of the
Customs Act, 1962) till the time of entry of the container loaded with Red Sanders

Logs inside the notified limits of customs area, i.e., the premises of Adani Hazira

Port Pvt. Ltd., Hazira on 19.2.2019. The allegation against him in the SCN is
'negligence in discharging in official duties'occurred on 20.2.2019, and this was
outside the ambit of Section 114 of the Customs Act, 1962 as the negligence in
discharging official duty on his part would not constitute an act which would render

the said goods liable to confiscation all over again on 20.2.2019. The event of
confiscability of the goods had occured on 19.02.2019 by specific acts of omission

and commission on the part of exporter and his associates and cannot accrue
again unless it was shown by positive evidences that he had connived and
conspired with the exporter and his associates as well as the representative of the

Customs Broker firm in the attempt to export the prohibited goods and thereby
rendered the goods liable to confiscation.

This liability also could not automatically attribute to the act of alleged negligence
on his part in proper supervision of stuffing of the container on 20.2.201 9 unless it

was established with evidence that he had positive knowledge or information
between the time of entry of the container inside the notified customs area on
19.2.2019 and the time of supervision of stuffing on 20.2.2019 that the container

was loaded with prohibited goods, i.e. Red Sanders Logs and that he had
knowingly fed the stuffing report in the EDI System.

As regards proposal for imposition of penalty under negligence in discharging
official duties and not following the prescribed dock stuffing procedure was not an

act or omission covered under Section 11a(i) of the Customs Act, 1962 and
hence, penalty was not imposable on him. He relied upon the decision of Sanco
Trans Limited reported as 1996 (83) E.L.T. 557 (Tribunal) wherein it was held that
"negligence per se is different from culpable negligence and would not call for a

of levy of penalty". Also, in case of M. Naushad,
as2007 (210) E.L.T.464 (Tri. - Bang.) it was held that such an act of

punitive treatment by way
reported

negligence would at best be dereliction of duty for which proceedings can be
initiated under the service/conduct Rules.

A

Charge Memorandum bearing F.No.11110(A)(Con)04/2019 dated 3.1.2020

under rule 14 of the CCS (CCA) Rules, 1965 had been issued to him.'Negligence

in discharge of official duties' was a prescribed act of omission or commission
under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and as a Charge Memorandum had
already been issued to him, the Show Cause Notice may kindly be withdrawn as it
is not legally maintainable.
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He relied upon the Hon'ble Supreme Court's decision in the case of Hindustan
Steels Ltd. reported as 1978 (2) E.L.T. (J 159) (S.C.), wherein it is held as under:

"....penalty will not ordinaily be imposed unless fhe party obliged either
acted deliberately in defiance of law or was guilty of conduct contumacious

or dishonest, or acted in conscious disregard of its obligation. Penalty wiil
not also be imposed merely because it is lavvful fo do so. Whether penalty
should be imposed for failure to pertorm a statutory obligation is a matter of

discretion of the authority to be exercised judicially and on a consideration
of all the relevant circumstances. Even if a minimum penalty is prescibed,
the authoity competent to impose the penalty will be justified in refusing to
impose penalty, when there is a technical or venial breach of the provisions

of the Act or where the breach flows from a bona fide belief ...."

As there was no evidence of deliberate act of omission or commission on his part
he requested that no penalty be imposed on him for the mere act of 'negligence in
discharging official duties' which could at best be termed as dereliction of duty and
which can be proceeded against under the service/conduct Rules. He relied on the
following case laws:

(i)

Success Engineering reported as ZOOI (215) E.L.T. 220 (Tri. - Ahmd.), the
CESTAT has held that:

"As regards the other appeilants, viz. M/s c. Jivram Joshi & sons and
partner of the firm, no evidence showing knowledge on their paft
to declare a

pice with a view to wrongry avair benefits has been produced and
therefore no intention to viorate cusfoms raw on their paft is proved.
Failure/negligence if any on their part, does not justify penar
action under
lower

Section 112 of the Customs Act.....,,

section 112 and Section 114(i) of the customs Act, 1g62
being in pari
materia, the above decision was squarery appricabre
to the facts of this case.

(ii) P.K. Abraham reported

as 1999 (114) E.L.T.

480 (Tribunat), the

Hon,ble

CEGAT held as under:

"10' we woutd rike to emphasise to the
commissioner and other authorities
competent to impose penatty, that imposition
of penarty is an act that has
senbus consequences. tt, at the very reast,
imposes financiat burden. rt arso
casts doubt.on the character or on
the conduct on the person on whom penarty
under section 112 is imposed. rn case
rike the present it coutd have grave
consequences with regard to matters of promotion
or appointment. To impose
penalty on the basls of negtigence
under a provision of a statute which
specifies or impries personar knowredge
of, conscious invorvement in
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smuggting ls fo substltufe one to personal iudgement for the requirement of the
law."

(iii) Neptune's Cargo Movers Pvt. Ltd. reported as 20Q7 (219) E.L.T. 673 (Tri' Chennai), the Hon'ble CESTAT has held that Section 114(i) of the Customs
Act does not contemplate penalty for negligence.

(iv)

B.P. Nayak reported as 2001 (136) E.1.T.604 (Tri. - Mumbai), the Hon'ble

CESTAT held as under:

"..... Even

if we

assume that there was some negligence on the part of

these firms, the penalty cannot be imposed under Section 114 unless it can be

shown that they by doing so, abetted the export of the currency. They would in

turn require that they knew, or had good reason to believe, that the traveller's
cheques which they issued were not be utilised for the purpose for which they

were issued i.e., for buslness or personal travel, and would be sent abroad,

and despite this issued such cheques.........

ln the case of

these

moneychangers too, we would emphasise what we have said about the two
banks and their employees, their negligence and shortcomings, assuming that

lf is so, cannot by themselves amount to acts or omissions inviting penalty
under Section

11

4....."

(v) Air Freight Ltd. reported as 2004 (172) E.L.T. 229 (Tri. - Mumbai), the Hon'ble
CESTAT held as under:

'Besrdes, the levelled allegations can at best be termed as an act of
negllgence for which no penalty can be imposed under section 112(a).
Provisions of section 112(a) require that the person must have a knowtedge or

reason to believe that his acts

of

commission

or

omission would lead to

confiscation of imported goods. /f is nobody's case that the appettants had prior
knowledge, that the goods impofted through missing dipromatic bags wourd
be
liable to confiscation. rt is not even estabrished that the appeilants
had any
knowledge of arival of such bags.,,

ln the instant case, there was no evidence whatsoever to show
that he had
prior knowledge that the prohibited goods, i.e.,
Red Sanders were attempted to
be exported by concearing the same behind bags of decrared
export goods,
i'e', Ferdspar powder bags. Further, section 112(a) being in pari
materia with
section 1 14(i) of the customs Act, 1 962, this decision was
squarery appricabre
to the facts of this case.
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(vi)C'AshokKumarreportedas2010(262)E.1.T.321(Tri'-Chennai),the
Hon'ble CESTAT held that:

"..... Negt@ence cannot result in abetment so as fo warrant penal action,
in the tight of Tibunat's decision in A.N. Bhat v. collector of customs

t1991 (55) E.L.T. 5801 and Neptune's Cargo Movers Pvt' Ltd'
Commissioner of Customs (Expott), Chennai [2007 (219) E.L.T. 673]''

v'

(vii) Acquamall Water Solutions Ltd. reported as 2003 (153) E.L.T. 428 (Tri. Bang.), the Hon'ble CEGAT held that

:

"...we cannot uphold fhe assessee liable for a penalty on the
ground that 'negtigence though not mala fide,' on the pad of fhe assessee
has been estabtished which led to contravention of the provisions of the
Central Excise Act and the Rules made there-under and further substantial
amount of Central Excise duty was avoided on account of the misinterpretation by fhe assessee. "

(viii)Hargovind Export, reported as 2003 (158) E.1.T.496 (Tri. - Del.)' the
Hon'ble CESTAT has held that:

examining the evidences brought on record and referring to various
statements came to the conclusion that the entire conduct of these
Respondenfs would throw a serlous doubt about discharging their duty
property but it is not sufficient to penalise them under Secflon 114 of the

Cusfoms Act. The Commissioner has given his findings that there is no
evidence on record to show that any act or omission on the pai of the
Respondenfs has rendered the goods liable to confiscation under Section
113 of the Cusfoms Act. ln the appeal filed by the Revenue, it has not
been hightighted that there is any material to show that the Respondents
had connived with the exporter in misdeclaring the goods. What has been

mentioned in the Memorandum of Appeal, filed by the Revenue, only

highlights the dereliction of the duty by the Respondents which is not
sufficient for imposing penalty under Section 114 of the Cusfoms Act...."
Sub-Section (2) and (3) of Section 50 of the Customs Act, 1962 reads as under;
"(2) The exporter of any goods, while presenting a shipping bill or bill of export,
shall make and subscribe to a declaration as to the truth of its contents.
(3) The exporter who presents a shipping bill or bill of export under this Section

shall ensure the following, namely

:-

(a) the accuracy and completeness of the information given therein;
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(b) the authenticity and validity of any document supporting it; and

(c) compliance with the restriction or prohibition, if any, relating to the goods
under this Act or under any other law for the time being in force."

The exporter had not complied with the above requirements of Section 50 of
the Customs Act, 1962 while filing Shipping Bill No.1744103 dated 1.2.2019.The
fact that the container in which the prohibited goods viz., Red sanders along with
the goods declared in the Shipping Bill were brought inside customs area was

proof of the fact that the exporter knowingly and intentionally made false or
incorrect declaration. Therefore, the exporter, his associates and the Customs
Broker who made the above false declaration were liable to penalty under section
1

14AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

There was not an iota of evidence in the Show Cause Notice to show that he had

prior knowledge that prohibited goods, i.e., Red Sanders were stuffed in the
container that had arrived inside limits of customs area. The Shipping Bill No.
1744103 dated 1.2.2019 under which the declared goods, i.e., Fledspar powder in

bags were sought to be exported was "Free Shlpping Bill" for which no physical
examination was prescribed.

on an average 1000 Export containers covered under 50 to 60 shipping Bills were
cleared from Hazira Port on a daily basis and out of 1000 containers near about
100 containers were required to be examined physically Including System selected

containers/dock stuffing/on-wheel containers. seven lnspectors were posted in the

Export Section
engaged

at Custom House, Hazira, out of which two lnspectors

in office work like GST

refund/gate duty/vessel boarding

were

and other

miscellaneous work and hence only five inspectors had to examine nearly'100
containers on a daily basis, which was practically impossible. As regards stuffing of
container bearing No.BAXU5046619, cHA Shri Rahul Mishra approached him with
the documents and requested to examine the said container urgenfly as there was
vessel cut off.
Although there was no evidence to rebut his above deposition still the SCN alleged

"Despite clear instructions

of dock stuffing, the officer showed negligence

in

discharging his duties on the pretext of heavy work load and chose to not conduct

the examination as required of him and his acts of commission and omission
rendered the goods liable for confiscation under customs Act, 1962
and

the

Foreign Trade Policy."

ln this regard, he submitted that section 114AA

presupposes mens rea, that is, the person ought to have
had knowredge and
intention about the acts specified therein. He relied upon the case
of Jai Balaji
lndustries Ltd., reported as 2018 (361) E.L.T. 42g (A.p.) wherein the
Hon,bre High
court of Judicature at Hyderabad for the state of relengana and the state
of
Andhra Pradesh held as under:
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"....we are of the opinion that Section 114AA does not get altracted as
sine qua non for invoking the said provision is that it must be established
that a person knowingly or intentionally makes, signs or uses, or causes to
be made, signed or used, any declaration, statement or document, which is

false or incorrect in any material particular, in the transaction of any
business for the purposes of the Act."
He reiterated that there is no evidence to indicate that he had entered the stuffing

report

in the Customs EDI System knowingly or

intentionally. The

inspection/stuffing report given was in respect of the declared cargo, i.e., Fledspar

Powder in bags which he found to have been stuffed in the container on visual
inspection on opening the gate of the container. So the inspection/stuffing report
was true and submitted in good faith in the bonafide belief that the entire cargo
stuffed inside the container was the declared cargo, i.e., Feldspar Powder in bags.

The stuffing report could be termed as false only if he had prior knowledge or had
noticed Red Sanders stuffed inside the container during his inspection and ignored

the same with malafide intention and submitted report of inspection/stuffing as if
the goods were as declared, i.e., Feldspar Powder in bags. He admitted that he
had been negligent in proper supervision of stuffing and had not seen the Red
Sanders logs. Hence, the allegation that he submitted false examination report and
hence rendered himself liable to penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act,

1962 was factually and legally incorrect and no penalty was imposable on him
under the provisions of Section'1 14AA of the Customs Act,'1962.

Section 1'l4AA had been introduced in the Customs Act, 1962 consequent to the
detection of several cases of fraudulent exports where the exports were shown
only on paper and no goods had crossed the lndian border. The enhanced penalty

provision had been proposed considering the serious frauds being committed as

no goods were being exported, but papers were created for availing various
benefits under export promotion schemes. Thus, the provision for levying penalty
upto five times the value of goods had been proposed as the offences involved
criminal intent which could not be treated at par with other instances of evasion of
duty. Thus, it appears that Section 'l 14AA could be invoked primarily where there

was an offence with criminal intent of fraudulent usage of export promotion
schemes, i.e., creation of papers without physically exporting any goods. ln the
instant case, the exporter and his associates had made false declaration,
documents, etc., with the Department in as much as Red Sanders Logs were
found in the export container as against the declared goods, i.e., Feldspar Powder

in bags, Hence the said provision may be rightly applicable for imposition of
penalty on the exporter. But, he had recorded stuffing report of export container in
Customs EDI System in good faith after visual inspection of cargo without any prior
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knowledge of the fact that prohibited goods, i.e., Red Sanders Logs had been
loaded in the export container, and hence, did not fall within the scope and ambit
of section 114AA. As there was no mens rea on his part, the provisions of section
'l

14AA were not applicable and hence no penalty was imposable on him.

As for his liability to penalty under Section 117 of the Customs Act, 1962, the
allegation in the show cause Notice is that by his act of commission/omission, he
had rendered the Feldspar Powder used for concealment of smuggled Red

sanders liable

to

confiscation under section

1

1g of the customs

Act,

1962. However, no evidence was disclosed in the Show cause Notice to show that

he had ever dealt with the Feldspar Powder or was in any way concerned in
keeping the Feldspar Powder Bags inside the container so as to conceal the
prohibited goods, i.e., Red Sanders Logs. lt was the modus operandi of the
unscrupulous exporter and his associates in cleverly concealing the prohibited
goods, i.e., Red sanders behind bags of Fledspar powder to avoid detection by
customs officers. The goods found on inspection of the container after opening the

doors were Fledspar Powder

in Bags.

contravened the provisions of section

1

Hence, the allegation that

he

had

19 of the customs Act, 1962 was factually

and legally wrong.
Negligence in discharging official duties was not an act of omission or commission
either under section
consequently

'l

14(i) or under section 1j4AA,ol the customs Act, 1962 and

no penalty was imposable on him under these provisions. Also,

when section 114(i) was invoked, separate penalty under section 117 was not
warranted. He relied upon the CESTAT decision in the case of Vetri lmpex
reported as 2004 (172) E.L.T.347 (Tri. - chennai), wherein it was held that since

the commissioner invoked section 114 to penalise the cHA, the residuary
provision was not invocable. Further, in case of sindhu cargo Services Ltd.
reported as 2008 (226) E.L.T. 282 (Tri. - Chennai), the CESTAT hetd that "..... As
rightly pointed out by ld. counsel and as held in the case of Vetri lmpex (supra), it

is not open to the department to invoke section 117 of the Act (being a residuary
penal provision) in as much as the provisions of section 114 were already invoked.
In other words, both the provisions cannot operate together in a given case.',

ln view of above, no penalty was imposable on him under Section 117 of lhe
Customs Act, 1962.
The alleged negligence in properly supervising the stuffing of container was an act
done in good faith. Therefore, he was entifled to protection available under section
155 of the customs Act, 1962. He reried upon the case of Rajiv KumarAgarwal,
reported as 2007 (217) E.L.T.392 (Tri.-Bang.).
He requested to be heard in person before the case was decided.
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He had an unblemished record of service in the Department and had a long career

ahead and was due for promotion shortly. He requested for a lenient view to be
taken and the proceedings initiated against him in the scN for imposition of
penalty may kindly be dropped.

3.4 shri Ronak Bhopal sancheti filed two replies dated 10.i0.2019 and dated
10.7 .2020

-

wherein he interalia submitted that:

He denied all the allegations leveled against him in the Show Cause Notice.

He was not aware of any contraband transaction and was working as Tax and
finanacial consultant and prepared the bills/invoices, gave financial advice, filed
returns and manged the accounts of his clients.

-

He had just begun his career and would not jeopardize it by indulging In illegal
activities.

-

He did not know any person by the name of shri Rahul Mishra, Shri paras patel

and co-noticees in the Show cause Notice except shri Bhupesh Jain who is his
maternal uncle. shri Bhupesh Jain had requested him via phone to prepare the
invoices-cum-packing list of M/s Jogania Exports and the details were provide to
him by his uncle on phone.

-

He had prepared 2 invoices-cum-packing list for feldspar powder as per the details

given in good faith and was not aware of any smuggling of Red sanders being
done by M/s Jogania Exports, Jaipur. He had handed over the same to shri
Bhupesh and not e-mailed the same to shri Rahul Mishra as has been alleged in
the Show Cause Notice.

-

He did not receive any illegal benefit except for the deposit and withdrawal of cash

by shri Bhupesh Jain. shri Bhupesh had deposited the cash in his account and he
only had withdrawn the same from his account and disputed the allegation made in

the Show cause Notice that he had withdrawn the cash deposited. This had been
verified by the CCTV footage of the acts.

-

He denied the allegation in the show cause Notice that many times shri Bhupesh

alias Pintu had deposited and withdrawn cash in his account through him. This had
been done only once and that too by Shri Bhupesh and not him.

-

He co-operated with the investigation by providing telephone number and address

of Shri Bhupesh and also identified him in the CCTV footage of withdrawal and
deposit of cash. Thus, this showed his bonafide act of non-involvement in the
alleged offence.

-

There were no call records of his communication with shri Bhupesh, Shri Rahul,
Shri Paras and Shri Sameer.

-

shri Rampal who had arranged the feldspar powder stated that he knew him as
Shri Bhupesh's nephew and nothing else.
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He recorded his statement on the date of the summons sent to him by DRl.

He had in no way aided and abetted the smuggling activity and there was no
evidence against him in the alleged offence.

3.5

Shri Sudhir Panigrahi filed reply daled 23.12.2019 wherein he interalia

submitted that:

-

He had only amended the address of the IEC on the basis of the documents
provided to him by Shri Sopan Shinde in October 2018, whom he had known from
two years prior.

-

He had shared the documents with DRI Surat and was unaware of any smuggling
or wrongdoing being done in the guise of export.

-

He had never visited Vapi after his parent's death in 2013 and had visited Surat

twice in 2006 for educational purpose and thereafter in March 2019 on being
summoned by DRl.

-

He was the only earning member of his family and would not be involved

in

anything illegal. He had always fully cooperated with the authorities.

4,

PERSONALHEARING:

Personal Hearing in the matter was granted on 08.01.2020 , 11.06.2020, 16.06.2020 and
29.06.2020.

.

Shri Sandeep, lnspector attended the PH on 'l 1.06.2020 wherein he reiterated the
facts submitted in his written submissions dated 11.10.2019 and

.

17 .01

.2020.

Shri Rahul Mlshra attended the Personal Hearing on 16.06.2020 wherein he
reiterated the facts submitted in his written submissions dated 05.10.2019 and
16.01.2020.

o

Shri Paras Patel attended the Personal Hearing on 29.6.2020 wherein he stated
that he was employed by Shri Bhupesh Jain alias Pintu at the rate of Rs. 150001.
He had been paid this amount in his Savings bank account of Andhra Bank, Surat.

He did not personally know Shri Rahul Mishra but was in touch with him for
Customs work as instructed by Shri Bhupesh. He was framed in this case as he
did not know anyone from customs. He stated that if he knew that Red sanders

was being smuggled, he would not have taken this job. He stated his mobile
number as 9512638173 and he was satisfied with this mode of pH as he was a
sugar patient and not able to move.

.

Miss Nisha Valani, Advocate representing Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti attended
the PH on 29.6.2020 wherein she reiterated the facts submitted in his written
submission. she stated that shri Ronak was a cA and had acted in good faith and

was not involved in the smuggling activity at all. shri Bhupesh Jain was his
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maternal uncle. He had been unnecessarily framed in the SCN as there was no
evidence against him and hence, penalty should not be imposed upon him.
o

Shri Sudhir Panigrahi and Shri Jitendra Sharma stated that their written
submissions be considered and they have nothing more to add in the matter.
PH Letters addressed to the following Noticees were returned undelivered with the

remarks as follows: M/s Jai Mataji lmpex through its propriter Shri Devachand

Bherulal- lncomplete address, Shri Shahnawaz Chavan- Left, Shri Sartaj A
Sarfaraj- No remark, Shri Naseem M Rafique- Refused were returned undelivered
to this office.
a

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), Shri Sopan Shinde and Shri Md. Sameer neither attended

the Personal Hearing in the matter nor have they filed a reply to the Show Cause
Notice issued to them.
a

Personal Hearing Letters dated 11.06.2020 and 16.06.2020 addressed to Shri
Govind Gurjar were returned undelievered to this office with remarks "Returned
due to death of the receiver".

a

There was no response to the PH Letter issued to M/s Jai Mataji lmpex through its

proprietor Shri Devachand Bherulal, Shri Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu, Shri
Shahnawaz Chavan, Shri Sartaj A Sarfaraj, Shri Naseem M Rafique, Shri Sopan
Shinde and Shri Md. Sameer, informing them the date of personal hearing as
29.06.2020.

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS:

5.

I have carefully gone through the Show Cause Notice, the case records, defense

replies as well oral and written submissions made by the noticees. I have given sufficient
opportunities to Shri Devachand Bherulal, Proprietor, M/s Jai Mataji lmpex, Shri Bhupesh

Khabya (Jain), Shri Sopan Shinde, Shri Md. Sameer, Shri Shahnawaz Chavan, Shri
Sartaj A Sarfaraj, and Shri Naseem M Rafique to file their defense reply and to attend the

virtual Personal Hearing in the matter, however they did not file any reply to the Show
Cause Notice nor did they attend Personal hearing/virtual P.H. fixed on multiple dates.
The adjudication proceedings cannot be prolonged indefenitely and hence, I proceed to
adjudicate the case on the basis of available records.

5.1 I find that speciflc lntelligence was recorded by DRl, surat that an export
consignment of the Noticee covered under shipping Bill No. 1144103 dated 01.02.2019

may contain

contraband/mis-declared

goods

in

container bearing

Number

8AXU5046619; that the customs documents filed before customs atHazira port by M/s
lvlovar Logistics Pvt Ltd.; that the said container was declared to be stuffed with 540
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bags containing Feldspar Powder (packed in PP Bags Each Bag Net Wt

-

50 Kgs); that

the examination of the said container carried out under Panchnama dated 25.02.2019 in
the presence of G-card & H-card holder of M/s Movar Logistics Pvt Ltd. revealed that the

container was duly sealed with Customs seal No. 038017 and container line seal No.
791474; that the Let Export order was given for the said consignement on 20.02.2019;

that the container had Feldspar Powder filled in Plastic bags and wooden logs which
were concealed under plastic bags containing Feldspar Powder; that 755 Red Sanders
Logs weighing 12,120 Kg and 295 PP Bags containing Feldspar Powder (Each Bag Net

wt

- 50 Kgs) weighing 14,750 Kgs were found stuffed in the sald container; that shri

Puneet Nayyar, Deputy Conservator of Forest, Surat Forest Division deputed officers

from Forest Department to verify the nature of wooden logs;

that

Shri Vikramsinh

N

Surma, Range Forest Officer, Dumas along with his staff visited the place and confirmed

that the wooden logs appear to be Red Sanders logs; that on request of Shri Puneet
Nayyar, Deputy Conservator of Forest, Shri Satish Kumar Sinha, Assistant Professor,
Wood Science and Technology, ASPEE College of Horticulture and Forestry, Navsari
Agriculture University, Navsari arrived

at the site to examine the said logs found

concealed in the aforesaid container; that Shri Satish Kumar Sinha vide letter dated
25.02.2019 confirmed that as per his expertise in Wood Science and Technology, the
wooden logs seemed to be Red Sanders (Pterocarpus Santilinus); that market value of
Red Sanders was Rs. 5,45,40,000/- (Approx).

5.2

Three representative samples of Red Sanders wood were taken from Log bearing

No 599 and sent to the Director, Forest Research lnstitute, Dehradun on 6.5.2019 for
testing as to whether the same were Red Sanders or otherwise. The Scientist, Wood
Anatomy Discipline, botany Division, DRI Dehra Dun vide leter F.No" 108/2019-W.A/9-0-

2 (2019) dated 27.5.2019 informed that the sample of wood sent for identification was
Pterocarpus santalinus (Red Sander) which was listed under CITES (Convention on
lnternational Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) and thus a
prohibited species. The test report is reproduced for reference:
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I find that it is an undisputed fact that the Container No. 8AXU5046619 examined

by DRI officers at Hazira Port, Surat in the presence of independent panchas on
25.02.2019 were found stuffed with 755 logs of Red Sanders along with PP Bags
containing Feldspar Powder; that export of "Red Sanders s wood in any form, whether
raw, processed or unprocessed" is prohibited as per S. No. 188 of Schedule 2 of Export
Policy provided in Foreign Trade Policy, 2015-2020, since the goods are covered under

Appendix-l of the "Convention on lnternational Trade in Endangered Species (CITES)'

.

Therefore, an attempt to export Red Sanders by concealing them in container and
suppressing the actual description of goods before the designated authority of Customs
amounted to Smuggling of prohibited goods.

5.4

I find that DRI conducted a thorough investigation and established the nefarious

modus adopted to export the Red Sanders by forging export documents and concealing
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Red Sanders under the garb of Feldspar Powder. lt is evident from the evidences and

various statements recorded during the investigation, that Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) was

the master mind in the present attempt of illegal export of Red Sanders. He has been

found to be operating under different aliases so that his direct involvement in the
smuggling of Red Sanders did not come out in the open. He took so much of precaution

in hiding his identity that even some of his team members did not know his real identity
and he provided different mobile numbers to different team members to hide his identity.

5.4.1 During the course

of

investigation, HDFC Bank vide letter Ref.No.Nil dated

15.03.2019 provided the details of cash deposit in the account No.50200023449844 ot

M/s Raghav Minerals, Rajasthan and a CD showing the images of a person depositing

cash. Similarly, Bank

of

Baroda vide letter Ref. No. HO:KYC:AML 111l1 15 dated

03.06.2019 provided a CD containing details of CCTV footage of amount of Rs.'10,5001
being deposited in the account No. 02370100009240 of Shri Jitesh Radheshyam Gupta

on 30.01.2019. Both these CDs were played before Shri Rampal Nyati, Shri Paras
Himmatbhai Vadadoriya, Shri Rahul Krishnakanth Mishra, Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti,

Shri Govind Gurjar and Shri Jiteshkumar Radheshyam Gupta while recording their
statements. All these persons confirmed that both the CDs contained images of Bhupesh

Khabya (Jain) depositing cash. The statements of these persons thus confirmed Shri
Bhupesh Jain had introduced himself as Rajesh
Vadadoriya

and

/

Pintu to Shri Paras Himmatbhai

Shri Govind Gurjar; Shri Sameer to Shri Jiteshkumar Radheshyam

Gupta. Shri Bhupesh Khabya Jain had therefore assumed different aliases like Pintu,
Rajesh, Sameer etc with

a

pre-determined motive to ensure that his involvement in

smuggling of Red Sanders was always under wraps.

5.4.2 The CDR/SDR details of different mobile numbers provided by Shri Rahul Mishra,
Shri Paras Patel, Shri Ronak Sancheti, Shri Giriraj Ajmera, Shri Rampal Nyati and Shri
Jiteshkumar Gupta during recording of their statements revealed that all the mobile
numbers were registered in the name of different individuals but were being operated by

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), for eg: Mobile number 7304354939 provided

by

Shri Rahul

Mishra and Shri Paras Patel was registered in the name of Mumtaj Basha Shaikh

Shaikh Room No.'l 0, G Sector, G 2 Line, Cheeta Camp, Trombay, Mumbai 400
088 but was operated by Bhupesh Khabya (Jain); Mobile number 7304836703,
Basha

9967992446 and 7300099769 provided Shri Ronak Sancheti was registered in the name

of Naseem Banu Mohammed Rafique Room No.11 K Sector, F-1, Line Cheeta Camp,
Trombay tvlumbai-400 088 and Govind Gurjar C/O Ram Lal Gurjar, Bada Mandir Agariya

Amet Rajsamand, but were operated by Bhupesh Khabya (Jain); Mobile Number
8905860083 provided by Shri Rampal Nyati, Shri Ronak Sancheti and Shri GirirajAjmera

was registered in the name of Naresh Sharma C/O Shyam Lal Sharma, Belie Store Ke
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Pass lndustrial Area, Bhilwara but was operated by Bhupesh Khabya (Jain). lnfact the

said mobile number was provided by Shri Jiteshkumar Gupta as number of Shri
Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan; Mobile No.8879611385 was registered in the name

of

Shri

Naseem Mohammed Rafique, Room No.11, K Sector, F-1, Linecheeta Camp Trombay
Mumbai Maharashtra-4OO 088 but again used by Shri Bhupesh Khabya Jain etc. etc.

6.

I find that Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) was the mastermind in the present case of

attempt of illegal export of Red Sanders; that he alongwith Shri Devachand Bherulal, Shri
Sartaj Ahmed Sarfaraj Shaikh, Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan, Shri Paras Patel and Shri

Rahul Mishra planned the smuggling of Red Sanders logs by:

a. Obtaining IEC Number
b. Projecting Shri Paras Patel as Main person for the Noticee
c. Procurment of Feldspar Powder through his friend, Shri Rampal Nyati

-

for

concealing Red Sanders Wood.

d. Preparation of Export Documents by his nephew Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti
e. Renting of Godown in the name of Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan for

storing

Feldspar Powder and Red Sanders wood

f.

Loading

of Red Sanders wood in the Container and concealment thereof with

Feldspar Powder

g. Superficial examination and sealing of the Container stuffed with Red Sanders wood
by the Customs Officr on request made by Shri Rahul Mishra.

a.

Obtaininq IEC Number:

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintubhai connived with Shri Devachand
Bherulal, Proprietor of M/s Jai Mataji Engineering Works, Rajasthan to obtain lEC.

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) had in the year 2017, provided the documents such as
PAN Card, Aadhar Card, Electricity Bill, etc. of Shri Devachand Bherulal to his
friend Shri Sopan Shinde, who in turn emailed the same to Shri Sudhir Panigrahi

on his e-mail ld mqt.ser@ mail.com. Shri Sudhi r Panigrahi on the basis of these
documents made an online application for IEC with DGFT and IEC in the name of
M/s Jai Mataji Engineering Works, Rajasthan was issued. Thereafter, Shri Sopan
Shinde again approached Shri Sudhir Panigrahi for amendment of the said IEC by
providing him a forged rent agreement and other documents. Shri Sudhir Panigrahi

got the IEC amended to M/s Jai Mataji lmpex (B|KPD1178B), Plot No.87-89,
Ground Floor, Aakash lndustrial Estate, Olpad, Kim

-

Surat by submitting the

documents on line to DGFT and providing his email account and mobile number
9920383438.
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Shri Sudhir Panigrahi in his statement dated 15.3.2019 categorically mentioned

that he did not know Shri Devachund Bherulal and had never met him. Bhupesh
Khabya (Jain) thus managed to get IEC in the name of M/s Jai Mataji lmpex whose
Proprietor was Shri Devachand Bherulal. Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) by involving M/s

Jai Mataji lmpex to smuggle the Red Sanders logs out of lndia ensured that he

could not be held responsible incase the firm was caught

smuggling.

The

payments for obtaining an IEC and amendement of IEC were made by Shri Sopan

Shinde to Shri Sudhir Panigrahi in cash.

b.s hri Paras Patel as main person for the Nolieee

:

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) appointed Shri Paras Himmatbhai Vadadoriya alias Paras

to handle the affairs of the Noticee in Surat. Bhupesh Khabya (Jain)
projected him as the main person of the Noticee while dealing with CHA,
Patel

Transporter, Driver and firm providing the containers. The rental agreement on the
basis of which IEC of M/s Jai Mataji Engineering Works, Rajasthan was amended

to M/s Jai Mataji lmpex (B|KPDI178B, Plot No.87-89, Ground Floor, Aakash
lndustrial Estate, Olpad, Kim- Surat) was forged by Shri Paras Patel without the
knowledge of the plot owner.
Shri Paras Patel, used his friend Shri Krishna Kumar Yadav to get in touch with

Shri Rahul Mishra and appointed M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. to handle work
related to exports of the Noticee. He, later in presence of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain)
and Shri Sartaj Bhai negotiated a deal with Shri Rahul Mishra to illegally export
Red Sanders logs by concealing the same under bags of Feldspar Powder on
payment

of

Rs.5,00,000/-

to be paid after export of the container (i.e

when

shipped on Board).

Shri Paras Patel, by introducing himself as the main person of the Noticee,
got in touch Shri Haresh Patel, Sales Manager, M/s Hub & Links Logistics (lndia)

Pvt Ltd., and authorized agents for M/s Bay Lines Shipping PTE Limited and
arranged container no. BAXU5046619 which was later on used for smuggling of
Red Sanders logs. He coordinated with the transporter (M/s Mangal Logistics) and

driver (Shri Rajesh Kumar Bind) of trailer carrying container and ensured that the
container was placed at the godown on time for stuffing of Red sanders Logs and
Feldspar powder bags. He took the driver of the tailer away during the time the
container was stuffed with Red Sanders logs and concealed them under bags of
Feldspar powder and hence, ensured that the driver had no knowledge of Red
Sanders Logs stuffed in the container.

shri Paras Patel handed over original Tax lnvoice, E-way Bill, shipping Bill
etc., to shri Rahul Mishra for filing before customs authorities. when the
consignment was put on hold by DRl, he got two new sim cards issued in the
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name of his friend Shri Ketan Talaviya and used them

to

communicate with

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain).
The above facts were confirmed by Shri Krishna Kumar Yadav in his statement

dated 03-07-2019; by Shri Haresh Patel, Sales Manager, M/s Hub & Links
Logistics (lndia) Pvt ltd in his statement dated 14.6.2019 and Shri Ketan
Kishorbhai Talaviya in his statement dated 04-06-2019.

c.

Procurment of F eldspar Powder (throuoh his frie nd, Shri Rampal Nvati), which was
later used for co nce alinq Red Sanders Wood:

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) placed order for Feldspar powder with M/s Raghav
Minerals, 20, Shreenath lndustrial Area, Ranisagar, Ajmer Road, Beawar,
Rajasthan through his friend Shri Rampal

Feldspar powder valued

at

Nyati.

tvl/s Raghav Minerals sold

Rs.1,92,108/-, vide Tax Invoice Nos. 178 dated

14.12.2018,207 dated 23.01.2019,208 dated 23.01.2019, 215 dated 01.02.2019
and 216 dated 01 .02.2019 to the Noticee. shri Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) paid Rs.
99,5OO/. by depositing cash

in the HDFC account No. 50200023449844 of M/s

Raghav Minerals through Cash Deposit Machine. Shri Rampal Nyati on his part did
not divulge the name of shri Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) while giving the order for

Feldspar powder but instead gave the mobile number of Shri Paras Patel to Shri
Giriraj Ajmera, Manager of M/s Raghav Minerals and asked him to give the same
to truck driver. Thus, Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) purposefully did not come in picture
as the real puchaser of the Feldspar powder as he did not want anyone to know

that he was the main person behind the smuggling racket. His role in the entire
transcation could be established when he was caught on camera while depositing
cash in the HDFC account No. 50200023449844 of M/s Raghav Minerals through
Cash Deposit Machine.

The above facts were conlirmed by Shri Giriraj Ajmera, Manager of M/s
Raghav Minerals in his statement dated 02-03-2019 and Shri Rampal Nyati in his
statement dated 08.04-201 9.

d.

Prepara tion of Export Documents bv his neohew Shri Rona k Bhopal Sancheti

An investigation in respect of smuggling of Red sanders by M/s Jogania
Exports, Jaipur was simultaneously being carried out by DRI Jaipur, during which
the name of shri Ronak Bhopal sancheti cropped up, nephew of Bhupesh Khabya

(Jain) and Proprietor of M/s RBS Exports & lmports, vashi, Navi-Mumbai. lnquiry
revealed that he had prepared export documents for the Noticee on his home
computer, on the basis of lnvoice cum Packing list of M/s Jogania Exports which
were stored as Word and Excel files in his computer and the details telephonically
provided by Bhupesh Khabya (Jain). The printout of the documents were taken
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and handed over to Md. Sameer on instructions of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) and
these documents were later on used by Shri Rahul Mishra to file Shipping Bill
before Customs authorities.

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) deposited around Rs.2 to 2.5 Lacs in cash in saving
account No. 000199000001270 in YES Bank, Worli Naka Branch belonging to Shri
Ronak Bhopal Sancheti, out of which Rs. 20,000/- to Rs.30,000/- was retained by

him for the documentation work of the Noticee and the rest was handed back to
Bhupesh Khabya (Jain).

The above facts were confirmed by Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti in

his

statements dated 02-03-2019 and dated 18-7-2019.

e. Rentinq of Godown in the name ol .Shri Shahnawaz l-lanrf Chavan for stefjng
Feldspar Powder and Red Sanders wood

:

A godown located at Plot No.5814, Asian Engineering Compound, 4th Phase,
Opp. Noor Kanta, Degam Road, Vapi was taken on rent of Rs.54,000/- per month

trom 01-02-2019 by Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), however, the rent agreement was
executed between Shri Jitesh Kumar Gupta, owner of the premises and Shri
Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan. Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), posing as Shri Sameer, paid
advance deposit of Rs. 1 lakh by paying Rs.89,5001 in cash and depositing the
balance of Rs.10,500/- in bank account No.02370'100009240 of BOB, Vapi Branch

in

cash.

The said godown was used by Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) to store bags

containing feldspar powder which were subsequently used

to

conceal Red

Sanders logs. The fact that Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) was Sameer came to light
when the Compact Disc showing him depositing cash on 30.01.2019 in the Bank of

Baroda Account No.02370100009240, belonging to Shri Jiteshkumar
Radheshyam Gupta owner of the Godown, was played before Shri Paras
Himmatbhai Vadadoriya during recording of his statement on 25-Q7-2019; Shri
Rahul Mishra during recording of his statement on 18-Q7-2019 and Shri Ronak
Bhopal Sancheti during recording of his statement on 18-07-2019.

f.

Loadinq of Red Sanders wo od in the Container and conc alment thereof with
Feldspar Powder
Once the godown was taken on rent, the feldspar powder, purchased from M/s

Raghav Minerals and originally consigned to Surat, was diverted to Vapi godown

on instructions of Shri Paras Patel. Thereafter, Shri Paras Patel ensured that the
container 8AXU5046619 was placed at at the godown at around 10:30 pm on
18.02.2019 for stuffing of Feldspar powder and Red Sanders logs. The stuffing of

the container was done in presence of Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) and Shri Sartaj
Ahmed Sarfaraj Shaikh. The Red Sanders were loaded in such a manner that it
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could not be noticed without removing last two to three layers of bags of Feldspar
powder placed near gate of container.

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) did not want the driver of the trailer to know about Red
Sanders logs being stuffed in the container and therefore on his instructions, Shri
Paras Patel took the driver to highway hotel for meals and later made him to sleep
in his car.

To ensure that the weight of the container matched with the documents
submitted to the Customs, the container was weighed and eight bags of Feldspar

powder were further loaded in the container. The entire activity of stuffing to
weighment and loading of extra bags of feldspar powder was done in presence of
Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) and Shri Sartaj Ahmed Sarfaraj Shaikh and thereafter, the
container was taken to Adani Hazira Port for export.

The above facts were confirmed by Shri Paras Patel in his statement recorded

on 27.02.2019; Shri Giriraj Ajmera, Manager of M/s Raghav Minerals, in his
statement recorded on 02-03-2019 and Shri Rajesh Kumar Bind, Driver of M/s
Mangal Logistics (who had transported the container bearing number
8AXU5046619 to the Hazira Port) in his statement recorded on27-02-2019.
s. lmorooer examinatio n and

sealinq of the Container stuffed with Red Sandets

Loqs by the Customs Officer:

On reaching Hazira Port, the driver contacted Shri Rahul Mishra and gave
him the required documents. Thereafter, on the basis of gatepass arranged by Shri

Rahul Mishra, the container was taken inside the Port.
Next day, Shri Rahul Mishra approached the lnspector, Customs at M/s Adani

Hazira Port Private Limited, Hazira with the documents and requested urgent
examination of container stuffed with Feldspar powder and Red Sanders logs
citing the reason of early Vessel Cut off date; that he might loose his job if the

container was not loaded on the vessel; that he may have

to pay detention

charges from his salary. The Customs officer, on pleadings of Shri Rahul Mishra,

conducted

a

preliminary examination of the cargo by opening the gate of the

container and glancing over the feldspar bags. The officer could not detect the
presence of Red Sanders logs as they were concealed under the bags of Feldspar

powder and sealed the container with Customs bottle seal and filed his
examination report in the system.

The above facts were corroborated by Shri Rahul Mishra, H-Card Holder of
M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. in his statement dated 25126-02-2019 and Shri
Sandeep, lnspector, Customs, M/s Adani Hazira Port Private Limited, Hazira, in
his statement recorded on 11-03-2019.
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6.1

lfind that Bhupesh Khabya (Jain)wasthe Kingpin of this Red Sanders smuggling
racket; that he was the key person, who hatched this plot of smuggling; that he was

actively involved in attempt to smuggle out 755 Red Sanders logs weighing 12,120 Kg

with a market value of Rs.5.45 crores approx. Once, the case was booked by DRl,
Surat, Shri Devachand Bherulal, Prop. M/s Jai Mataji lmpex

and Bhupesh Khabya (Jain)

disappeared. Summons under Section 108 of the Customs Act, '1962 were issued to Shri
Devachand Bherulal, Prop. M/s Jai Mataji lmpex and Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu

to appear before the Senior

lntelligence Officer, but they neither appeared nor

responded. Hence, a Criminal Complaint No.33891 ol 2019 dated 07.08.2019 under
Section 174 & 175 of the IPC was filed before the Hon'ble Chief Judicial Magistrate,
Surat against Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu,

and Shri Devachand Bherulal,

Prop.

Jai Mataji lmpex, praying to convict and adequately punish Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias
Pintu & Shri Devachand Bherulal for offences committed by them under Section '174 &
'175 of the lPC, 1860 read with Section 108 of the Customs

Act, 1962; that they could not

be interrogated by DRI to establish their role in the smuggling of Red Sanders. However,

the facts stated by Shri Rampal Nyati, Shri Paras Himmatbhai Vadadoriya, Shri Rahul

Mishra, Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti, Shri Govind Gurjar and Shri Jiteshkumar
Radheshyam Gupta and Shri Paras Patel in their respective statements and other
circumstantial evidences clearly establish the active role played by Bhupesh Khabya
(Jain) and Shri Devachand Bherulal to illegally export Red Sanders logs by concealing
the same under the bags of feldspar powder.

6.1,1 ln this regard, I rely on CESTAT's order in the case of Shri T Manivannan reported
as2017 (348)ELT 513 (Tri-Chennai) holding that:

"8.3

The standard of proof in a civil case is preponderance of probabilities.

ln a civil case there is no burden cast on any pafty similar to the one in a
criminal proceeding. Following the ratio laid down in CIT v. Duroa Prasad
More

- 82 ITR 540, 545-47

(SC) it may be said that Sclence has not yet

invented any instrument to fesf the reliability of the evidence placed before a

Couft or a Tribunal. Therefore, the courts and Tribunals have to iudge the
evidence before them by applying the test of human probabilities. Human
minds may differ as to reliability of a piece of evidence. But in that sphere

the decision of the final fact finding Authority is made conclusive by law. The

normal rule which governs civil proceedings is fhat a fact can be said
to be established if it is proved by a preponderance of probabilities. A

fact

is

said

to be proved when the court either believes it to exist or

considers ifs exisfence so probable that a prudent man ought, under the

circumstances

of the particular case to act upon the supposition that it

exlsts. Ihe belief regarding the existence of a fact may thus be founded on a
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balance of probabilities. A prudent man faced with conflicting probabilities
concerning a fact situation will act on the supposition that the fact exisfs, tf

on weighing the vaious probabilities he finds that the preponderance is in
favour of the existence of the pafticular fact. The court applies thls tesf for
finding whether a fact ln lssue can be said to be proved."
Emphasis supplied

6.2

Shri Paras Patel vide letter dated 5.3.2019 retracted his statements dated 27281212019, whereas a reply was sent by DRI to Shri Paras Patel vide letter F.No.
DRI/AZUISRU/A/INV-03(ENQ-03y201 9 dated 8.3.201 9 informing him that his allegation

that statements were recorded by using force or coercion or pressure was totally
baseless and incorrect and seems to be nothing but a prompted action and an
afterthought. Also, Shri Rahul Mishra in his deference replies dated 5.10.2019 and dated

that he had also retracted his statements stating that the statements

16.1 .2020 informed

had been taken under duress.

I find that a confession, made by an accused, has to be viewed with enormous
evidentiary value.

lt is only confession made

before the Police or in custody in the

presence of Police which cannot be relied upon within the meaning of Sections 25 and

26 of the Evidence Act (excepting for the speciflc purposes of Sections 27 and 32 of the
Evidence Act). The DRI officers are Customs officers and not Police officers and hence,

confession made before DRI officers could not be viewed with suspicion.

ln

fact,

statements made before DR|/Customs officers have enormous evidenciary value and

conviction could

be based on the evidence of such confessional statements

as

pronounced by the Courts including the Hon'ble Supreme Court. I find that a detailed
investigation has been conducted by DRI in this case to establish the nefarious modus
adopted by the involved persons to export the Red Sanders by concealing Red Sanders
under the bags of Feldspar Powder. The facts stated in the statements recorded during

the investigation have been corroborated by the documentary evidences and hence,
there is no doubt that the statements were not recorded under duress but the facts
narrated by them because of good investigation and evidences available in this case.

6.2.1 ln this regard, I rely upon the judgement of the Hon'ble High court of Madras in the
case of GOVINDASAMY RAGUPATHY reported as 1998 (98) E.L.T. 50 (Mad.) wherein it
was held that:

"78.

Coming

to the retracfed

confession alleged

on the part of

the

respondent and heavily relied upon by the first appellate court to interfere
with, the convincing judgment of the trial court even barely deating with this
aspect of law,

a confession once made by the accused it has to be viewed

with enormous evidentiary value. lt is only confession made before the police
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or in custody in the presence of Police which cannot be relied upon within the

meaning of Secfions 25 and 26 of the Evidence Act excepting for the specific

purposes of Sectlons 27 and 32 of the Evidence Act. Barring the above
circumstances under which a confesslon statement has been given with the

Police Officer or in the presence of the Police Officer in custody, no other
confession made before any authority or prosecuting officials could be viewed

with suspicion and they have enormous evidenciary value and conviction
could be based on the evidence

of such confession

statement alone as

pronounced in vaious decisions of the Apex Court. Even law does not admit

a refractory version of the confession made before the Cusfoms Officer. ln
Surjeet Singh Chhabra v. Union of lndia & Others repo rted

in

1997 (89)

E.L.T. 646 (S.C.) = Judgment Today 1996 (10) S.C. 239, it is held that in an

unauthoised import of gold

-

confession by accused before the Cusfoms

Officers that though retracted is admissible and hinds the accused since
Cusloms Officers are not Police Officers and there is a/so no contravention of

the principles of natural justice.

lt is further held that the 'confession

before the Customs Officer is admission and retraction cannot be
accepted.' 'Where there is confession no need to allow crossexamination of Panch wifnesses in view of confession.'

19. ln K.l. Pavunny v. Assistant

Collector (Head Quafter), Central Excise,

Collectorate, Cochin [Judgments Today 1997 (2) S.C. 120 = 1997 (90) E.L.T.

241 (5.C.)1, it is reiterated holding that the appellant therein when he gave
confessional statement under Section 108 of the Customs Act was not a
person accused of an offence. lt is further contemplated therein that 'the
appellant while giving statement under Section 108 of the Cusforns Ac[ was
bound to speak the truth with the added risk of being prosecuted if he gave
false evidence.' Threat emanates from the statute and officers merely enforce
-the
the law. Held fufther that
officer exercising powers under the Cusfoms

Act is an authority within the meaning of Section 24 of the Evidence Act.'

20. lt is furlher held in the same judgment that -the confession statement
under Section 108 even though later retracted is a voluntary statement and
was not influenced by threat, duress or inducement etc., and is true one' 'Confession when retracted has to be tested under Sections 24 to 30 of
Evidence Act - Burden is on the accused to prove that confession was made
under threat and only if accused ls able to prove that it was not voluntary then
onus shrfts to prove that it was made voluntary.'

21.

While such being the position of law, the lower court wasting much of its

time in trying to esfab/lsh that since there is evidence for early retraction of
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the confession by the accused in his application itself it decided to discard the
veracity of the confession statements made by the accused

in

Exhibits P-6 to

P-8 would go to show only its miserable misconception of law since early or
delayed retraction is not at all the criteion to decide the evidenciary value of
the confession statement made before a Cusfoms Official such as one in the
case in hand, especially in the light of the above decisions of the Apex Court."

6.3

Sr. No.

188 of Schedule 2 - Export Policy of ITC (HS), 2018 reads as under:
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Thus, export of Red Sanders wood in any form, whether raw, processed or unprocessed

is not permitted to be exported. Therefore, the export of Red Sanders falls under the
category of "illegal exports" as per Section 11H (a) of the Customs Act, '1962 and the
said act on their part constitutes "smuggling" as defined in Section 2(39) of the Customs
Act,"1962.

6.3.1 I would, therefore, briefly discuss the following provisions of law, relevant to the
present case:

A.
A(i)

Cusfoms Act, 1962:
As per Secfion 2(12) of the Customs Act, 1962, "customs port" means any pott
appointed under clause (a) of Section 7 to be a customs poft and includes a place
appointed under clause (aa) of that Secfion to be an inland container depot.

A(ii) As per

Section 2(20) ot the Customs Act,

1962

"exportef', in relation to any

goods at any time between their entry for export and the time when they are
exported, includes [any owner, beneficial owner] or any person holding himself out
to be the exporter;

A(iii) As per Section 2(33) of the Customs Act, 1962 .prohibited goods" means any
goods the impoft or export of which is subject to any prohibition under this Act or
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any other law for the time being in force but does not include any such goods in
respect of which the conditions subiect to which the goods are permitted to be
impofted or exported have been complied with;

A(iv) As per Section 2(39) ot the Customs Act, 1962, "smuggling", in relation to any
goods, means any act or omission which will render such goods liable to
confiscation under Section 111 or Section 113.

A(v)

Section 11 of the Cusloms Act 1962 under which power has been vested with the

Central Government

to prohibit impoftation and expodation of goods. The

purposes for which such orders of prohibition may be made are reproduced

Secfion 2

of

in

Sub

Section 11 of the Cusfoms Act, 1962. The relevant Sub Sec/lons

attracted rn thls case are 2(c) which relates to the prevention of smuggling, 2(k)

which relates to the protection of human, animal or plant life or health, 2(r) which
deals with the implementation of any treaty, agreement or convention with any
country and 2(u) which deals with the prevention of the contravention of any law
for the time being in force.

A(vi) Section 11-H. Definitions.- ln this Chapter, unless the context otherwise

(a)

requires,

"illegal export" means the export of any goods in contravention of the

provisions of this Act or any other law for the time being in force;

A(vii) As per Section 50(2) : The exporter of any goods, while presenting a shipping bill
or bill of export, shall make and subscibe to a declaration as fo the truth of its
contents.

A(viii) As per Section 51(1): Clearance of goods for expoftation- where the proper officer
rs saflsfied that any goods entered for export are not prohibited goods and the
exporter has paid the duty, if any, assessed thereon and any charges payable

under this Act

in

respect of the same, the proper officer may make an order

permitting clearance and loading of the goods for exportation.

A(ix) Section 113: Confiscation of goods attempted to be improperly expofted, etc.- The
following export goods shall be liable to confiscation:-

(d)

any goods attempted to be expofted or brought within the limits of any

cusfoms area for the purpose of being expofted, contrary to any
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prohibition imposed by or under this Act or any other law for the time
being in force;

(e)

any goods found concealed in a package which is brought within the
limits of a cusfoms area for the purpose of exportation;

(h)

any goods which are not included or are in excess of those included in

the entry made under this Act, or in the case of baggage in the
declaration made under Section 77;

(i)

any goods entered for expoftation which do not correspond in
respect of value or in any mateial pafticular with the entry made
under this Act or in the case of baggage with the declaration made
under Section 77;

A(x)

Section 114: Penalty for attempt to expott of goods improperly, etc.

Any person who, in relation to any goods, does or omits to do any act, which act or
omission would render such goods liable to confiscation under Section 113, or
abets the doing or omission of such an act, shall be liable,-

(0

in the case of goods in respect of which any prohibition is in force
under this Act or any other law for the time being in force, to a penalty
not exceeding three times the value of the goods as declared by the
exporter or the value as determined under this AcL whichever is the
greater;

(ii)
(iii)

in case of any other goods, to a penalty not exceeding the value of the
goods, as determined by the expofter or the value as determined
under this Act, whichever is greater.

A(xi)

Section 114AA: Penalty for use of false and incorrect material.

-

lf a person knowingly or intentionally makes, signs or uses, or causes to be made,
signed

or

used, any declaration, statement or document which is false or incorrect

in any material particular, in the transaction of any business for the purposes of
this Act, shatt be liable to a penalty not exceeding five times the value of goods.

A(xii) Section 117: Penalties for contravention, etc., not expressly mentioned. Any person who contravenes any provision of this Act or abets any such
contravention or who fails to comply with any provision of this Act with which it was
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his duty to comply, where no express penalty is elsewhere provided for such
contrave ntion or fail u re, shall be liable to a penaltv not exceedino on e lakh rupees.

A(xiii) Section 119: Confiscation of goods used for concealing smuggted goods: - Any
goods used for concealing smuggled goods shall also be liable to confiscation.

(B)

Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992

B(i)

Sectlon 3(3): all goods to which any order under sub-Sectlon (2) applies shail be

deemed to be goods the impoft or expoti of which has been prohibited under
Sec/lon 11 of the Cusforns Act, 1962 and all the provisions of that Act shatt have
effect accordingly.

B(ii)

Section 11(1): No expoft or impoft shall be made by any person except in
accordance with the provisions of this Act, the rules and orders made thereunder
and the export and impoft policy for the time being in force.

B(iii) Section 11(Z):Where any person

makes

or abets or attempts to make any exporl

or import in contravention of any provision of this Act or any rules or orders made

thereunder or the expott and impoft policy,

he shall be liable to a penalty not

exceeding one thousand rupees or five times the value of the goods in respect of
which any contravention is made or attempted to be made, whichever is more.

(c)

Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993

c(i)

Rule

11:

Declaration as to value and quality of impofted goods. -

On the importation into, or expoftation out of, any cusfoms ports of any goods,
whether liable to duty or not, the owner

of

such goods shall in

the Bill of Entry or

the Shipping Bill or any other documents prescibed under the Cusfoms Act, 1962
(52 of 1962), state the value, quality and description of such goods to the best of
his knowledge and belief and

in case of expoftation of goods, certify that the

quality and specification of the goods as sfafed

in

those documents, are in

accordance with the terms of the export contract entered into with the buyer or
consignee in pursuance of which the goods are being exported and shall subscribe

a declaration of the truth of such statement at the foot of such Bill of Entry or
Shipping Bill or any other documents.

C(ii) Rule 14(2): No

person shall employ any corrupt or fraudulent practice for the

purposes of obtaining any licence or importing or expofting any goods.
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Foreign Trade Policy, 2015-2020

D.

Para 2.01 Exporis and lmpofis:Free', unless regulated

D(i)

(a)

Exports and lmports shall be 'Free' except when regulated by way of
'prohibition', 'restriction' or 'exclusive trading through Sfafe Trading
Enterprises (SIEs)' as laid down in lndian Trade Classification (Harmonised

System)lTC (HS)l of Exports and lmpoft.

D(ii) Export of "Red Sanders s

wood in any form, whether raw, processed or

unprocessed" is prohibited as per S. No. 188 of Schedule 2 ot ITC(HS) i.e.
Export Policy provided in Foreign Trade Policy, 201 5-2020, as the goods are

covered under Appendix-l

of the

"Convention

on lntemational Trade

in

End a n g e red Species (C I T ES)"

Sr. No. 188 of Schedule 2 of the lndian Trade Classification (Harmonised
Sysfem/ of Exports and lmports, pertaining to the Export Policy

S.No

Tariff ltem

Unit

Item Description

HS Code
188

4403

99

18

4407

99

90

Nature of

Export Policy

Restriction
m"

Red Sanders wood in Prohibited

Not permitted

any form, whether raw,

to

processed or
unprocessed , except

be

expofted.

at Sl.No.l89 below

E.

Customs Brokers Licensing Regulations, 2018

E(i) As per regulation 11(n)

of

Customs Brokers Licensing Regulations, 2018, a

Cusloms House Agent shall verify antecedents, correctness of lmporler Expofter
Code (IEC) number, identity of his client and functioning of his client at the declared
address by using reliable, independent, authentic documents, data or information.

6.4

The documentary evidences as well as confessional statements of various persons

including that of Shri Paras Himmatbhai Vadadoriya alias Shri Paras Patel & Shri Rahul

l\/ishra, Employee

& H-Card Holder of M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd indicated that the

Noticee through the Proprietor - Shri Devachand Bherulal, main conspirators

- Bhupesh

Khabya (Jain) and main person - Shri Paras Patel had by various acts of commission
and omission were instrumental in attempting illegal export of Red Sanders - a prohibited

goods by concealing them in container under bags of feldspar and not disclosing them
before the Customs officers. The attempt to export such prohibited goods fall under the

category of "illegal exports" as per Section

1'1

H (a) of the Customs Act, 1962 and the

said act constituted "smuggling" as defined in Section 2(39) of the Customs Act, 1962. ln
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terms of Sr. No. 188 of Schedule 2 of ITC (HS), 20'18 (regarding Export Policy), the
export of Red Sanders wood in any form, whether raw, processed or unprocessed are

Kg with a market value of
Rs. 5.45 Crores (Approx) are liable to absolute confiscation under the provisions of
not permitted. Thus, 755 Red Sanders logs weighing 12,120

Section 1 13(d), 1 13(e), I 13(h) & 1 13(i) of the Customs Act, 1962 and the Foreign Trade
Policy. 295 bags of feldspar powder weighing 14,750 kg valued at Rs. 93,4561 used for

concealment
Section

1

of Red Sanders are also liable to confiscation under the provisions of

19 of the Customs Act, 1962 but can be allowed to be redeemed on payment of

appropriate redemption

7.
7

.1

fi

ne.

Now, I discuss penalties proposed in the Show Cause Notice -

Proposal for lmpostion of penalty under Section 1 14(i) of the Customs Act, 1 962-

The prohibition for export of Red Sanders under the Foreign Trade Policy
provisions and the contravention of the same in this case have not been challenged by

any one. The goods entered for exporl were declared in the relevant shipping bill as
"Feldspar Powder (packed in PP Bags Each Bag Net Wt - 50 Kgs)", whereas the actual
goods found in the container brought to the customs area for export were 755 logs of
Red Sanders weighing 12,120 Kg and 295 PP Bags containing Feldspar Powder (each
bag Net Wt

-

50 Kgs) weighing 14,750 Kg. Hence, the contraventions of Section 1 13(d),

Section 113(e), Section 113(h)

&

Section 113(i)

of the

Customs Act, 1962 are

established including mis-declaration of description of goods, mis-declaration of value
and attempt to export of banned goods i.e. Red Sanders in illegal manner.

7.2

The persons found involved with the smuggling of Red sanders need to be
imposed penalty. section 113 is pari materia with section 'l 11 which also provides
provision for mis-declaration of imported goods. The Hon'ble Supreme court in the case
of Pine chemical Supp/lers v. collector of cusfoms - 1993 (67) E.L.T. 2s (s.c.), has held

that "for mis-declaration in respect of imported goods resulting in contravention of
Section 111(m), the question of mens rea is not relevant for liability to confiscation and
penalty. The ratio of the said decision of the Hon'ble Supreme court
is applicable for
export goods also under section 113 and 114 of the customs Act, 1962.
For the purpose
of export, the exporter is required to truthfully declare the contents
of the export cargo
and no attempt should be made to export something other than
what has been declared.

It

becomes even

a

more serious offence if, coupred with mis-decraration of the

description of the goods, what is actuaily sought to be exported
is prohibited, as in this
case' Mens rea is not required to be established in respect of mis-declared
cargo is well
settled principle as also held by the Hon'ble High court of Madras
in the case of cc
(Export), Chen n ai- 1 v. Ban sat I nd u stries - 2OO7 (2OT) E.
L.T. 346 (Mad. ).
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7.3 I find the following persons played crucial role in attempt to export Red sanders
illegally, for the reasons enumerated below and hence, made themselves liable to
penalty under Section 114(i) of the Customs Act, 1962. These persons planned in
advance, executed their plan with Azlens rea while bringing Red Sanders till Hazira Port,
however, their luck ran out, once DRI intervened with information of Red Sanders in the
said container.

a. Shri Devachand Bherulal, Proprietor of the Noticee

-

He connived with

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) by providing his documents such as PAN Card, Aadhar
Card, Electricity Bill, etc. on the basis of which IEC was issued in the name of Mis

Jai lVlataji Engineering Works, Rajasthan and later on signed forged rent deed
agreement which was used for amendment in name and address of IEC to M/s Jai
Mataji lmpex, Surat. He also signed the forged rent deed agreement and the same

was produced before DGFT authorities for amendment in name and address of
IEC of M/s JMl, Surat. He also evaded DRI investigation by not responding to the
various summons issued to him. Hence, Shri Devachand Bherulal is liable to
penalty under Section 114(i) of the CustomsAct, 1962.

b. Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) has been found mastermind in this case of smuggling of
Red Sanders. He, with a pre-determined motive to hide his identity, used different
aliases such as Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintubhai alias Rajeshbhai alias Shri
Sameer and got sim cards registered in the name of various persons for executing

smuggling

of Red Sanders and impersonated himself by various names. He

employed Shri Paras Patel to work for him and with his help got forged rent deed
prepared to amend the IEC; that he projected Shri Paras Patel as the main person

of the Noticee when dealing with CHA, transporter, driver and also for arranging
containers. He and Shri Paras Patel convinced Shri Rahul Mishra to help them to
illegally export Red Sanders by concealing the same with Feldspar Powder on
payment of Rs.5,00,000i-. He forwarded the IEC copy of the Noticee to his nephew

Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti and instructed him to prepare the exports documents
for the said firm. He had sent export documents to CHA on his company mail and

hard copies to Shri Paras Patel which were submitted to Shri Rahul Mishra for
filing the shipping bill. He posed as Shri Sameer before Shri Jitesh Gupta (owner
of the godwn premises) and negotiated with him for taking godown on rent and
paid rent of Rs. 89,500/- in cash to Shri Jitesh Gupta. He procurred feldspar
powder through one of his friend, Shri Rampal Nyati from M/s Raghav Minerals by
paying in cash and used the same to conceal Red Sanders.

His involvement in this case got established when the CCTV footage of
persons depositing Cash in the account of tvl/s Raghav lVlinerals & in the account
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of Shri Jitesh Radheshyam Gupta, fonvarded by the banks, was identified as Shri
Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu alias Rajesh alias Sameer by Shri Rampat

Nyati, Shri Rahul Mishra, Shri Ronak Sancheti, Shri Paras Patel, Shri Govind
Gurjar and Shri Jitesh Gupta.
He has also been found involved in giving instructions to Shri Paras Patel for

smuggling of Red Sanders and instructions to arrange container for stuffing Red
Sanders and was also present during the stuffing of Red Sanders in the container

at Vapi Godown. The Red Sanders which were loaded in the Container were
arranged by him, he also arranged labourers to stuff the container and during the
weighment of the said container at Umiya Weigh Bridge, Sachin, he also arranged

8 bags of Feldspar powder to be loaded in the said container to approximately
match the weight of the Container with the documents submitted lo Hazira
Customs. He, with a pre-determined motive to hide his identity and his name in
smuggling of Red Sander, used sim cards registered in the name of various
persons and used the same for planning and executing the purported smuggling of

Red Sanders. Shri Govind Gurjar, sim card holder of No. 7300099769 confirmed
that the said sim card was handed over to Shri Bhupesh Jain alias Pintu. The CDR

analysis also established that he was in constant touch with Shri Paras Patel and
Shri Rahul Mishra on regular basis on days preceding the attempted illegal export

of Red Sanders and even after examination of the said container. Hence, he

is

liable to penalty under Section 114(i) of the Customs Act, 1 962.

c. Shri Paras Himmatbhai Vadadoriya alias Paras Patel on instructions from
Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) posed himself as main person of the Noticee and
contacted CHA, transporter, driver, shipping line with that authority. He, without

knowledge of the plot owner and in connivance with Bhupesh Khabya (Jain)
executed a forged rent deed for the purpose of amending the IEC of the Noticee
and also arranged container for smuggling of Red Sanders out of lndia alongwith
Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) and Sartaj Bhai and negotiated a deal with Shri Rahul
Mishra to smuggle Red Sanders logs on payment of Rs. 5 lakhs. He coordinated

with the transporter of trailer carrying container from Hazira to Vapi and back to
Hazira, instructed the driver of trailer to reach the Godown and then took the driver

away from the Godown so that the driver would not know that the container was
stuffed with Red Sanders. He also handed over original Tax lnvoice, E-way Bill,
Shipping Bill etc. to Shri Rahul Mishra for filing before Customs and introduced
Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) to Shri Rahul Mishra. He got two new sim cards issued in
the name of his friend, Shri Ketan Talaviya after the consignment was put on hold.

The CDR analysis of his mobile number proved that he was in constant
touch with Shri Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu and Rahul Mishra on regular
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basis on days preceding the attempted smuggling of Red Sanders and even after

examination

of the said container. He was also in constant touch with

Shri

Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu and Rahul Mishra from the mobile phone
numbers he got issued in the name of his friend on 23.02.2019 & on 26.02.2019.
Hence, he is liable to penalty under Section 114(i) of the Customs Act, 1962.

d. Shri Rahul (Krishnakant) Mishra, Ex-Employee & Ex-H-Card Holder of
Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd.

-

M/s

The facts of this case establish that he purposefully did

not verify KYC of the noticee before taking Custom Clearance Work of the noticee

and agreed to facilitate/ abet smuggling of Red Sanders for an amount of Rs. 5
lakhs and repeatedly contacted Shri Paras Patel for sending container stuffed with

Red Sanders. He generated shipping bill on the basis of documents received by

him on his e-mail which he knew to have been mis-declared and even then
submitted hard copies of export documents provided by Shri Paras Patel to the

Customs officer. He approached the Customs officer and requested for early
examination citing vessel cut off date and influenced the Customs officer for early
examination stating that otherwise, he may have to pay detention charges from his
pocket with ill-intention that the cargo may not be examined properly by Customs
due to haste shown by him. The CDR analysis of his mobile number proved that
he was in constant touch with Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu alias Rajeshbhai

and Paras Patel on regular basis on days preceedings the attempted smuggling of
Red Sanders and even after examination of the said container by DRl. Hence, he
is liable to penalty under Sectlon 1 14(i) of the Customs Act, 1 962.

e. Shri Sartaj Ahmed alias Sarfaraj Shaikh is found to have been actively involved
in the attempted export of Red Sanders Logs despite prohibition as Shri Paras
Patel fonvarded him the address details of Shri. Shantilal Rangani, on the basis of

which a fake rent deed agreement was made by him for amending the IEC issued

by DGFT. He was also present alongwith Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) during the
meeting with Shri Rahul Mishra when Rahul Mishra agreed to help in smuggling
the Red Sanders Logs on payment of Rs. 5,00,0001 . He was also present during

the loading of Red Sanders Logs and bags containing feldspar powder in the
container. After the container was loaded with Red Sanders Logs and bags of
feldspar powder, he along with Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) and Paras Patel travelled
in the same Car from Vapi to Sachin (Surat) and was present during the loading of

eight bags of Feldspar Powder in the container at Shree Umiya Weigh bridge,
Sachin to match the weight of the container with that of the documents submitled
to Customs. Hence, he is liable to penalty under Section 1 14(i) of the Customs Act,
1962.
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f.

Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Ghavan provided his Aadhar Card & Pancard

as

documentary proof for executing rent agreement for the Vapi Premises/Godown in

his name, from where the Red Sanders were loaded. Shri Shahnawaz Hanif
Chavan had therefore knowingly taken on rent a premise in Vapi for storing,
loading & unloading of Red Sanders which were further to be smuggled out of

lndia in violation of the Customs Act, 1962 and the Foreign Trade Policy in
connivance with Bhupesh Khabya (Jain). Hence, he is liable

to penalty

under

Section 114(i) of the CustomsAct, 1962.

g. Any other person: Once the container was put on hold for examination by the
DRl, the main persons associated with smuggling of Red Sanders Logs vanished
and no one claimed the ownership of the said Red Sanders logs.

7.3.1 ln view of above facts & circumstances, I hold that S/Shri Devachand Bherulal,
Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), Paras Patel, Rahul Mishra, Sartaj Ahmed and Shahnawaz Hanif
Chavan were actively involved in attempt to export Red Sanders i.e. prohibited goods by

concealing them in container under the bags of feldspar and suppressing the actual
description of goods before the Customs officers. The export of such prohibited item falls
under the category of "illegal export" as per Section 11H (a) of the Customs Act, 1962

and the said act on their part constitutes "smuggling" as defined in Section 2(39) of the
Customs Act, 1962. ln terms of Sr. No. 188 of Schedule 2 of ITC (HS), 2018 (Export

Policy), the export

of Red Sanders wood in any form, whether raw, processed or

unprocessed are not permitted to be exported. Hence, all these acts on their part have
rendered 755 Red Sanders logs weighing 12,120 Kg and having market value of Rs.5.45

crores (Approx) liable to absolute confiscation under the provisions of Section 113(d),
1

13(e), 1 13(h) & 1 13(i) of the Customs Act, 1962 and the Foreign Trade Policy and thus,

all aforesaid persons have rendered themselves liable to peanlty under Section 114(i) of

the Customs Act, 1962. Hence, I impose penalty of Rs. 20 lakhs each on S/Shri Rahul
Mishra, Sartaj Ahmed, Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan and penalty of Rs. 50 lakhs each on
S/Shri Devachand Bherulal, Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) & Paras Patel under Section 114(i)
of the Customs Act, 1962.

7.4

Penalty under Section '1 14AA of the Customs Act, '1962- The SCN proposes

imposition of penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 on Shri Devachand

Bherulal, Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), Paras Patel and Rahul Mishra. I find that the said
Section can be invoked on establishment of the fact that the declaration, statement or
document made/submitted in transaction of any business for the purpose of the Act, is
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false or incorrect. I find that all the above 4 persons have knowingly and intentionally
made, signed and submitted false documents before Customs and hence, they are liable

to penalty under Section '114 AA of the Customs Act, 1962 and I impose penalty of Rs.
60lakhs on each of four, namely, ShriDevachand Bherulal, ShriBhupesh Khabya (Jain),
Shri Paras Patel and Shri Rahul Mishra under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

7.5

The SCN proposes imposition of penalty under Section 117 of the Customs Act,

1962 on S/Shri Devachand Bherulal, Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), Paras Patel, any other
person, Rahul Mishra, Ronak Bhopal Sancheti, Jitendra Sharma, Md. Sameer, Sudhir
Krupa Sindhu Panigrahi, Govind Gurjar, Sopan Shinde, Sartaj Ahmed, Shahnawaz Hanif
Chavan, Naseem lVlohammed Rafique and also on Sandeep, lnspector, Customs Surat.

7.5.1 I find that Section '1 17 of the Customs Act, 1962 provides for imposition of penalty
for such contravention of the provisions of the Customs Act, for which express penalty
has not been provided in the Customs Act, 1962. I have discussed in above para and
found S/Shri Devachand Bherulal, Bhupesh Khabya (Jain), Paras Patel, Rahul ttlishra
liable to penalty under Section 1'14(i) and also under Section 114AA of the Customs Act,
'1962. However, I do not find merit for imposition of seperate penalty on these four
persons under Section 1 17 of the Customs Act, 1962.

7.5.2 Coming to the issue of imposition of penalty on the remaining persons proposed in
the SCN under Section 1 17 of the Customs Act, I briefly discuss the roles played by each
of them in attempted smuggling of Red Sanders Logs, as below:

a. Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti prepared the export related documents of the
Noticee on the basis of which shipping bill was filed in the name of the Noticee.

The export documents were made by him on the basis of IEC and documents
submitted by Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) and he also allowed Bhupesh Khabya (Jain)

to deposit Cash in his saving account and subsequently withdrew the same and
handed over the said cash to him. Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti by his above
actions facilitated Shri Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu to attempt illegal export

of Red Sanders in contravention of the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and

the Foreign Trade Policy and hence, I hold him liable to penalty and impose
penalty of Rs. 50,000/- under Section 1 17 of the Customs Act, 1962.

b. Shri Jitendra Sharma as G-Card Holder of Mis Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. was
required to verify the KYC documents of the Exporter and also to verify the
address of the Exporter by visiting the premises and also required to verify the
Customs documents and remain present during the export examination of this
Container, however, he failed to follow the guidelines of the CBLR, 2018 and relied

upon Rahul Mishra, H-Card Holder for the firm's verification and also for
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examination of goods. Hence, he is liable to penalty under Section 117 of the
Customs Act, '1962 and I impose penalty of Rs. One lakh on him under Section
'l

17 of the Customs Act, 1962.

c. Shri Sudhir Krupa Sindhu Panigrahi facilitated in getting

IEC issued in the name

of M/s Jai lvlataji Engineering Works, Bhilwara, Rajasthan and later got it amended

to M/s Jai Mataji lmpex, by providing his own mobile number to receive OTP to
generate amendment registration without knowing the actual owner of lEC. Thus,
he facilitated the Noticee for contravening the provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and

the Foreign Trade Policy. Hence, I hold him liable to penalty under Section

1

'1

7 of

the Customs Act, 1962 and impose penalty of Rs. One lakh on him under Section
1

'17

of the Customs Act, 1962.

d. Shri Govind Gurjar provided SIM Card knowingly to Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) and
hence, helped him directly to attempt to illegal export of Red Sanders in
contravention of Customs Act and the Foreign Trade Policy and thus, allowed his
identity to be used by Shri Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) for illegal activities. Hence,

I

hold him liable to penalty under Section '117 of the Customs Act, 1962 and impose
penalty of Rs. 50,000/- on him under Section 117 of the Customs Act, 1962.

e. Md. Sameer handed over the documents of the Noticee to Shri Ronak Sancheti
and also received printouts of Export documents of the Noticee from him and
hence, helped Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) and others indirectly in illegal export of Red
Sanders in contravention of the Customs Act, 1962 and the Foreign Trade Policy.

Hence, I hold him also liable to penalty under Section 117 of the Customs Act,
1962 and impose penalty of Rs. 25,000/- on him under Section

1

17 of the Customs

Act,1962.

f.

Shri sopan shinde did not appear during P.H. and also did not respond to the
summons issed underthe provisions of CustomsAct, 1962 and hence, lhold him
liable to penalty and impose penalty of Rs. 50,000/- on him under section 1'17 of
the Customs Act, 1962.

g. Shri Sartai Ahmed Sarfaraj Shaikh did not appear intentionally and did not
respond to the Department despite summons issued under the provisions of
Customs Act, '1962. Hence, he is also liable to penalty and I impose penalty of Rs.
25,000/- on him under Section 1 17 of the Customs Act' 1962.

h. Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan did not appear nor responded to the Department
despite summons issued under the provisions of the customs Act, 1962 and
thereby contravened the provisions of Customs Act, 1962. Hence, he is liable to
penalty and I impose penalty of Rs. 25,0001 on him under Section 'l 't7 of the
Customs Act, 1962.

i.

Naseem Mohammed Rafique had provided the SIM Card to Bhupesh Khabya
(Jain) and therefore, allowed his identity to be mis-used by Bhupesh Khabya (Jain)
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for attempted illegal export of Red Sanders. Hence, he is liable to penalty under
Section 1 17 of the Customs Act, 1962 and I impose penalty of Rs. 50,000/- on him
under Section 117 of the Customs Act, 1962.

7.6

I find that Shri Rahul Mishra, H-Card Holder

statement recorded

on

of M/s Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd. in his

25126-02-2019 has stated that

the Customs officials

were

unaware that the consignment pertaining to shipping Bill No. 1744103 dated 01.02.2019

contained Red sanders logs or some other goods or prohiblted goods along with
declared goods. This shows that Shri Sandeep, lnspector of Customs was not involved in
the smuggling racket, however, it is established during investigation that he did not follow

the prescribed dock stuffing procedure. Only on visual inspection at the entrance of the
container and finding feldspar powder bags, he sealed the container with customs seal
and entered examination report, in the system, the basis on which Let Export Order was
issued. Thus, Shri Sandeep failed to examine the goods as per the prescribed procedure

and allowed 755 logs of Red Sanders weighing 12,12A Kg having market value of Rs.

5.45 crores (Approx) and liable to absolute confiscation to be exported but for timely
intervention by DRl. He has, therefore, rendered himself liable to penalty under Section

fa(i) of the Customs Act, 1962 and I impose penalty of Rs. 50,000/- on him under
Section 114(r) ol the Customs Act, 1962. However, I find no reason to impose penalty on
Shri Sandeep, lnspector, under Section 117 of the Customs Act, 1962.

7.6.1 I find that penalty under Section 1'l4AA of the Customs Act, 1962 can be imposed

on a person who knowingly makes the false declaration or signs document in false
manner which is not the case for Shri Sandeep, lnspector. Hence, I find that Shri
Sandeep is not liable to penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act. ln this regard,

I rely on the decision of

Hon'ble Andhra Pradesh High Court in case of Jai Balaji

lndustries reported as 2018 (361) ELT 429

(

P)wherein it is held that:

"6. ln the aforementioned admitted facts of the case and provision of law, we

are of the opinion that Section 114AA does

not get attracted as sine qua
non for invoking the said provision is that it must be established that a
person knowingly or intentionally makes, srgns or uses, or causes to be
made, signed or used, any declaration, statement or 42 C/11771180/2012 document, which is false or incorrect in any material
padicular, in the transaction of any business for the purposes of the
Act....."
(Emphasis supplied)
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8.

As per the export documents, the container had s40 bags containing feldspar

powder, whereas, on physical examination 755 Red Sanders Logs weighing 12,120 Kg

and only 295 PP Bags containing Feldspar Powder (Each Bag Net wt

-

50 Kgs) totally

weighing 14,750 Kgs were found stuffed in the said container and neither quantity nor
value of Red Sanders was declared in the export documents.

The goods stuffed in the container have been found misdeclared and the value
declared in the export documents has also been found highly incorrect as per Rule 8 of

the customs Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules,

2007.

considering the market value of one metric tonne of Red sanders @ Rs 45 lakh, the
market value ot 12,120 Kg of Red Sanders would be Rs. 5,45,40,000/- as proposed in
the scN. The said Red sanders was concealed under 295 Pp Bags containing Feldspar
Powder (Each Bag Net Wt - 50 Kgs) weighing 14,750 Kgs vatued as Rs 93,456^.

9.

ln view of the above facts and circumstances, I pass the following orders:-

ORDER

(i)

I cancel Let Export Order issued under Section 51 of the Customs Act, .1962

for the Shipping Bill No. 1744103 dated 01.02.20'lg since the same was
obtained on the basis of false declaration made by the Noticee.

(ii)

I order absolute

confiscation of 755 logs

of Red Sanders (pterocarpus

Kg

(seized vide Panchnama dated
25.02.2019) under Section 113(d), 113(e), 113(h) & 113(i) of the Customs
Santalinus) weighing 12,120

Act, 1962.

(iii) I also order confiscation of 295 PP Bags of Feldspar Powder weighing
14,750 Kg and valued at Rs 93,456/- which were used for concealing 755
logs of Red Sanders under Section 119 of the CustomsAct, 1962.

lgive

an

option to M/s Jai Mataji lmpex to get these 295 PP Bags of Feldspar Powder

redeemed by paying redemption fine of Rs. 90,000/- in lieu of confiscation
under Section 125 of the Customs Act, 1 962.

(iv)

I impose penalties under Section 114(i) and under Section

114AA of the

Customs Act, 1962 on the following persons as below:-

a.

On Shri Devachand Bherulal penalty of Rs. 50 lakhs under Section
114(i) & Rs. 60 lakhs under Section 114AAof the CustomsAct, 1962.

b.

On Shri Rahul Mishra penalty of Rs.20 lakhs under Section 114(i) &
Rs. 60 lakhs under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

c.

On Shri Sartaj Ahmed penalty of Rs. 20 lakhs under Section 114(i) of
the Customs Act, 1962.
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d.

On Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan Rs. 20 lakhs penalty under Section
114(i) of the Customs Act, 1962.

e.

On Shri Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) penalty of Rs. 50 lakhs under
Section 114(i) & Rs. 60 lakhs under Section 114AA of the Customs
Act, 1962.

f.
I

On Shri Paras Patel penalty of Rs. 50 lakhs under Section 114(i) &

Rs.60 lakhs under Section't14AAof the CustomsAct, 1962.
impose penalty under Section 117 of the Customs Act, 1962 on the

persons below as under:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
S.

On Shri Ronal Bhopal Sancheti penalty of Rs. Fifty Thousand.
On Shri Jitendera Sharma penalty of Rs. 'l lakh.
On Shri Sudhri Krupa Sindhu Panigrahi penalty of

Rs

1 lakh.

On Shri Govind Gurjar penalty of Rs. Fifiy Thousand.
On Shri Md. Sameer penalty of Rs. Twenty Five Thousand.
On Shri Sopan Shinde penalty of Rs. Fifty Thousand.

On Shri Sartaj Ahmed Sarfaraj Shaikh penalty of Rs. Twenty Five
Thousand.

h.

On Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan penalty of Rs. Twenty Five
Thousand.

i.
VI

On Shri Naseem Mohammed Rafique penalty of Rs. Fifty Thousand.

I impose penalty of Rs. 50,000/- on Shri Sandeep, lnspector of Customs
under Section I 14(i) of the Customs Act, 1 962 and no penalty under Section
114AAor Section 117 of the CustomsAct, 1962.

SN--\,*
or
'Ip

(Kumar Santosh)
Prihcipal Commissioner
F.No Vlll/1 0- 51/Pr. Commr.lO&N2019

Dale:24.09.2020

BY REGD./SPEED POST A.D./BY HAND

To:-

1)

M/s Jai Mataji lmpex, surat through its proprietor Shri Devachand Bherulal,
Prop. residing at Chungi Naka Khatik Mohalla, pur, Bhilwara, Rajasthan.

2)

Shri Bhupesh Khabya (Jain) alias Pintu, residing at Gokut Vila, Hospital
Road, Pur, Bhilwara- Rajasthan.

3) shri Paras Himmatbhai Vadadoriya alias paras patel residing al A-7,
Chitrakut Society, Hirabag, Surat City, Surat, Gujarat-3gs 006.

Iragc I 0-r (,l l0.l

4)

Shri Rahul Krishnakanth Mishra, Ex-Employee

&

Ex-H-Card Hotder of M/s

Movar Logistics Pvt. Ltd residing at NZ-10c, Rupak Flat, Near Bhavani Mata

-t

Temple, IOC Road, Kawas, Surat.
5)

Shri Sandeep, lnspector, Customs Surat, Flat No. D-302, Shrinagar
Residency, VIP Road, Vesu- Surat-395 007.

6)

Shri Shahnawaz Hanif Chavan, N777, Akbar Suleman Compound, Shaikh
ttlisri Road, Antop Hill- Mumbai-400 037.

7)

Shri Sartaj Ahmed Sarfaraj Shaikh, Room No.944 1lZ, Akbar Suleman
Compound, Shaikh Misri Road, Wadala East, Mumbai- 4OO 037.

8)

Naseem Mohammed Rafique, Room No.11, K-Sector, F-1, Linecheeta
Camp, Trombay, Mumbai Maharashtra-400088.

e)

Shri Sudhir Panigrahi, Flat No.A-3/15,Sector-ll, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai-

400614.
10)

Shri Sopan Shinde Shop No.63, Plot-44, Sector 11, CBD Belapur, Navi
Mumbai 400 614.

11)

Shri Jitendra Sharma 509, Choudaha Tola, Ward No. '13, Karamsela, TehAmarpatan, Dist-Satna, Madhya Pradesh.

12)

Shri Ronak Bhopal Sancheti, C-4-S, Room No.5, New Alanknanda CHS,
M.G.Complex, Sector-14, Vashi Navi Mumbai-400 703

13)

Shri Govind Gurjal House No.43, Nimadi Chowk, Bada Mandir Agariya,
Amet Rajsamand- Rajasthan- 313 332.

14)
15)

Md. Sameer (through Ronak Bhopal Sancheti)

Any other person who claims the ownership of the seized goods (Service as
provided under Section 153 of the Customs Act, 1962)

Copy forwarded for information & necessary action to:-

1) The Principal Chief Commissloner, Customs, Gujarat Zone Ahmedabad.
2) The Principal Additional Director General, Directorate of Revenue
lntelligence, Ahemdabad Zonal Unit, Ahmedabad

3)
4)

The Deputy Commissioner of Customs, Hazira, Surat.

Superintendent (Systems), HQ, Ahmedabad with direction

to upload

the

order on the website of Ahmedabad Customs.

5)
6)

Notice Board
Guard file.
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